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Abstract

Neurodegenerative diseases are an ever-increasing health problem, requiring sub-

stantial human and financial resources. They are caused by pathogenic proteins,

which accumulate and spread in the brain’s neural network, causing neuronal loss

and brain atrophy. However, the mechanisms that govern pathogenic protein accu-

mulation, spread, and toxic effects are still poorly understood, and many competing

hypotheses regarding them have been presented by researchers. A better under-

standing of these mechanisms can help inform which hypotheses are more likely to

be true, improve prognosis tools, and assist in drug development.

Clinically, brain atrophy follows specific spatiotemporal patterns in each neu-

rodegenerative disease, and each disease is linked to specific pathogenic proteins.

This observation led to the ‘molecular nexopathies’ hypothesis, which states that

clinical phenotypes can be predicted if the specific pathogenic protein variant and

the neural network characteristics are both known. However, little computational

work has been done that links pathogenic protein mechanisms, the brain’s neural

network, and clinical phenotypes.

In this thesis, I developed computational models for a variety of hypotheses re-

garding pathogenic protein mechanisms of accumulation, spread, and toxic effects

on the brain, which occur at the neuronal scale, while linking them to neuroimag-

ing data, which is acquired at the brain scale. After running simulations with the

modelled mechanisms within a neural network, I compared simulation results over

time against empirical data for Alzheimer’s disease and three genetic variants of

frontotemporal dementia.

For each disease, the model that best fitted its atrophy progression was found,
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discovering differences among diseases with regards to what degree each mecha-

nism played a role. I also analysed how each mechanism affected disease progres-

sion, discovered each disease’s seed location, and found mechanisms that showed

potential as candidate targets for therapies, in particular, increasing the firing fre-

quency of neurons.



Impact Statement

In this thesis, I present a framework for linking neuronal scale mechanisms of

pathogenic proteins to brain scale disease phenotypes (with more work required

for a more substantial impact). The current work could have an impact in the

short term primarily in the academic field. At its core, the aim of this work was

to discover which hypotheses regarding pathogenic protein mechanisms hold more

validity against patient neuroimaging data, providing evidence in favour of some

hypotheses and against others, which is a common application for computational

modelling. Thus, this work can suggest which hypotheses should have priority

for further neurobiological research. Similarly, neurobiological research improves

our understanding of pathogenic protein mechanisms would result in more accu-

rate computational models. This cyclical effect could be best exploited within a

collaborative and multidisciplinary effort between neurobiologists and modellers.

Publishing of this work’s results in multidisciplinary journals would increase their

visibility to neurobiologists.

Assuming this work is further progressed in the future, it has a lot of poten-

tial in the long term. After creating sufficiently refined and accurate models of

pathogenic protein mechanisms, their behaviour would become predictable. Com-

putational modelling has been used before in pharmaceutical research, and with the

further development of this work, it will be possible to make suggestions regarding

which specific mechanisms hold promise as therapeutic targets by simulating ther-

apies that directly affect the mechanisms in some manner, and then checking which

therapies ended up delaying disease progression. In addition, with further improve-

ment of this work’s modelling, it is possible to have improved prognosis, including
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prognosis for individual subjects, which would be useful in a clinical and academic

context.
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Diami, j|r multiscale work, diameter of compartment j of neuron i from brain region

r

Dices,s̄(n) neuronal scale work, Dice coefficient between sets Gs(n) and Gs̄(n)

Dn space of discrete numbered vector of dimension n

Dr←r̄ brain scale and multiscale work, Euclidean distance between brain region r

and r̄

dt neuronal scale work, individual timestep interval

DW|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via effective

connectivity related diffusive spread from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from

brain region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t
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DW|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via functional

connectivity related diffusive spread from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from

brain region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t

DW|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via structural

connectivity related diffusive spread from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from

brain region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t

EDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via extracellular

diffusion from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from brain region r̄ to compart-

ment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t

EDr←r̄(t) brain scale work, probability of protein spreading via extracellular diffu-

sion from brain region r̄ to brain region r at timestep t

Enti, j←ī, j̄ neuronal scale work, probability of protein managing to pass through the

entrance from neuron ī, compartment j̄ to neuron i, compartment j

Enti, j|r←ī, j̄|r multiscale work, probability of protein managing to pass through the

entrance from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from brain region r to compartment

j of neuron i from brain region r

Er←r̄ brain scale and multiscale work, effective connectivity from brain region r̄

to brain region r

fACT neuronal scale and multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading

via active transport

fDF|F multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via functional

connectivity related diffusive frequency related spread

fDF|S multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via structural con-

nectivity related diffusive frequency related spread

fDF|E multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via effective con-

nectivity related diffusive frequency related spread

fDW|E multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via effective con-

nectivity related diffusive spread
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fDW|F multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via functional

connectivity related diffusive spread

fDW|S multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via structural con-

nectivity related diffusive spread

fED multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via extracellular

diffusion

FF|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via effective

connectivity related fast frequency related spread from compartment j̄ of

neuron ī from brain region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region

r at timestep t

fFF|E multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via effective con-

nectivity related fast frequency related spread

fFF|F multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via functional

connectivity related fast frequency related spread

FF|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via functional

connectivity related fast frequency related spread from compartment j̄ of

neuron ī from brain region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region

r at timestep t

fFF|S multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via structural con-

nectivity related fast frequency related spread

FF|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via structural

connectivity related fast frequency related spread from compartment j̄ of

neuron ī from brain region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region

r at timestep t

fFW|E multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via effective con-

nectivity related fast spread

fFW|F multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via functional

connectivity related fast spread
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fFW|S multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via structural con-

nectivity related fast spread

fNFS multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via neuronal fre-

quency related spread

fNND neuronal scale and multiscale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading

via neuronal network diffusion

FReffect multiscale work, refers to the toxic effect, specifically whether it was an

increase or a decrease of firing frequencies

freqr(t) brain scale work, firing frequency of brain region r at timestep t

fri|r(t) multiscale work, firing frequency of neuron i from brain region r at timestep

t

Fr←r̄ brain scale and multiscale work, functional connectivity between brain re-

gions r and r̄

FS|Er←r̄(t) brain scale work, probability of protein spreading via effective con-

nectivity related firing frequency related spread from brain region r̄ to brain

region r at timestep t

FS|Fr←r̄(t) brain scale work, probability of protein spreading via functional con-

nectivity related firing frequency related spread from brain region r̄ to brain

region r at timestep t

FS|Sr←r̄(t) brain scale work, probability of protein spreading via structural con-

nectivity related firing frequency related spread from brain region r̄ to brain

region r at timestep t

fSYN neuronal scale work, intrinsic probability of protein spreading via synaptic

transfer

FW|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via effective

connectivity related fast spread from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from brain

region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t
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FW|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via functional

connectivity related fast spread from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from brain

region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t

FW|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via structural

connectivity related fast spread from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from brain

region r̄ to compartment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t

GDSi neuronal scale work, geodesic distance from neuron i to the seed of the sim-

ulation

Gs(n) neuronal scale work, set of the first n neurons to reach neuronal death in a

simulation s

Hpar neuronal scale work, set of all simulations where the parameter par was the

same among them (but other parameters may have varied)

i refers to a single neuron

i, j|r multiscale work, refers to compartment j of neuron i from brain region r

InAlr(t) multiscale work, intersection between set of alive neurons and set of input

neurons from brain region r at timestep t

Inr multiscale work, set of input neurons of brain region r

i|r multiscale work, refers to a single neuron from brain region r

j refers to a single neuronal compartment (1 for dendrites, 2 for soma, 3 for

axon)

Layi neuronal scale work, the layer of neuron i

Layi|r multiscale work, cortical column layer that neuron i from brain region r

belonged to

Leni, j neuronal scale work, length of the neuronal compartment j of neuron i

Leni, j|r multiscale work, length of compartment j of neuron i from brain region r

NAEr←r̄(t) brain scale and multiscale work, normalised absolute values of effec-

tive connectivity from brain region r̄ to brain region r at timestep t
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NAFr←r̄(t) brain scale and multiscale work, normalised absolute values of func-

tional connectivity between brain regions r̄ and r at timestep t

NASr←r̄(t) brain scale and multiscale work, normalised absolute values of struc-

tural connectivity between brain regions r̄ and r at timestep t

NCol neuronal scale work, number of cortical columns

NColr multiscale work, number of cortical columns representing brain region r

ND|Er←r̄(t) brain scale work, probability of protein spreading via effective con-

nectivity related network-mediated diffusion from brain region r̄ to brain

region r at timestep t

ND|Fr←r̄(t) brain scale work, probability of protein spreading via functional con-

nectivity related network-mediated diffusion from brain region r̄ to brain

region r at timestep t

NDout|Er̄ brain scale work, probability of protein spreading out of brain region r̄

from effective connectivity related network-mediated diffusion

NDout|Fr̄ brain scale work, probability of protein spreading out of brain region r̄

from functional connectivity related network-mediated diffusion

NDout|Sr̄ brain scale work, probability of protein spreading out of brain region r̄

from structural connectivity related network-mediated diffusion

ND|Sr←r̄(t) brain scale work, probability of protein spreading via structural con-

nectivity related network-mediated diffusion from brain region r̄ to brain

region r at timestep t

NFSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via neuronal fre-

quency related spread from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from brain region r

to compartment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t

NNDFi, j←ī, j̄(t) neuronal scale work, (final) probability of protein spreading via

neuronal network diffusion from neuron ī, compartment j̄ to neuron i, com-

partment j at timestep t
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NNDi, j←ī, j̄(t) neuronal scale work, probability of protein spreading via neuronal

network diffusion from neuron ī, compartment j̄ to a neighbouring neuron i,

compartment j at timestep t

NNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) multiscale work, probability of protein spreading via neuronal

network diffusion from compartment j̄ of neuron ī from brain region r to

compartment j of neuron i from brain region r at timestep t

textNNDthr neuronal scale work, minimum concentration threshold below which

protein would not spread via neuronal network diffusion

NNeu neuronal scale work, number of total neurons

NNeur multiscale work, number of neurons within brain region r

NReg brain scale and multiscale work, number of brain regions

OSr brain scale work, event position that brain region r became abnormal during

a simulation

OutAlr(t) multiscale work, intersection between set of alive neurons and set of

output neurons from brain region r at timestep t

Outr multiscale work, set of output neurons of brain region r

QnAcci, j|r(t) multiscale work, net change of non-pathogenic protein quantity from

production, clearance, and misfolding at compartment j of neuron i from

brain region r at timestep t

QnAcci, j(t) neuronal scale work, net change in protein quantity from production,

clearance, and misfolding for non-pathogenic protein at neuron i, compart-

ment j, timestep t

QnAccr(t) brain scale work, net change of non-pathogenic protein quantity from

production, clearance, and misfolding, for brain region r at timestep t

QnBSSaddi, j|r(t) multiscale work, non-pathogenic protein quantity that spread via

brain scale spread mechanisms into compartment j of neuron i from brain

region r at timestep t
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QnBSSi, j|r(t) multiscale work, net change in non-pathogenic protein quantity from

brain scale spread mechanisms at compartment j of neuron i from brain

region r at timestep t

QnBSSremi, j|r(t) multiscale work, non-pathogenic protein quantity that spread via

brain scale spread mechanisms out of compartment j of neuron i from brain

region r at timestep t

Qni, j|r(t) multiscale work, non-pathogenic protein quantity at compartment j of

neuron i from brain region r at timestep t

Qni, j(t) neuronal scale work, quantity of non-pathogenic protein in compartment j

of neuron i at timestep t

QnNSSi, j|r(t) multiscale work, net change of non-pathogenic protein quantity from

neuronal scale spread mechanisms at compartment j of neuron i from brain

region r at timestep t

QnNSSi, j(t) neuronal scale work, net change in protein quantity from spread mech-

anisms for non-pathogenic protein at neuron i, compartment j, timestep t

Qnr(t) brain scale work, non-pathogenic protein quantity at brain region r at

timestep t

QpAcci, j|r(t) multiscale work, net change of pathogenic protein quantity from pro-

duction, clearance, and misfolding at compartment j of neuron i from brain

region r at timestep t

QpAcci, j(t) neuronal scale work, net change in protein quantity from production,

clearance, and misfolding for pathogenic protein at neuron i, compartment

j, timestep t

QpAccr(t) brain scale work, net change of pathogenic protein quantity from pro-

duction, clearance, and misfolding, for brain region r at timestep t

QpBSSaddi, j|r(t) multiscale work, pathogenic protein quantity that spread via brain

scale spread mechanisms into compartment j of neuron i from brain region

r at timestep t
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QpBSSi, j|r(t) multiscale work, net change in pathogenic protein quantity from

brain scale spread mechanisms at compartment j of neuron i from brain

region r at timestep t

QpBSSremi, j|r(t) multiscale work, pathogenic protein quantity that spread via

brain scale spread mechanisms out of compartment j of neuron i from brain

region r at timestep t

Qpi, j|r(t) multiscale work, pathogenic protein quantity at compartment j of neuron

i from brain region r at timestep t

Qpi, j(t) neuronal scale work, quantity of pathogenic protein in compartment j of

neuron i at timestep t

QpNSSi, j|r(t) multiscale work, net change of pathogenic protein quantity from neu-

ronal scale spread mechanisms at compartment j of neuron i from brain re-

gion r at timestep t

QpNSSi, j(t) neuronal scale work, net change in protein quantity from spread mech-

anisms for pathogenic protein at neuron i, compartment j, timestep t

Qpr(t) brain scale work, pathogenic protein quantity at brain region r at timestep t

r refers to a single brain region

RA brain scale work, rate of atrophy

RFS|E brain scale work, strength of effective connectivity related firing frequency

related spread

RFS|F brain scale work, strength of functional connectivity related firing frequency

related spread

RFS|S brain scale work, strength of structural connectivity related firing frequency

related spread

RMis all work, misfolding/templating rate

Rn space of real numbered vectors of dimension n

RnClear all work, rate of non-pathogenic protein clearance
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RnProd all work, rate of non-pathogenic protein production

RpClear all work, rate of pathogenic protein clearance

RpProd all work, rate of pathogenic protein production

RTxc neuronal scale and multiscale work, toxicity rate

SeedLoc multiscale work, refers to the brain region that had the pathogenic protein

seed

SELi, j←ī, j̄ neuronal scale work, intrinsic tendency of protein to spread selectively

from neuron ī, compartment j̄ to neuron i, compartment j

Sigr brain scale work, population regional synaptic signals for brain region r

SOr(θ) multiscale work, event order position that brain region r became abnormal

during a simulation with parameter set θ

Sr←r̄ brain scale and multiscale work, structural connectivity between brain re-

gions r and r̄

SSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r multiscale work, strength of a synapse connecting compartment j̄ of

neuron ī from brain region r to compartment j of neuron i from brain region

r

SSi, j←ī, j̄ neuronal scale work, synaptic strength from neuron ī, compartment j̄ to

neuron i, compartment j

SSGi neuronal scale work, synaptic strength gradient of neuron i

SYNi, j←ī, j̄(t) neuronal scale work, probability of protein spreading via synaptic

transfer from neuron ī, compartment j̄ to neuron i, compartment j at timestep

t

t simulation timestep

Tatrr(θ) multiscale work, timestep that brain region r first showed abnormal

amount of atrophy in a simulation with parameter set θ

tConvs,s̄ neuronal scale work, time to convergence between simulations s and s̄

tdeathi neuronal scale work, timestep that neuron i died
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Txci|r(t) multiscale work, toxicity level of neuron i from brain region r at timestep

t

Txci(t) neuronal scale work, toxicity level of neuron i, at timestep t

Typei neuronal scale work, the type of neuron i

Typei|r multiscale work, neuronal type of neuron i from brain region r

UM|disr,o multiscale work, probability of region r being o-th in the order of brain

regional volumes becoming abnormal based on an event based model

UMr,i brain scale work, uncertainty matrix of an event based model of some neu-

rodegenerative disease, indicating the probability of brain region r showing

atrophy right after i−1 regions show atrophy before it (i.e., showing atrophy

i-ith in the sequence of brain regions showing atrophy)

Voli, j neuronal scale work, volume of the neuronal compartment j of neuron i

Voli, j|r multiscale work, volume of compartment j of neuron i from brain region r

Vr(t) brain scale and multiscale work, volume of brain region r at timestep t

Vthi|r(t) multiscale work, voltage threshold for an action potential for neuron i

from brain region r at timestep t

Vthi(t) neuronal scale work, voltage threshold for an action potential for neuron i

at timestep t

Vthresr brain scale work, threshold for abnormal volume for brain region r

WNNDi, j←ī, j̄ neuronal scale work, neuronal network diffusion weight from neuron

ī, compartment j̄ to neuron i, compartment j

WNNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r multiscale work, neuronal network diffusion weight from com-

partment j̄ of neuron ī from brain region r to compartment j of neuron i

from brain region r





Chapter 1

Introduction

Neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), describe a family

of pathologies that are caused by pathogenic proteins, which accumulate and spread

in neural networks, causing a progressive loss of neuronal function and of structural

integrity, and eventually neuronal death. Most neurodegenerative diseases affect

brain neurons, leading to what is known as brain atrophy (Figure 1.1) and eventual

patient death. These diseases manifest symptoms, most of which fall under the

category of dementia, e.g., impairments in memory, linguistic ability, cognition,

etc.

Figure 1.1: Magnetic resonance images (MRIs) showcasing the atrophy occurring in
neurodegenerative diseases. Left: healthy control. Right: AD patient. Figure
from https://institute.progress.im/en/content/brain-imaging-psychiatrists-part-
2-structural-static-measures.
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1.1 Clinical motivation

Neurodegenerative diseases are currently incurable, with therapies being able to

only temporarily ameliorate symptoms [1, 2]. This fact, coupled with the type of

symptoms that manifest in neurodegenerative diseases limits patient care to be pre-

dominantly home care and nursing, requiring high financial and human resources

for every patient. Around 25 million people globally had dementia in 2005 [3],

and that number grew to around 50 million in 2018 [4], with the number expected

to continue growing due to the increasing life expectancy, especially in develop-

ing countries. Worldwide, it has been estimated that the annual cost of care was 1

trillion dollars in 2018 [4], while in the United Kingdom it was 17 billion GBP in

2007 [5], much higher than the 9 billion GBP total cost of care for patients with

heart disease, stroke, and cancer. All of these issues motivate the scientific and

clinical community to discover better therapeutic interventions.

Neurodegenerative diseases are caused by pathogenic protein accumulation,

thus it stands to reason that future research into therapies will focus on develop-

ing therapies which aim at modifying these proteins in some manner, e.g., by re-

moving them, or by reducing the effectiveness of the mechanisms by which they

accumulate. The mechanisms that govern pathogenic proteins make an obvious

choice as potential targets for therapeutic intervention [6, 7]. A better understand-

ing of pathogenic proteins and the neurobiological mechanisms that govern their

behaviour (hereinafter referred to as simply ‘mechanisms’), as well as how they

would be affected in the event of a therapeutic intervention, would provide useful

information for the drug designing process [8].

Noticeable symptoms of cognitive decline manifest decades after pathogene-

sis [9], making early diagnosis rare and difficult. However, early diagnosis is of

great interest, as the effectiveness of many current therapies is increased the earlier

the treatment begins [2, 10], and this could also be the case with future therapies.

How and where pathogenesis occurs remains to some extent a mystery, which, if

solved, would assist in the development of biomarkers for earlier diagnosis. Im-

proved prognosis in individuals could also be beneficial for treatment planning [11].
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A better understanding of the mechanisms could lead to learning the equations that

describe them, thus being able to predict their behaviour and assist in the develop-

ment of new prognostic tools.

There are still many facts about pathogenic proteins which have yet to be elu-

cidated [12–15]. For example, it is still unknown by which mechanisms they spread

throughout the brain. Neuroscientists and neurobiologists have come up with many,

sometimes conflicting hypotheses regarding the nature of these mechanisms [16–

20]. However, testing and validating every hypothesis can be difficult and resource

intensive. Therefore, neurobiological research could be prioritised to focus on those

hypotheses whose likelihood of being true is higher. As such, any evidence that can

suggest which hypotheses are more or less likely to be true would assist in this

endeavour.

In conclusion, it appears that a better understanding of the mechanisms would

be useful for prognosis, earlier diagnosis, drug development, and for guiding future

neurobiological research.

1.2 The ‘molecular nexopathies’ paradigm

Neurodegenerative diseases have been observed clinically to produce spatiotem-

poral patterns of atrophy and protein deposition in histopathological, in-vivo, and

in-vitro studies [21–28]. The existence of patterns leads us to hypothesise that

they must be the product of the interaction between pathogenic proteins and certain

mechanisms. Researchers have also observed that each neurodegenerative disease

has its own spatiotemporal pattern of protein deposition and of brain atrophy. In

addition, the degree of heterogeneity of these patterns among patients inflicted with

the same disease varies depending on the disease [28] (see Section 2.2), e.g., the

pattern in AD is more homogeneous among patients (although there are variants)

compared to frontotemporal dementias, where it is more heterogeneous among pa-

tients. This leads us to two conclusions: (a) neurodegenerative diseases are pri-

marily governed by the same or similar mechanisms, which lead to the similarities

between them (i.e., following pathogenesis, pathogenic proteins accumulate into
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aggregates, cause neuronal dysfunction and death, brain atrophy in a pattern, clini-

cal symptoms, and finally patient death [29]), and (b) there must be some variations

in the mechanisms, which account for the phenotypic variation. These mechanism

variations could explain the perceived “randomness” of neurodegenerative disease

propagation, for example, if the instigating event in one disease occurs in one spe-

cific brain region, whereas in another disease it could occur in any of a number of

brain regions, after which the spread follows anatomical connections, this would

lead to higher heterogeneity of progression patterns in the latter case.

In general, there are many common characteristics among neurodegenerative

diseases, as well as a lot of variation in other aspects (a theme that will become more

evident in Chapter 2). Two major commonalities among neurodegenerative diseases

is that they are caused by pathogenic proteins, and that the spatiotemporal patterns

of protein accumulation and of brain atrophy coincide with the neural network’s

connectivity. There are many pathogenic proteins which are linked to neurodegen-

erative diseases [30], such as tau, amyloid-beta, etc. Additionally, for each of these

proteins, there are many variants that are pathogenic [30, 31]. Therefore, a natu-

ral conclusion is to hypothesise that the spatiotemporal disease progression patterns

are, at least partially, determined by the specific pathogenic protein variant. This

hypothesis implies that each variant produces a different pattern [32–35], which

would explain the pattern diversity.

Additionally, the spatiotemporal patterns of protein accumulation and brain

atrophy follow different parts of the neural network of the brain in each neurode-

generative disease, and the patterns show a variety of characteristics in each dis-

ease [17, 35, 36], such as left-right brain asymmetry, distributed or clustered spread,

fast or slow atrophy progression, etc. This variety indicates a differential degree of

vulnerability for different parts of the brain network depending on the specific neu-

rodegenerative disease, or the specific pathogenic protein variant. Therefore, the

elements, characteristics, and connections of the brain neural network are hypoth-

esised to also play a role in determining the form of the spatiotemporal patterns of

protein accumulation and brain atrophy [17, 37–39].
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The ‘molecular nexopathies’ paradigm [36] combines the previous two hy-

potheses, suggesting that network disintegration phenotypes can be predicted based

on the specific pathogenic protein variant and the neural network’s characteristics.

There is a large amount of evidence that supports the ‘molecular nexopathies’ hy-

pothesis, including animal inoculation studies that show different patterns of protein

spread for different proteins, and the fairly distinctive patterns of genetic demen-

tias [17, 30, 34, 35]. There are many articles in the literature that state similar

hypotheses, suggesting that exploring this paradigm would be of interest to the sci-

entific community [37–41]. The validity of this paradigm can be better tested by

first gaining a better understanding of the mechanisms, their interactions with dif-

ferent proteins and protein variants, the interactions of pathogenic proteins with the

brain neural network, and a validation methodology that makes use of the network

disintegration phenotypes.

1.3 Previous approaches

Thus far, most research into mechanisms has focused on observing protein be-

haviour under different conditions [42–47]. Animal inoculation and in-vitro re-

search is undoubtedly useful, as it is able to assess hypotheses, such as the ‘molec-

ular nexopathies’ hypothesis. However, they provide mostly observational informa-

tion of the end result, without much new information regarding the causal mecha-

nisms themselves. The primary factors limiting the rate of progress of neurodegen-

erative disease research is the complexity of the brain, as well as the limitations of

the techniques employed for ethically acceptable in-vivo studies (the invasive na-

ture that is typical of in-vivo studies would result in the death of subjects). These

limitations force researchers and clinicians to more indirect avenues of research,

such as brain imaging studies [48–51], post-mortem histopathological examina-

tions [26, 52–54], in-vivo animal studies [55–59], and in-vitro studies [60–62].

However, such lab research is expensive and can take a long time. Computational

research can complement biological research, and by comparison, it has the ability

to test many hypotheses much faster, more inexpensively, and more easily, but at
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the price of being further removed from the “ground truth”.

There has been a lot of computational research in diagnosis, prognosis, and

other areas related to neurodegenerative diseases [63, 64]. However, such tech-

niques and studies are not as well suited for gaining a better understanding of the

mechanisms, as their models are not easily interpretable from a neurobiological

standpoint. There have been quite a few studies in computational and mathemati-

cal modelling of many aspects of neurodegenerative diseases [12, 28, 33, 65, 66],

which model and study the behaviour of mechanisms. However, most of them use

a systems biology approach, which models mechanisms in a very abstract manner,

typically modelling one or two neurons and the interactions between them without

taking into account 3D geometry. Such approaches do not model the brain neu-

ral network and the specific connections among neurons or brain regions, which

appear crucial to predicting disease progression and thus understanding the mech-

anisms governing neurodegenerative diseases. There has been little work in mod-

elling mechanisms in conjunction with neural networks of the brain and the inter-

action between them, and only a few studies have modelled neural networks at the

brain scale [37, 41, 67–70], or at the neuronal scale [71, 72], or combining the two

scales [73]. Chapter 3 provides a more detailed review of the related literature.

1.4 Proposed approach

In this thesis, I propose a multi-compartmental (e.g., in Chapter 4, one compartment

can represent the dendrites or the soma or the axon of a single neuron, and there are

multiple neurons) computational modelling (see Section 2.4) approach to better un-

derstand pathogenic proteins, the mechanisms governing them, and their spread

patterns within the brain neural network. Computational modelling approaches

are commonly used for better understanding of a system, and prediction of sys-

tem output. By modelling mechanisms, neural networks, and their interactions,

one is able to study them under different conditions, as well as make predictions

using simulations. A sufficiently accurate model would enable the possibility of

earlier diagnosis [37, 67, 69] and improved prognosis [37, 41, 67–70]. Computa-
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tional modelling approaches have also been previously used in the pharmaceutical

industry for drug discovery and development, improving the quality, efficiency, and

cost-effectiveness [66, 74].

Mechanisms of protein accumulation, spread, and toxic effects were modelled

based on neurobiological and neuroscientific knowledge and evidence, in addition

to rational hypotheses in cases where no evidence was available. Accumulation

comprised of three models: (a) protein production, (b) clearance, and (c) misfold-

ing (normal protein gets transformed into pathogenic), which are three mechanisms

commonly considered as fundamental for accurate modelling of pathogenic pro-

teins. There is less consensus regarding the mechanisms that spread protein, but

they can be categorised on certain criteria: (a) if the mechanism spreads protein

intracellularly, intercellularly, or extracellularly, (b) if the mechanism is passively

diffusing protein, or if it spreads protein fast and targeted towards elements with

specific characteristics, and (c) if the quantity of protein a mechanism spreads is a

function of synaptic activity (this list is not necessarily exhaustive). In this thesis, I

used combinations of the aforementioned criteria to create models of protein spread.

Lastly, I modelled toxicity, which is the net negative impact of protein concentration

within a neuron, and which eventually leads to neuronal death.

In the first part of the work of this thesis (Chapter 4), I simulated a small ar-

tificial neural network. In the second part of the work of this thesis (Chapter 5),

I simulated the brain neural network where “nodes” represented grey matter brain

regions and “edges” were based on functional, structural, or effective connectivity

(see Section 2.1.3). However, the neurobiological mechanisms generally function at

the neuronal scale, whereas network disintegration empirical data that can be used

for validation are acquired only at the brain scale. In order to link the mechanisms

occurring at the neuronal scale with empirical data acquired at the brain scale, in

the last part of the work of this thesis (Chapter 6), I combined the previous two

approaches, modelling each grey matter brain region as a small artificial neural net-

work and connecting them based on functional, structural, or effective connectivity.

The most promising validation methodology is to evaluate the predictive abil-
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ity of the constructed models against available evidence of network disintegration

phenotypes. Aiming to replicate and predict the behaviour of pathogenic proteins

as it is observed in in-vitro or in-vivo studies is very difficult; for example, in-vitro

studies could only be used for this purpose if the neural network that is created in

the Petri dish could also be copied to in-silico format, which is currently infeasible.

The network created in the Petri dish would need to be imaged thoroughly and lon-

gitudinally and then parcellated and recreated in-silico, which has not been done to

this day, although that is an emerging field of research [75]. As such, there was no

validation methodology for the work presented in Chapter 4. At the brain scale, one

way to perform validation is to gather longitudinal MRIs of patients with a specific

neurodegenerative disease, and then evaluate how well a set of constructed models

can predict atrophy progression as observed in the images [41] (Figure 1.2). This

manner of validation is intuitive, and MRIs suitable for this task are easily accessi-

ble. Longitudinal positron emission tomography (PET) tracer imaging for protein

concentration could be used instead of atrophy [69], or in conjunction with atrophy;

however, it is still not regarded as accurate as MR atrophy quantification [76].

Such a simple approach is suitable for validation of predictive power. How-

ever, longitudinal scans are rare, whereas there are far more cross-sectional scans,

but how to implement a validation scheme that uses cross-sectional scans correctly

is not obvious, as well as beyond the scope of this thesis. In order to simplify the

process, I evaluated how well atrophy progression prediction given by the mod-

elled mechanisms matched the atrophy progression prediction given by an event

based model (EBM) for different neurodegenerative diseases [64, 77]. An EBM de-

scribes how atrophy is likely to progress spatiotemporally on a population-basis for

a neurodegenerative disease, and has already solved the problem of how to combine

cross-sectional MRIs. Its output is the probabilities for each brain region (given a

brain parcellation) to show signs of atrophy in a specific order, e.g., the probabil-

ity that the hippocampus shows atrophy fifth, meaning that four other brain regions

have shown atrophy before the hippocampus. Using the EBM for validation will

allow us to find the mechanisms that govern each disease without (or with reduced)
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Figure 1.2: An illustration of the validation methodology, where predicted atro-
phy in a simulation is compared against atrophy observed in pa-
tient longitudinal MR images. Top part of the figure from the work
of Warren et al. [36] (modified) and bottom part of the figure from
https://www.mayo.edu/research/labs/aging-dementia-imaging/overview.

individual patient noise, however individual patient prognosis is not possible.

1.5 Thesis contributions
This thesis aimed at developing and validating computational models of mecha-

nisms, which were constructed based on neurobiological evidence and common

hypotheses made in the scientific literature. These models can improve our under-

standing of neurodegenerative diseases, inform the design of therapeutic interven-

tions, and be used as a prognostic tool. Being a fairly new field within neurodegen-

erative disease research, there were many ways to make novel contributions. The

contributions I made with this thesis include the following:

• In Chapter 4, neurobiologically plausible models were constructed for the

mechanisms of transcription and translation, clearance, ‘prion-like’ mis-
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folding, intraneuronal and interneuronal passive diffusion, active transport,

synaptic transfer, and neuronal toxicity and death. Then, I ran simulations

within an artificial neuronal scale network of cortical columns. Some of

these mechanisms have been previously modelled in a similar manner, but

not within the context of a small artificial neural network. This work resulted

in a journal abstract publication and a conference poster [78], presented in

the 10th International Conference on Frontotemporal Dementias, as well as a

journal publication [79].

• In Chapter 5, computational models were constructed for protein production,

clearance, misfolding, extracellular diffusion, functional connectivity related

spread, structural connectivity related spread, effective connectivity related

spread, as well as firing frequency related spread. Simulations were ran on

a brain network, where model parameters were optimised to fit the EBM for

ApoE 4 positive AD. Existing similar work has only modelled extracellular

diffusion and structural connectivity related spread, whereas I modelled ad-

ditional mechanisms of protein spread. Additionally, the validation method-

ology used by similar work has been qualitative or individual patient based,

whereas I used a population based validation methodology. Results agreed

with previous evidence that fibre tract connectivity and extracellular diffusion

are the primary drivers of protein spread in AD, providing evidence against

other mechanisms of spread. This work resulted in a conference paper pub-

lication and a poster [80], presented in the 21st International Conference on

Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention.

• In Chapter 6, I combined my previous two approaches, linking the neuronal

scale mechanisms with validation using network disintegration phenotypes

acquired at the brain scale, using the neural networks at both scales. No pre-

vious work has combined the two scales. Model parameters that best fitted

atrophy progression of ApoE 4 positive AD and three genetic variants of fron-

totemporal dementia (FTD) were found and a comparison study among them

was performed. A sensitivity analysis was performed to study the effect of al-
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tering each model’s parameter values, and potential therapeutic targets were

found, most notably, increasing the firing frequency of neurons. This work is

under submission to be published as a journal article [81] in the near future.

At the time of writing (February 2020), this work has been submitted to PLoS

Computational Biology and is undergoing the review/rebuttal phase.

1.6 Thesis organisation
This chapter presented the clinical and scientific motivation, the goals, a brief re-

view of related work, my proposed approach, how my approach can achieve the

previously stated goals, and contributions compared to related work. In Chapter 2,

I present the relevant neurobiological and computational background. Chapter 3

has a more detailed review of the relevant state-of-the-art work, while also noting

how my approach differs. Chapter 4 presents my first work, where computational

models for pathogenic protein mechanisms are developed within an artificial neural

network of cortical columns. A sensitivity analysis is performed, exploring how

changing the parameters of the models can affect the results of the simulations.

Chapter 5 presents the brain scale framework, the constructed models and the result

of fitting the model parameters to atrophy progression of ApoE 4 positive AD data.

Chapter 6 presents the link between neuronal and brain scales. Some new models

are constructed and some are adjusted from the previous two chapters. A compari-

son study among four neurodegenerative diseases is performed. Conclusions and a

number of ideas for potential future work are presented in Chapter 7.





Chapter 2

Neurodegenerative diseases and

computational modelling background

In this chapter, the scientific background necessary for this thesis is presented. In

Section 2.1, I provide a brief description of the brain, its structures and functions,

the connectivity between regions, various brain imaging modalities, as well as in-

formation about neurons. Section 2.2 provides general information about a vari-

ety of neurodegenerative diseases, such as what are the pathogenic proteins that

cause them, their atrophy patterns, epidemiology, clinical symptoms, neuropathol-

ogy, etc. In Section 2.3, the neurobiological background that is relevant for the

modelled mechanisms, as well as various hypotheses regarding the mechanisms are

presented. Section 2.4 is an introduction to computational modelling, as well as to

simulation optimisation.

2.1 Brain and neurons
The human brain is the most complex organ of the body. It consists of approx-

imately 86 billion neurons, which are the basic units of calculation in the brain.

Their function and health are supported by glial and astrocytic cells. Neurons are

made up of dendrites, which receive the output signal of other neurons, a cell body

(also called a ‘soma’), where the cell nucleus also exists, and a single axon, which

transmits electrical impulses to other neurons. Axons can be myelinated; myelin

has the effect of speeding up the transmission of the electrical impulse. Neurons
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of a neuron and its structures. Figure from
https://socratic.org/questions/how-is-a-neuron-adapted-to-perform-its-
function.

connect to one another via synapses which typically exist at the small gaps between

a neuron’s axon terminal and another neuron’s dendrites (Figure 2.1). Electrical im-

pulses transmit from a presynaptic neuron to postsynaptic neurons via neurochem-

ical transduction every time an action potential occurs in the presynaptic neuron.

Neuron’s membranes maintain a voltage difference between the exterior and inte-

rior of the cell, called the membrane potential. A typical voltage across the cell

membrane is -70mV, meaning that the interior of the cell has a negative voltage

relative to the exterior. Voltage fluctuations, which take the form of a rapid upward

spike followed by a rapid fall, are called action potentials. Synaptic connections

vary in strength; the strength determines how much an action potential occurring at

the presynaptic neuron will affect the postsynaptic neuron’s voltage potential. Neu-

rons can be categorised as excitatory or inhibitory. Whenever excitatory neurons

have an action potential (or “fire"), they affect the postsynaptic neuron’s voltage

potential towards it also having an action potential. Inhibitory neurons have the

opposite effect.

Neurons are similar to computer transistors to some extent. Their ability to

“fire” only under specific circumstances, specifically whether the voltage potential

is below a certain threshold or not, allows for mathematical logic to occur, as is the
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case with transistors. This fact makes it possible that when many neurons connect

in a logical manner, they are able to perform complex tasks and calculations. In the

brain, billions of neurons connect to each other in a number of ‘functional neural

networks’ in order to perform specific functions. In addition, it is worth noting

that although neurons typically do not change or reproduce (one of the reasons

that neurodegenerative diseases exist in the first place) over their lifetime, synaptic

strengths of neuronal connections can change. This phenomenon is called synaptic

plasticity and is generally thought to contribute to learning and memory.

2.1.1 Brain structures, anatomy, and functions

Structurally, the brain consists of grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid

(Figure 2.4). Grey matter consists primarily of neurons. White matter consists

primarily of bundles of long-range, myelinated axons, which connect different grey

matter regions of the brain. Cerebrospinal fluid is a fluid that protects the brain

among other functions.

Anatomically, the brain consists of the cerebrum, the brain stem, and the cere-

bellum. The cerebrum is the largest part of the brain. The grey matter of the cere-

brum makes up the cerebral cortex, which is located in the outer part of the cere-

brum, while the inner part is comprised mostly of white matter. The cerebral cortex

is further divided into the neocortex and the allocortex. Most notably for the pur-

poses of this thesis, the neocortex comprises roughly 75% of the entire brain [82],

and is a common target of neurodegenerative diseases. Another common anatomi-

cal division for the cerebral cortex is to divide it into the four lobes: frontal, parietal,

temporal, and occipital. Figure 2.2 illustrates the anatomical regions defining the

main four brain lobes, the brain stem, and the cerebellum, and lists a number of

functions they each serve.

2.1.2 Cortical columns

The cortex is comprised of hundreds of thousands of cortical columns, which are

groups of highly interconnected neurons with a relatively consistent configuration

and connectivity profile [83]. The neocortex consists of neocortical columns, each
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the main anatomical parts of the brain and some of
their functions. Figure from https://www.theayurveda.org/ayurveda/5-foods-
to-fight-dementia-and-boost-brain-health (modified).

of which is comprised of many minicolumns. While the numbers are disputed,

one commonly cited study by Mountcastle [84] claims that the neocortex contains

approximately 3×1010 neurons, organised in minicolumns, with each minicolumn

in primates consisting of approximately 100 neurons.

Each cortical column consists of six layers (typically denoted with latin num-

bers, i.e., layer I to layer VI), with layer I being the most superficial, and layer VI

the deepest. Each layer performs a different function and has different types of

neurons [85] and a different connectivity pattern [86]. Layer I primarily contains

dendrites and axons from deeper-lying neurons, as well as a few inhibitory neu-

rons [82]. Layer II contains mostly granular cells, small pyramidal neurons, and

dendrites from neurons of layers V and VI [82]. Layer III contains a variety of

cells, most of which are small pyramidal neurons [82]. Layer IV has mostly in-

hibitory interneurons and spiny stellate cells [82]. Layer V consists mostly of large

pyramidal neurons, dendrites of layer III and IV neurons, and axons and dendrites

of non-spiny bipolar neurons [82]. Layer VI contains neurons that blend with white

matter, and dendrites from layer III and IV neurons [82].

The afferent and efferent connectivity from neocortical columns to other brain

regions, and vice versa, is somewhat disputed [87]. Layers II and III supply the ma-

jority of corticocortical outputs [88]. Layer V projects outputs to the basal ganglia,
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Figure 2.3: Typical cortical column connectivity. Figure from Richardson et al. [90]

the brain stem, and the spinal cord [88]. Layer VI projects outputs to the thala-

mus [88]. More than 99% of white matter fibres are corticocortical projections,

and the majority of them are reciprocal, i.e., layer II and III neurons of one corti-

cal region both project to and receive input from another cortical region, and that

region’s layer II and III neurons project to and receive input from the first corti-

cal region [82, 89]. The thalamus projects outputs mostly towards layers IV and

VI [82, 89]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the afferent and efferent connectivity of neocorti-

cal columns.

2.1.3 Brain imaging and connectivity

There are many brain imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), computed tomography (CT), etc. For

the purposes of this thesis, the most relevant imaging techniques are T1-weighted

(T1w) MRI, functional MRI (fMRI) and resting-state functional MRI (rsfMRI),

and diffusion weighted MRI. These imaging techniques are the ones most used for

determining brain connectivity profiles; specifically, functional connectivity, struc-

tural connectivity, and effective connectivity. Functional connectivity is related to

synaptic activity correlations, structural connectivity is related to fibre tract connec-

tions, and effective connectivity is related to causal interactions of directed synaptic
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Figure 2.4: Segmentations of the three main brain tissues. Top left: T1w MRI. Top
right: white matter. Bottom left: grey matter. Bottom right: cerebrospinal
fluid. Figure from the thesis of Cardoso [91].

activity between brain regions.

T1w MRI is the most widely used imaging acquisition for a general structural

brain scan as it provides good contrast for visualisation of anatomical structures

(Figure 2.4). In addition, parcellating the brain into anatomical regions is typically

performed using T1w MRIs (Figure 2.5).

Diffusion tensor MRI is computed from diffusion weighted MR acquisitions.

It measures the diffusion of water in tissue. For each voxel, the rate of diffusion, as
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Figure 2.5: Brain parcellation example. Top: T1w MRIs. Bottom: views of the parcel-
lation of the brain into different brain regions, with each colour representing a
different region of interest (ROI). Figure from the work of Cardoso et al. [92]

well as the direction of diffusion, is calculated, which allows for the computation

of neuronal fibre tract pathways, a process called tractography [93] (Figure 2.6).

Using the result of tractography, one can estimate the structural connectivity of the

brain, which is a matrix with its elements indicating the probability of a fibre tract

structural connection between the two respective brain regions.

Functional MRI measures changes associated with blood flow, specifically, the

blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal. When the neuronal activity of a

region of the brain increases, blood flow to that area will also increase as a con-

sequence, although after a short time delay [94]. During the image acquisition in

typical fMRI studies, the subject is either exposed to a stimulus, or not, at differ-

ent periods of this process. The change in signal observed between the different

periods at each voxel is related to that brain region’s response to the stimulus (Fig-

ure 2.7). Resting-state fMRI on the other hand is concerned with what neuronal ac-

tivity occurs in the brain in the absense of any stimulus [95]. A common processing

procedure in fMRI studies is to compute the functional correlations between brain

regions, which is simply the Pearson’s correlation coefficient computed for each
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Figure 2.6: An example of 3D visualisation of the result of tractography (called a ‘trac-
togram’). Figure from https://resource.loni.usc.edu/research/gallery/.

Figure 2.7: Typical images for visualisation of the brain for an fMRI study.
Areas highlighted by yellow/orange are brain regions which were sta-
tistically significantly active during a task or stimulus. Figure from
https://med.nyu.edu/thesenlab/research-0/research-functional-magnetic-
resonance-imaging-fmri/.

pair of brain regions BOLD signals over time. The computed matrix represents the

brain’s functional connectivity. A common hypothesis is that a high correlation co-

efficient for two brain regions’ BOLD signals indicates that their synaptic activity

patterns are also similar.

There also exists the concept of effective connectivity between brain regions,

which is meant to measure the strength of the directional neuronal connections be-

tween brain regions, or the influence one neural system exerts over another. It can

also be seen as the union of structural and functional connectivity [96] (Figure 2.8).

While effective connectivity models can be quite complex, the simplest one ex-
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of structural connectivity, functional connectivity, and ef-
fective connectivity. Top: figures illustrating the differences between
the concepts of structural connectivity, functional connectivity, and effec-
tive connectivity. Structural connectivity measures the quantity of fibre
tracts connecting two regions, functional connectivity measures correlation
between BOLD signals, and effective connectivity is an estimate the di-
rected causal relation of synaptic strength between two regions. Bot-
tom: the related connectivity matrices [97]. Figure from slide 11 of
https://www.slideshare.net/emilielommers/connectome.

presses the hemodynamic change at one voxel as a weighted sum of changes in other

voxels, which requires the use of the hemodynamic response equation. Friston [96]

introduces the concept and the basic maths underlying effective connectivity.

2.2 Neurodegenerative diseases
Neurodegenerative diseases follow a similar general pattern of pathogenesis and

progression [21, 22]. It is still unknown what the instigating event is that causes

pathogenesis. One common hypothesis is that this instigating event somehow

causes proteins to misfold and become pathogenic. After pathogenesis, pathogenic

proteins (prion, amyloid-beta, tau, etc.) aggregate in inclusions, tangles, plaques,

etc., which are less soluble or completely insoluble structures, and these proteins
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begin accumulating and spreading in the brain, causing neuronal toxicity [29], al-

though there are also soluble pathogenic proteins which can cause toxicity. The

cumulative result of the toxic effects is that neurons and other cells gradually mal-

function and subsequently die, resulting in brain atrophy, then clinical symptoms,

and eventually patient death.

Despite the common general pattern of neurodegeneration among diseases, dis-

eases also vary vastly in other aspects [98], such as what the underlying pathogenic

protein variant is, their atrophy patterns, epidemiology, clinical symptoms, neu-

ropathology, etc. In this section, I provide a summary review of these aspects for

a few neurodegenerative diseases: Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), Alzheimer’s

disease, and frontotemporal dementia (in general, as well as some variants of fron-

totemporal dementia). CJD is the most common disease caused by the prion pro-

tein, and prion diseases are important due to the ‘prion-like’ hypothesis, which is

explained in Section 2.3.3. AD and FTD are presented, as they are two of the most

common neurodegenerative diseases, and I focused on these diseases for this the-

sis. AD is a more homogeneous disease, while FTD is much more heterogeneous

among patients. A more detailed review of many neurodegenerative diseases, in-

cluding AD and FTD, was recently written by Erkkinen et al. [98] All of these

diseases have both sporadic variants, as well as genetic variants.

2.2.1 Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease

• Pathogenic proteins: Misfolded prion protein (PrP) accumulating in intracel-

lular plaques.

• Neuropathology: Brain vacuolation, neuronal loss, and astrocytosis [99].

• Spread pattern: CJD commonly involves the insula, the cingulate gyrus, the

superior frontal gyrus, the precuneus, and the paracentral lobe [100].

• Epidemiology: Unlike other neurodegenerative diseases, diseases related

to prion protein are transmissible [99], with recorded cases of occurrence

through cannibalism, contaminated medical instruments, as well as through

contaminated beef (the notoriously named ‘mad cow’ disease). Despite its
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ability to transmit itself, CJD incidence rate is only 1 in 1,000,000 peo-

ple [99]. Age of onset can vary from 16 to 82 years [99]. Disease progression

is very fast, with most patients dying 4 to 6 months after diagnosis [101].

• Genetics: Inherited CJD is caused by mutations in the PrP gene. Individuals

who are heterozygous (methionine-valine) at codon 129 of the prion protein

gene are at lower risk [101].

• Clinical symptoms: Patients with CJD show symptoms of extremely rapid

dementia compared to other neurodegenerative diseases as disease duration

is typically four to six months [101]. Symptoms include ataxia, myoclonus

and visual hallucinations [101].

• Treatment: There are presently no effective treatments, with certain drugs

able to alleviate symptoms, such as clonazepam or levetiracetam for my-

oclonus, donepezil for visual hallucinations, and risperidone for agita-

tion [101].

2.2.2 Alzheimer’s disease

• Pathogenic proteins: (a) Amyloid-beta 42, which is a cleavage product of the

amyloid precursor protein (APP), accumulates in extracellular plaques, and

(b) hyperphosphorylated microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT), which

accumulates in intracellular neurofibrillary tangles [40]. It is unclear what the

importance, interaction, and relative roles of the two proteins are.

• Neuropathology: Neurofibrillary tangles are first noticeable in the entorhinal

cortex, followed by the hippocampus, basal forebrain nuclei, amygdala, and

anterodorsal thalamic nuclei, then in the mesial temporal and parietal isocor-

tex, and in prefrontal areas, and lastly in primary motor, sensory and visual

areas [24]. By comparison, the longitudinal distribution of amyloid plaques

varies a lot more among patients. Plaques first form in the basal frontal, tem-

poral, and occipital lobes, followed by the association cortices, and lastly in
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the primary sensorimotor areas and the striatum, thalamus, and hypothala-

mus [24].

• Spread pattern: Atrophy has been shown to start in the medial temporal lobes

and fusiform gyrus at least 3 years before subjects reach a diagnosis of AD,

and then spread to the posterior temporal lobes and parietal lobes, and then

eventually the frontal lobes [102].

• Epidemiology: AD is the most common neurodegenerative disease. Between

60% to 80% of dementia patients have AD, and it was estimated that around

50 million people worldwide were afflicted with AD in 2018 [4]. Risk factors

include age, which shows the strongest correlation with AD prevalence [103],

cerebrovascular disease, smoking, diabetes, obesity, and family history [104].

• Genetics: Genetic risk factors include mutations in genes presenilin 1, prese-

nilin 2, or APP [98]. Genetic forms of AD have a much earlier onset com-

pared to sporadic AD [105]. Another risk factor for AD is the presence of the

Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) ε4 allele [106]. Patients who genetically possess

this allele are called ApoE 4 positive.

• Clinical symptoms: Typically, there is a gradual progression of event related

memory loss, as well as deterioration of visuospatial and executive func-

tions [98].

• Treatment: Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors and memantine can ameliorate

cognitive symptoms and enhance cognitive abilities of patients [107, 108],

but they are unable to slow down the underlying degeneration.

2.2.3 Frontotemporal dementia

• Variants: Behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), primary

progressive aphasia (PPA), which in turn has three variants: semantic

(svPPA), nonfluent/agrammatic (nfvPPA), and logopenic (lvPPA).

• Pathogenic proteins: BvFTD can be associated with tau, TDP-43 (transactive

response DNA binding protein 43kDa), or FUS (fused in sarcoma), which
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accumulate in aggregates or inclusions in neurons and glia [109]. There are

different subtypes of TDP-43 and isoforms of tau which have been defined on

histochemical and morphological grounds, which have distinct neuroimaging

signatures [109].

• Neuropathology: Neuronal death, microvascuolisation, swollen neurons,

white matter myelin loss, and gliosis [110]. SvPPA is generally associated

with TDP-C [111], whereas nfvPPA is associated with tau [112]. In lvPPA,

neurofibrillary tangles are distributed asymmetrically, with more of them lo-

cated in the left hemisphere. Progranulin (GRN) mutations are associated

with TDP-43 type A pathology, MAPT mutations with tau inclusions, and

expansions in chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72) with type A

or type B TDP-43 pathology [113].

• Spread pattern: Initial mild atrophy occurs in the orbital and superior medial

frontal cortices and hippocampus, then progresses to involve the other ante-

rior frontal regions, temporal cortices, and basal ganglia, then involves all re-

maining tissue in these coronal slices, until very marked atrophy is observed

in all areas [114]. Early in bvFTD, the frontal, anterior insular, and ante-

rior temporal cortices show atrophy [115]. Compared to AD, bvFTD shows

more anterior temporal, frontal, and subcortical atrophy [116]; svPPA shows

predominantly left sided anterior temporal lobe atrophy, especially in the

fusiform and inferior temporal gyrus [117]; nfvPPA shows predominantly left

frontoinsular atrophy [118]; lvPPA shows predominantly left temporopari-

etal junction atrophy [119]. Patients with GRN mutations show asymmet-

ric frontal, temporal and parietal lobe atrophy, whereas patients with MAPT

show anterior and medial temporal lobe atrophy, and patients with C9orf72

mutations show highly variable atrophy patterns on an individual level, but

in group studies showing symmetric grey matter atrophy involving the tha-

lamus and the cerebellum is common [49]. Atrophy patterns can be quite

left-right brain hemisphere asymmetric or symmetric, depending on the spe-

cific pathogenic protein variant [48].
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• Epidemiology: The incidence of FTD is on the scale of 10 in 100,000 peo-

ple [120]. It typically has a relatively early onset, with the average age being

between 50 and 60 years old, and median survival from onset being over 10

years [120]. BvFTD is approximately two times more common than nfvPPA

or svPPA [121]. SvPPA diagnosis age averages around 65 years old, and me-

dian survival from symptom onset is 10 to 13 years, which is longer than other

forms of FTD [121]. NfvPPA accounts for 15% of FTD cases, with the aver-

age age of onset being 67, and survival after onset being 8 to 12 years [121].

• Genetics: Mutations in the MAPT, C9orf72, or GRN genes are the major

contributors of genetic cases of FTD [109] (along with other, less commonly

implicated genes), each having distinct patterns of atrophy [122].

• Clinical symptoms: BvFTD symptoms include behavioural disinhibition, ap-

athy, lack of sympathy, compulsive behaviour, and dietary changes. The

earliest symptoms of PPA are language deficits [123]. More specifically,

patients with svPPA show deterioration in vocabulary [123]; nfvPPA pa-

tients show deterioration in speech sound production and grammatical ex-

pression [118]; lvPPA patients have problems with word retrieval and sen-

tence repetition [123].

• Treatment: Dopamine blockade [124], trazodone [125], and other drugs re-

lieve symptoms, but do not deal with the pathology itself. Speech therapy

and other supportive interventions are recommended for patients with PPA

variants of FTD.

2.3 Pathogenic protein neurobiological mechanisms
In this section, I present some of the most important neurobiological mechanisms

that are hypothesised to govern pathogenic proteins, as well as some of the evidence

and hypotheses regarding their interactions with pathogenic proteins in neurode-

generative diseases. Unfortunately, empirical data on these mechanisms remains

limited. The mechanisms presented include transcription and translation, clearance
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Figure 2.9: An illustration of how pathogenic proteins accumulate and spread in the
brain. Figure from the work of Jucker and Walker [32].

mechanisms, the ‘prion-like’ hypothesis and ‘prion-like’ misfolding and templating,

various mechanisms of protein spread, and toxic effects caused by protein accumu-

lation on neurons and the brain. Although I attempt to separate these mechanisms to

some extent, it is quite likely that disease spread patterns are produced as a result of

the interplay between multiple neurobiological mechanisms [32, 33]. Thus, it is im-

portant to understand and model all of the mechanisms that play an important role,

as the mismodelling of even one of these mechanisms might be enough to make

the overall model inaccurate [66]. Additionally, this also implies that a potential

treatment that targets just one of these mechanisms may not have the desired effect,

as the interplay between them all might end in a different and unexpected result. A

general idea of how proteins accumulate and spread is presented in Figure 2.9.

2.3.1 Transcription and translation

Protein is normally produced via the process of transcription and translation (see

Figure 2.10 for a short description), which occurs at the somas of cells. It might be

the case that some pathogenic variants of protein are also produced via transcription

and translation, but not necessarily [35, 126, 127]. Chaperones assure the proper

folding of proteins during the translation procedure, but their activity declines with

age [128, 129], which might cause the systemic production of pathogenic proteins.
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Figure 2.10: Visual representation of transcription and translation with a sum-
marised description of these biological processes. Figure from
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/transcribe/.

2.3.2 Clearance

Protein clearance refers to the proteolytic neurobiological mechanisms that break

down and remove proteins from cells. Proteins which are clearable are called sol-

uble, while those which cannot be cleared are called insoluble. There is evidence

that some pathogenic proteins are soluble and some are insoluble [46, 130]. While

there are many proteolytic mechanisms, pathogenic proteins are primarily cleared

through the ubiquitin-proteasome system or the autophagy-lysosome system [131].

In the ubiquitin–proteasome system, proteins are targeted for degradation by the

ubiquitination mechanism, and then recognised, unfolded and proteolysed by the

proteasome [132], whereas in the autophagy-lysosome system, proteins are de-

graded by the lysosome [133]. For more details regarding these clearance mecha-

nisms, the reader is referred to the review by Vilchez et al. [133] Protein can also be
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cleared with enzymes, such as insulin-degrading enzymes, neprilysin, endothelin-

converting enzymes, angiotensin converting enzymes, plasmin, and matrix metallo-

proteinases enzymes [134].

Autophagy is starting to be considered as a selective mechanism for mis-

folded or aggregated proteins degradation [135], including aggregates of tau, alpha-

synuclein and polyglutamine-expanded proteins [136]. One hypothesis is that pro-

tein aggregation may occur all the time, but in most individuals clearance mecha-

nisms are able to remove small soluble aggregates, thus preventing the formation

of large insoluble aggregates [137]. However, even if this hypothesis is true, the

effectiveness of the autophagic-lysosomal mechanism declines with age [138, 139],

impairing clearance of autophagosomes, thus accumulating undigested cargos that

reside inside the lysosome [140], and allowing the formation of the larger insoluble

aggregates. Misfolded proteins that are aggregate-prone pose a continual challenge

to degradative pathways, forcing neurons to heavily rely on autophagy for proteosta-

sis [16].

The aggregates of Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s dis-

ease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis contain abnormal amounts of ubiquitin, sug-

gesting a link between them, and ineffective proteasome and autophagy [131, 135].

In AD, the maturation and transport of autophagosomes are impaired, resulting in

the accumulation of autophagosomes containing amyloid [141, 142]. The aggre-

gated form of huntingtin has been found to be ubiquitinated, suggesting an impair-

ment of the proteasome’s ability to degrade it [143]. Neurons may direct amyloido-

genic proteins to the autophagy pathway to promote their intracellular degradation,

but also to enable the cell to eliminate them by the process of secretion via exocy-

tosis, which occurs when the capacity for lysosomal degradation is exceeded [16].

Inflammatory phagocytic cells may modulate neurodegenerative pathology as they

have been speculated to be involved in the clearance of amyloid-beta from the cen-

tral nervous system [16]. A study by Dolan and Johnson [144] showed evidence

that different tau protein variants are cleared by different mechanisms.
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2.3.3 ‘Prion-like’ hypothesis and protein misfolding/templating

The folding or conformation of a protein refers to its 3D architecture. Correctly

folded proteins serve certain useful biological functions, while misfolded proteins

can be inactive, dysfunctional, or pathogenic. A protein initially is a chain of amino

acids, and this chain needs to be folded correctly. The process of folding is achieved

with hydrophobic interactions or molecular chaperones. Misfolded proteins are pro-

duced as a result of mutations or due to disruptions of the folding process.

Prion is named after ‘proteinaceous infectious particle’, which received its

name due to it being a misfolded protein that caused transmissible neurode-

generative diseases called spongiform encephalopathies (with CJD being one of

them). The misfolded prion is able to template its misfolded state onto other non-

pathogenic prion molecules and aggregate as shown in Figure 2.11. In addition,

after misfolding, these proteins become more resistant to clearance mechanisms, or

entirely insoluble [145], and they spread in the brain via various mechanisms. With

these two properties, they are able to find non-pathogenic prion in other brain areas

and continue to template, spread, and accumulate.

The ‘prion-like’ hypothesis is that misfolded pathogenic proteins of non-

prion related neurodegenerative diseases share the same templating and aggregating

mechanisms as prion (albeit at a much slower rate), and spread through the brain

network [30, 36, 146, 147]. This concept has been shown to be true for prion,

but despite the evidence in favour of this hypothesis, it remains a controversial

hypothesis, as spread patterns could also be explained by selective tissue vulner-

ability [148]. Key commonalities between prion and non-prion neurodegenerative

diseases include: disease starts with pathogenesis, which usually occurs for un-

known reasons, but it is followed by an inevitable, long period of pre-symptomatic

incubation of protein accumulation, followed by a shorter period of brain atrophy,

clinical symptoms, and eventually death [146, 149]; the incubation duration de-

pends on the protein, the specific variant of the protein, the initial seeding con-

centration, and the misfolding rate [146, 149]; there is great phenotypic diversity

among diseases [30]; pathology spreads from one neuron to another [30]. Prion
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Figure 2.11: The prion paradigm of seeded protein aggregation. A schematic dia-
gram shows the hypothetical series of events leading from the misfolding and
self aggregation of protein molecules to the formation of characteristic le-
sions. The assemblies that act as seeds for the templated misfolding of other
molecules can vary in size from small oligomers to large polymers. These
seeds initiate and sustain the disease process and may be the agents by which
the aggregates proliferate and spread within the nervous system. In addition,
small, oligomeric assemblies have been identified as cytotoxic agents in sev-
eral instances. The lesions that result from the seeding cascade can occur as
intracellular inclusions (such as neurofibrillary tangles or Lewy bodies) or ex-
tracellular masses (such as amyloid plaques). Figure from the work of Walker
and Jucker [146]

protein shows conformational diversity [150, 151], templating [152], and transcel-

lular spread in in-vitro culture studies [153–155]. Similarly, amyloid-beta, tau, and

alpha-synuclein show conformational diversity [156–158], templating and aggre-

gating in in-vivo experiments [44, 57, 159–161], and transcellular spread in in-vitro

culture studies [147, 153, 162].

2.3.4 Proteostasis

Proteostasis refers to the competing biological mechanisms that control folding,

concentration, cellular localisation, and interactions of proteins from their synthesis

till their eventual degradation [7, 163]. In healthy individuals, these mechanisms

are at a steady-state equilibrium that preserves the concentration, function, and lo-

calisation of proteins at a certain desired status in order to maintain healthy cellular

function. However, the effectiveness of these mechanisms is reduced with age, and

this equilibrium is lost [133].

In individuals afflicted with a neurodegenerative disease, these mechanisms
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become ineffective, and thus the proteins cannot be maintained at healthy concen-

tration levels, resulting in protein accumulation. Both proteasome functionality and

autophagic-lysosomal potential decline during the ageing process, and this failure

contributes to the development of age related diseases [131, 164]. Proteasome dys-

function during ageing can manifest in various ways, such as decreased expression,

alteration and/or replacement of proteasome subunits [165–167], disassembly of

proteasomes [168] or inactivation by interacting with protein aggregates [169, 170].

The latter mechanism could induce a catastrophic proteostasis feedback during age-

ing, since inhibition of proteostasis itself can induce the accumulation of protein

inclusions, which in turn can obstruct and further inhibit proteasome activity [169].

Therefore, a common hypothesis for the cause of overall protein accumula-

tion is an imbalance between whole brain protein production and protein clear-

ance [171]. This could be due to three mutually compatible scenarios: (a) pro-

teostasis mechanisms generally remain healthy, but an instigating event introduces

insoluble pathogenic proteins into the brain, which proteostasis mechanisms can-

not clear, (b) clearance mechanisms remain healthy, but are overwhelmed by ex-

treme accumulation of protein due to other mechanisms [172] (e.g., targeted net-

work spread, templating, etc.), or (c) clearance mechanisms weaken with ageing,

resulting in reduced clearance rates [133, 134, 173].

2.3.5 Protein spread mechanisms

While there is a lot of evidence supporting the idea that pathogenic proteins spread,

elucidating the mechanisms by which they do so is difficult to determine exper-

imentally. This has led to a lot of hypotheses being presented [16, 30, 36, 42–

45, 174, 175]. A few hypotheses and illustrations can be seen in Figure 2.12 and

Figure 2.13. Non-pathogenic and pathogenic variants of a protein can spread in the

brain via the same spread mechanisms [137, 176], although that is not necessarily

always the case. In the rest of this section, I present various mechanisms of spread,

hypotheses and evidence regarding them, as well as whether pathogenic proteins

spread through these mechanisms.

Diffusive intercellular, possibly trans-synaptic, spread of pathogenic proteins
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of various hypotheses of possible transcellular spread mecha-
nisms. (a) Intracellular protein aggregation leads to cell death. This results in
the release of protein aggregates into the extracellular space, which are sub-
sequently taken up by other cells. (b) As part of the physiology of a living
cell, protein aggregates may be released, potentially via exosomes or exocy-
tosis. This results in protein aggregates in the extracellular space that may be
taken up by adjacent cells. These last two hypothesised mechanisms can ac-
count for local propagation of misfolded proteins. (c) Aggregates might cross
synapses. Release could be due to local degeneration of a synapse, normal
synaptic physiology, or as part of an exocytic process as in (b). This mech-
anism can explain network (or non-local) degeneration in neurodegenerative
diseases. Figure from the work of Frost and Diamond [30].

holds promise as a general mechanism for the evolution of the neurodegenerative

process in a wide range of diseases [30, 36, 37, 177], including prion, amyloid-

beta, tau, [147], alpha-synuclein [175, 178], TDP-43, and superoxide dismutase

1 [36]. In-vitro seeding and animal inoculation studies suggest that tau protein

spread co-opts neural circuitry [44, 147]. Proteins spread primarily through the

neural network [47, 179], in either anterograde or retrograde fashion [47].

Axonal transport refers to the mechanisms that transport proteins and other

molecules through the cytoplasm of its axon [180]. This generally occurs at a fast

rate, as opposed to, for example, passive diffusion. Axonal transport is generally

occurring more often in the anterograde direction, which refers to movement of

molecules from the neuron’s soma towards the axon’s synapses, as opposed to ret-

rograde, which refers to the opposite direction of movement. There is evidence

for axonal transport of tau [43, 47, 47, 181, 182] and prion [183, 184]. Certain
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of various hypotheses of possible transcellular spread mech-
anisms. Protein might spread out of cells through exocytotic vesicles (1), or
exosomes (2a and 2b). Direct cell-to-cell transmission is proposed to occur
trans-synaptically (3) or through tunneling nanotubes (4), which have been
shown to transfer prion from one cell to another. Pathogenic proteins could be
taken up by cells using endocytosis (5) or passive diffusion (6). Figure from
the work of Dunning et al. [175]

pathogenic tau variants show reduced transport rates [45, 182, 185].

Another mechanism that could affect protein spread is synaptic activity within

a neuron. There is evidence that more tau (250% increase [176]) and amyloid-

beta are released from neurons when those neurons are actively neurostimu-

lated [176, 179]. This implies that neuronal activity (or the lack thereof) within

a neuron could significantly affect the rate of protein spread. However, in later

chapters, I will note that spread of protein due to electrical activity is, perhaps unex-

pectedly, neuroprotective and delays disease progression despite the higher volume

of protein spread.

Yet another mechanism of intercellular spread is through tunneling nanotubes,
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which are transient, long, actin-rich projections that connect cells [16]. There are

cell culture studies showing evidence for prion spreading through tunneling nan-

otubes [155].

It is also possible for proteins to show preferential spread based on certain

structural characteristics. One primary network feature that could affect the vulner-

ability of specific neurons to specific pathogenic proteins is the type of synaptic con-

nection. Shorter-range or clustered dendritic and interneuronal connections appear

particularly vulnerable to some tauopathies, whereas longer-range, more widely dis-

tributed axonal projections may be relatively more vulnerable to other molecular

insults, such as toxic oligomers derived from amyloid precursor protein [36].

Endocytosis and exocytosis are the processes that occur when molecules enter

or exit a cell through the membrane using vesicles called endosomes and exosomes.

Lipid raft-mediated endocytosis has been proposed to occur with amyloid-beta and

alpha-synuclein [186, 187]. Studies have found evidence of packaging of alpha-

synuclein [188], prion [189], and amyloid-beta aggregates [190] into exosomes

for intercellular spread. Exocytosis has been shown to be involved in transport-

ing alpha-synuclein out of cells [191] of SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells that

were overexpressing alpha-synuclein. Alpha-synuclein has been detected both in

exosomes and in the membrane and lumen of endosomes [188].

Protein molecules can spread in the extracellular space [176]. Exocytotic vesi-

cles carrying alpha-synuclein have been shown to release it into the extracellular

space [192]. Cellular entry of extracellular alpha-synuclein monomers occurred

via passive diffusion [193–195], whereas the ability to enter was dependent on the

structural folding for oligomers and fibrillar species [196], with some species being

unable to enter.

The aforementioned mechanisms concerned themselves with spread at the

molecular scale. At the brain scale, atrophy has been shown to follow neural net-

work functional connectivity [37–39], and structural connectivity [38, 69, 197], with

diseases afflicting different networks [27], such as the posterior default mode net-

work in AD, and the anterior salience network in bvFTD [198]. Raj et al. [41]
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modelled the spread of AD and FTD based on graph heat diffusion using the fi-

bre tract structural connectivity and were able to improve atrophy prediction com-

pared to previous similar models [41]. Zhou et al. [37] found that shorter graph

paths (graph edges were based on functional connectivity derived from rsfMRI) to

the epicentres of various neurodegenerative diseases coincided with greater disease

vulnerability [37].

2.3.6 Toxic effects

Another aspect of pathogenic proteins that causes much speculation is the toxic

effects on neurons and other cells in the brain caused by pathogenic proteins. Due

to the complexity and interdependence of cellular pathways, it is difficult to discern

the direct effects of pathogenic protein aggregation using empirical evidence that

could be influenced by many confounding elements. In general, there can be toxic

gain of function and toxic loss of function effects [17]. Pathogenic protein effects

would exploit intrinsic network vulnerabilities [36], potentially causing different

toxic effects at different brain areas or different types of neurons, depending on their

individual vulnerability. In the rest of this section, I present examples of pathogenic

protein adverse effects, but the list is by no means exhaustive.

Amyloid-beta can cause synaptic deficits [17]. Tau can cause synaptic deficits

and impairment of axonal transport [17]. Prion can cause synaptic deficits, neu-

rotoxic signaling, impairment of proteasomal and lysosomal degradation, and in-

creased vulnerability to stress [17]. Alpha-synuclein can cause impairment of pro-

teasomal and lysosomal degradation, pore formation, defective cellular trafficking,

and impairment of synaptic dynamics [17]. Progranulin can cause loss of trophic

support [17].

Pathogenic proteins can affect neuronal electric activity and synaptic function.

Amyloid-beta may cause hyperexcitability [176, 179], whereas tau causes synaptic

loss, reducing neuronal activity [179]. It is thus possible that neurons with high

concentration of amyloid will spread tau out of them and tau will thus have higher

probability of “targeting” neurons with low amyloid concentration, causing snyaptic

loss. Glutamate excitotoxicity has been proposed to contribute to neurodegeneration
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in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and Huntington’s disease [199].

Neuronal dysfunction can develop from loss of afferent input or postsynaptic

targets, and defects in the molecular machinery at the synapse that disrupt neuro-

transmission and plasticity, which frequently precede structural and anatomic al-

terations [16]. Presynaptic inputs influence the function and health of their target

neurons through the delivery of neurotrophic factors. The loss of these neurotrophic

factors has been hypothesised to contribute to the pathogenesis of several neurode-

generative disorders, such as nerve growth factor in AD, glial-derived neurotrophic

factor in Parkinson’s disease, and both insulin-like growth factor-1 and vascular

endothelial growth factor in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [200–204].

2.4 Computational modelling

Computational modelling refers to using a mix of mathematical modelling and com-

puter simulations to study the behaviour of complex systems that cannot be studied

by using only analytical forms of equations [205, 206]. The mathematical equa-

tions of these models typically have many parameters and variables, interact with

each other, and are non-linear. All of these properties make it extremely difficult or

impossible to provide an analytical solution to questions of such complex systems,

thus requiring the use of simulations. Computational modelling has been used in

many research fields, including neurobiology, pharmacology, and medicine [207–

209], as well as physics and other engineering fields [210].

There are many ways in which computational modelling approaches are use-

ful for research. They can provide a better understanding of the underlying system

being modelled, find optimal parameters so that the system achieves some desired

outcome, perform sensitivity analysis to estimate how robust system outcome and

behaviour is under different conditions, perform hypothesis testing, suggest future

“real-world” experiments, predict system outcome for given inputs, etc. Studies

using computational modelling adjust the parameters of the computational models

and observe changes to the overall system output to gain a better understanding of

it, as well as for hypothesis testing. Using simulation optimisation and an optimi-
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sation function, optimal models and parameters can be found. The sensitivity of a

system’s outcomes to a change in a single parameter or multiple parameters can be

determined by systematically varying their values and observing if there were any

changes to the outcome. If a system has been sufficiently accurately modelled, then

simulations of the modelled system can provide predictions of the behaviour of the

“real-world” system.

Construction of computational models requires a few steps. A decision has

to be made regarding what scale (or scales) the model will be based at. Using the

topic of this thesis as an example, one could model pathogenic proteins at the indi-

vidual molecule scale with elaborate models of neurons and proteins, or at the brain

scale where proteins would be modelled in a more abstract manner as concentra-

tions. Similarly, it is important to know which mechanisms are necessary, and thus

should be modelled (and which ones might play a less significant role) so that the

model can produce outcomes which are sufficiently close to what the outcome of a

“real-world” experiment would be. For example, there are many proteins and many

interactions between proteins and other neurobiological mechanisms that could af-

fect pathogenic protein behaviour; modelling all of them increases computational

complexity and requires more effort. Therefore, simplifications and assumptions

need to be made. Making the correct simplifications and assumptions is perhaps

the most difficult part of computational modelling. One approach would be to start

with a model that is as abstract, simple, and general as possible and then continu-

ally refine with more complex models within a model selection framework. After

assumptions are made, mathematical equations for each mechanism of the mod-

elled system need to be created, based on existing knowledge, rational assumptions,

complementary experiments or simulations, and empirical evidence.

The main limitation of computational modelling approaches is that since they

are virtual, they are further removed from the “ground truth", whereas real-world

experiments present more substantial evidence in favour or against a hypothesis.

If real-world experiments could be done at zero cost and required no time, then

one would vary the input parameters with all possible permutations and learn the
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behaviour of the system. However, real-world experiments can require intensive

effort, time and money. Computational models can help narrow down the “param-

eter space” of the inputs and “model space” of model hypotheses so that fewer

real-world experiments need to be performed.

2.4.1 Simulation optimisation

Computational modelling optimisation is typically a very difficult problem due to

the complexity of the objective function, as it can be linear or non-linear, convex

or non-convex, differentiable or non-differentiable, deterministic or have uncer-

tainty, and can have a single, multiple, or even infinite inputs [211]. In addition,

the function will typically not have an algebraic form. The optimisation literature

and methodologies available depend on the objective function. Deterministic ob-

jective functions with an algebraic model available are the most common problems

in engineering and use linear, integer, and non-linear optimisation. Objective func-

tions with an algebraic model available, but with uncertainty use stochastic and

robust optimisation. However, objective functions of simulations do not generally

have algebraic forms available. Deterministic objective functions of simulations use

derivative-free optimisation, whereas those with uncertainty use ‘simulation optimi-

sation’, which are the same techniques as in derivative-free optimisation, but taking

into account uncertainty.

The general objective function for a simulation optimisation problem can be

represented by:

min Eω [ f (x,y,ω)]

s.t. Eω [g(x,y,ω)]≤ 0

h(x,y)≤ 0

xl ≤ x≤ xu

x ∈ Rn,y ∈ Dm

The function f can be evaluated through simulation for a particular instance of
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the continuous inputs x, discrete inputs y, and a realisation of the random variables

ω (which may or may not be a function of the inputs, x and y). Similarly, the

constraints defined by the vector valued function g are also evaluated with each

simulation run. In this formulation, expected values for these stochastic functions

are used. There may be other constraints (represented by h) that do not involve

random variables, as well as bound constraints on the decision variables.

In my thesis, I deliberately chose not to include uncertainty in the modelled

mechanisms, in order to simplify the modelling and hasten the optimisation conver-

gence. This comes at the cost of being less able to test how robustly a specific set of

modelled mechanisms produce similar results. For example, if there is uncertainty

in the way that a spread mechanism works, it could be that in one iteration a specific

brain area atrophies first before another one because more protein spread to the first

one, whereas in another iteration it could be the other way around.

Thus, in my work there is no uncertainty in the optimisation function, there

are multiple parameters as inputs, the objective function is non-linear, non-smooth,

non-convex, and non-differentiable with only function evaluations available after

each simulation. This complexity required the use of optimisation techniques from

the derivative-free literature.

A review of derivative-free optimisation algorithms and software implementa-

tions was written by Rios and Sahinidis [212]. A common technique used by some

algorithms is to create a surrogate model of the objective function; in essence a func-

tion that is an approximation of the objective function, except it has properties such

as smoothness, differentiable, potentially convex, etc. Direct local search meth-

ods, such as the Nelder-Mead [213], the generalised pattern search [214] and the

generating set search [215] algorithms converge to a single local optimum, without

very sophisticated algorithms to attempt to find the global optimum. Model based

local search, such as trust-region methods [216] and implicit filtering [217] build

a surrogate model and use its gradient as information to guide the search while

continually refining the surrogate model. Lipschitzian based partitioning global

search techniques [218] construct and optimise a function that underestimates the
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objective function, but allows for search of the global minimum. Multilevel coordi-

nate search [219] attempts to find the global optimum by partitioning the parameter

space in boxes and searching each box. Response surface methods, such as effi-

cient global optimisation [220], radial basis functions [221] and sequential design

for optimisation [222] use a surrogate model where any error between the surrogate

and the objective functions is assumed to be model error rather than noise in exper-

imental measurements. Surrogate management framework [223] is a generalised

pattern search method combined with a surrogate model to help guide the search.

Optimisation by branch-and-fit [224] combines surrogate models and randomisa-

tion. Stochastic global search algorithms include hit-and-run algorithms, which

include randomness in the direction and step size of the search, simulated anneal-

ing [225], which simulate a process of temperature gradual reduction, genetic al-

gorithms [226], which resemble natural selection with mutations and reproduction,

and particle swarm algorithms [227], which simulate animal and insect behaviour.

The review by Rios and Sahinidis [212] also included evaluation of various

software implementations of 22 derivative-free optimisation algorithms, where the

objective functions of the tests could have been convex and smooth, convex and

non-smooth, non-convex and smooth, and non-convex and non-smooth. Since the

objective function used in my thesis was non-smooth and non-convex, I focused my

attention primarily to how well the algorithms performed with these tests. There

were 18 non-smooth and non-convex tests, 4 of which had 1-2 input variables, 11

had 3-9 input variables, and 3 had 10-30 input variables. Also, 11 of them had

no bounds, 4 had only lower bounds, and 3 had lower and upper bounds on the

values that the input variables could take. Figure 2.14 shows the performance of the

algorithms.

The first two algorithms (TOMLAB/MULTIMIN and TOMLAB/LGO) are

part of a commercial software. I instead chose to download and try the PSWARM

and MCS algorithms, which performed well in the tests. In addition, since my

code was written in MATLAB, I used MATLAB’s own generalised pattern search,

particle swarm, and simulated annealing functions (patternsearch, particleswarm,
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of derivative-free optimisation algorithms. Fraction of non-
convex and non-smooth problems solved as a function of allowable number
of function evaluations. Figure from the work of Rios and Sahinidis [212].

simulannealbnd), as they were easy to include in my implementation. MATLAB’s

particle swarm software consistently optimised and converged faster than the other

four algorithms, although it is impossible to know if it converged to the global opti-

mum, or if another algorithm would overtake it and perform better in the long-run.

2.4.2 Simulation optimisation parameter space sampling

An important aspect when using such optimisation algorithms is that they search

the parameter space assuming that the optimum parameter value is uniformly dis-

tributed, but this assumption does not always hold. In order to address this, one

can force the optimising software to search uniformly/linearly in the normalised

bounded space between 0 and 1 for each parameter. Following the software’s

search, the appropriate transformation function must be applied to the parameter

values given by the optimising software, with the goal being to change the sampling

distribution from uniform to a desired one, but keeping the range of the sampling

distribution between 0 and 1. This is best explained with an example:

Assume that a parameter’s acceptable values are between 10−4 and 10. The
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order of magnitude that the global optimum exists in is not known, but it is assumed

that it has equal probability of existing in any order of magnitude between 10−4

and 10 (e.g., equal probability of existing in the range 10−4 to 10−3 or in the range

10−2 to 10−1). If one lets the optimising software to simply sample uniformly

between 10−4 and 10, then with 90% probability, it would sample in the 1 to 10

range and would undersample lower values. To sample the ‘orders of magnitude

space’ instead in a uniform fashion, this translates to an exponential sampling of

the space of real numbers. If, for example, the optimising software can only sample

uniformly between 0 and 1, and the variable sampled for is x, then a function that

has 1/5th probability of sampling in the 10−5 to 10−4 range, 1/5th in the 10−4 to

10−3 range, 1/5th in the 10−3 to 10−2 range, 1/5th in the 10−2 to 10−1 range, and

1/5th in the 10−1 to 1 range is desired. In the limit of such logarithmic subdivisions

this is done with the function:

y =
e1+(a−1)x

ea (2.1)

The constant a can be calculated as such:

e1

ea = 10−5

After some calculations, a becomes equal to:

a = 1+5log(10)≈ 12.5129

Eq. 2.1 with a = 1+ 5log(10) samples the parameter space exponentially, as

opposed to uniformly. Multiplying y by 10 gets the desired parameter value.





Chapter 3

State of the art

The most important research in neurodegenerative diseases are in-vivo and in-

vitro studies, as any evidence from such research is closer to the underlying truth

of what happens in the human brain, and thus has more merit compared to in-

silico research. There have been many in-vivo [42–47, 174] and in-vitro stud-

ies [127, 144, 147, 182, 185] showing that after injection of pathogenic proteins into

healthy animal brains or cell cultures, they will aggregate, template, and spread.

Each study provides evidence that increases our understanding of these mecha-

nisms, as well as demonstrates the variations in the interactions between these

mechanisms and different pathogenic protein variants. However, these studies are

limited by how time and resource intensive they are, and thus are unable to test many

hypotheses quickly and efficiently. Computational research on the other hand, is on

the opposite side of the spectrum, where many hypotheses can be tested quickly and

inexpensively, but all the mechanisms have to be modelled.

Many computational and mathematical models that fall under the umbrella

term of systems biology have been developed for neurodegenerative disease mech-

anisms. A few review articles [12, 28, 33, 65, 66, 228] on systems biology con-

tain references to previous relevant work, in addition to discussing the importance

of computational modelling as a complementary tool to in-vivo and in-vitro stud-

ies in neurodegenerative disease and drug development research. Many of these

models can be found at ‘Biomodels’ (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels/), a website

where many mathematical and computational models regarding biological mech-
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anisms, including neurodegenerative diseases are published [228]. These models

have heavily focused on elucidating the mechanisms of protein aggregation and

protein clearance, as they are two fundamental mechanisms of neurodegenerative

diseases. Other mechanisms that have been studied in systems biology [66] include

protein misfolding, genetics, tauopathy, ion homeostasis, blood brain barrier trans-

port, microtubule based transport, intercellular signaling, synaptic transmission, ox-

idative stress, apoptosis, amyloid protein precursor breakdown, energy metabolism,

inflammatory response, etc.

Following are some examples of computational modelling systems biology ap-

proaches. Büchel et al. [229] modelled a nerve cell, dopamine metabolism and

transport, oxidative stress, aggregation of alpha-synuclein, lysosomal and protea-

somal clearance, and mitophagy. Their simulations showed that increased levels

of alpha-synuclein induce apoptosis, followed by an increase of alpha-synuclein in

the extracellular space. Proctor et al. [74] studied the aggregation of amyloid-beta

and tau in AD, their toxicity to neurons, and they evaluated what impact a candi-

date therapeutic intervention, amyloid-beta immunisation, would have. They found

that immunotherapy reduced plaques, but not soluble amyloid-beta or tau (which

are hypothesised to be the more toxic protein molecules in AD). Edelstein-Keshet

and Spiros [8] modelled amyloid-beta proteins and their production, aggregation,

and removal, as well as neurons, microglia, astrocytes, inflammation, secreted cy-

tokines, and the stress, recovery, health, and death of neuronal tissue within the

setting of a small square slice of neural tissue. A variety of hypotheses regarding

the causes of stress and death of neurons were explored. Peptides spread via rapid

diffusion, whereas cells moved via slower diffusion, based on a 2D diffusion equa-

tion expressed in flux based form. Amyloid-beta was seeded and produced at the

centre of a region of healthy neuronal tissue from where it started diffusing. Puri

and Li [230] modelled AD pathogenesis using differential rate equations that repre-

sent cross-talks among microglia, astroglia, neurons, and amyloid-beta. From their

results, they suggested that future therapies attempt to inhibit microglia. Winter,

Bludszuweit-Philipp, and Wolkenhauer [231] modelled the BOLD signal, as well
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as the effect that AD has on it, and found that AD had an impact on peak height,

peak timing, and full width at half maximum. Qosa et al. [232] modelled the con-

tribution of the blood brain barrier and of degradation mechanisms to amyloid-beta

clearance, concluding that transport of amyloid-beta across the blood brain bar-

rier contributes twice as much to amyloid-beta clearance as the degradation path-

way. Lockwood, Ewy, Hermann, and Holford [233], and Masel and Jansen [234]

modelled the aggregation of pathogenic proteins and multiple hypothetical drugs to

combat AD, and compared their simulated performance, demonstrating the value of

computational modelling in drug design. Morris, Watzky, Agar, and Finke [235],

in addition to providing a review of protein aggregation modelling literature, they

also modelled it using nucleation and growth rate parameters, which they found to

fit extremely well with data of many different studies. Clarke et al. [236] modelled

the probability of neuronal death over lifetime based on empirical data, including

Huntington’s and Parkinson’s disease data. Their findings suggested that there is

no increasing risk of neuronal death as time goes forward, but rather that a random

(single) event initiates the disease process, and afterwards, protein accumulation

and spread occurs. Kuznetsov and Kuznetsov [237] modelled prion protein spread

through tunnelling nanotubes.

However, these works have focused more on pathogenesis, aggregation, and

other proteostatic mechanisms, while little work has been done on spread of

pathogenic protein [33, 238], and even less on modelling all of these mechanisms

within a single unified framework [12]. In addition, most systems biology work

occurs at an abstract, “systems level”, whereas little work is done specifically with

interconnected neural networks or at the brain scale. While there has been other

work related to spread of pathogenic proteins [238, 239], the most recent work that

is similar to mine is the work of Kerr et al. [71], who modelled mechanisms of

neurodegenerative diseases in small artificial neural networks, the work of Rowan

et al. [72], who also modelled mechanisms of neurodegenerative diseases in small

artificial neural networks, the work of Zhou et al. [37] and the follow-up work of

Mandelli et al. [68] who studied functional connectivity in neurodegenerative dis-
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eases, the work of Raj et al. [41, 177] and the follow-up work of Pandya et al. [67],

who modelled disease progression in AD, FTD, and progressive supranuclear palsy

using a graph network heat diffusion model, the work of Iturria et al. [69] who mod-

elled amyloid-beta spatiotemporal spread in AD, the recent work of Weickenmeier

et al. [70], who modelled mechanisms of protein production, protein misfolding,

protein clearance, structural connectivity related spread, and extracellular diffusion

in order to replicate the disease progression of amyloid-beta and tau in AD, alpha-

synuclein in Parkinson’s disease, and TDP-43 in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and

the recent work of Bertsch et al. [73], who attempted to link the microscale and

the macroscale, modelling aggregation of monomers into polymers and fibrils, pro-

duction, clearance, diffusive spread, and toxic effects of soluble amyloid-beta 42 in

AD.

Simulations using NEURON (see Section 4.1) and small artificial neural net-

works aimed at answering questions regarding neurodegenerative diseases have

been done before by Kerr et al. [71] and Rowan et al. [72], but their work was

concerned with questions regarding different aspects of neurodegenerative diseases.

Kerr et al. [71] attempted to answer how the influence of the basal ganglia on cor-

tical information becomes pathological in Parkinson’s disease. Rowan et al. [72]

performed a study of the effects of synaptic scaling driven progression of AD and

how directed brain electrostimulation could slow down disease progression.

In the work of Zhou et al. [37] and in the follow-up work of Mandelli et al. [68]

the authors proposed four competing hypotheses for the underlying mechanism that

is responsible for the atrophy patterns: nodal stress (regions subject to heavy net-

work traffic, i.e., hubs, undergo activity related “wear and tear” that gives rise to

or worsens disease), transneuronal spread (i.e., ‘prion-like’ spread), trophic failure

(in which, network connectivity disruption undermines interneuronal trophic fac-

tor support, accelerating disease within neurons lacking collateral trophic sources,

i.e., more isolated neurons), and shared vulnerability (regions that feature a com-

mon gene or protein expression signature that confers disease vulnerability). They

used rsfMRI to derive the healthy intrinsic connectivity patterns seeded by the spe-
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cific brain regions which are vulnerable to five distinct neurodegenerative diseases.

They then investigated if intrinsic connectivity in health can predict which regions

are vulnerable to disease [37]. For each disease, specific regions emerged as seed re-

gions whose normal connectivity profiles most resembled the atrophy pattern [37].

Performing graph theoretical analyses in healthy subjects revealed that regions with

higher total ‘connectional flow’ (hubs) and, more consistently, shorter functional

paths to the seed regions, showed greater vulnerability [37]. The authors believe

that these findings best fit a transneuronal spread model of network based vulnera-

bility [37]. However, while these works explored functional connectivity and its role

as a spread mechanism, the authors did not model any mechanisms of proteostasis.

Raj et al. [177] mathematically modelled trans-synaptic diffusive spread of

protein via the brain’s structural connectivity, which was obtained from 14 healthy

brain MRIs. Subsequently, they derived a graph and computed the eigenvectors

of the Laplacian matrix of the graph, and then they used a heat kernel to model

trans-synaptic diffusion. The authors discovered a correlation between the second

eigenvector and AD subjects’ atrophy regions, and between the third eigenvector

and FTD subjects’ atrophy regions [177]. In the follow-up work of Raj et al. [41],

the authors attempted to develop their model into a clinically useful computational

biomarker with the ability to predict future patterns of atrophy in individual pa-

tients. Given initial concentrations of the pathogenic proteins in each brain region,

they used regression to learn the diffusion parameter for each individual subject,

and then they were able to predict atrophy for that subject [41]. Their predicted

results had a high correlation (Pearson’s R between baseline atrophy and predicted

atrophy was 0.96 when using their model as opposed to 0.89 when correlating the

baseline atrophy to follow-up atrophy with p-values below 0.01) with the atrophy

observed in longitudinal images, which shows strong support in favour of a hy-

pothesis that pathogenic proteins spread using a simple diffusive mechanism via the

neural network [41]. In a more recent follow-up work by Pandya et al. [67], the

authors used the network diffusion model of their previous work to predict progres-

sive supranuclear palsy progression, adding directionality to the model, based on an
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adaptation of mouse tracer studies to the human brain. They concluded that their

updated model was a better predictor of disease progression than the non-directional

model. Additionally, they found that the hypothalamus was the brain region that,

when considered as a seed, their model was able to best predict disease progression.

However, this network diffusion model only spread protein, assuming that it was

all gathered at the start of the simulation within a single seed region, rather than

modelling a build-up of protein starting from a small seed, which is the more likely

hypothesis. This is a consequence of the lack of modelling of protein production,

templating, or clearance, which I modelled for the work of this thesis. In addition,

I also modelled functional and effective connectivity, as well as synaptic activity

related spread, and I used a population based validation.

Iturria et al. [69] modelled the spatiotemporal spread of amyloid-beta concen-

tration using an epidemic spread model. Simulations would initialise with a healthy

brain where amyloid-beta is seeded to, and thereafter amyloid-beta would accumu-

late and spread based on the modelled mechanisms. They compared their results

against empirical data of amyloid-beta concentration PET imaging of 733 subjects

from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI). They parcellated

the healthy brain into 78 grey matter regions, and modelled that each region has a

concentration of amyloid-beta. They modelled amyloid-beta production, templat-

ing, and clearance, as well as spread based on a linear model of the structural con-

nectivity (structural connectivity of the young healthy brain was derived using 60

young healthy subjects from the CMU-60 DSI Template) that also took into account

the Euclidean distance between brain regions. The model had four parameters, one

controlling the production and templating strength, one controlling the clearance

strength, the set of seed regions (which were up to a maximum of 6 grey mat-

ter brain regions), and one controlling the variance of normally distributed noise,

which hypothetically accounted for other factors that were not modelled. For each

subject of the ADNI data set, the authors found the optimal parameters, as well as

the optimal time point at which the simulated amyloid-beta concentration pattern

best matched the amyloid-beta concentration pattern of the subject’s PET image.
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The optimal set of seed regions were selected based on the best fit across the entire

subject dataset. Results found that the posterior and anterior cingulate cortices were

the most probable seed regions, structural connectivity played a crucial role in the

spread of amyloid-beta, hub regions were more vulnerable to amyloid-beta spread,

clearance rates were lower for AD patients versus controls, and, in general, their

prediction of amyloid-beta deposition matched well against the amyloid-beta depo-

sition shown in empirical data. In contrast, I additionally modelled non-pathogenic

protein concentration, brain regional volume and atrophy, and more mechanisms of

spread. I also compared my results among four different diseases.

The work of Weickenmeier et al. [70] is the most similar to the work of this

thesis, especially to the work presented in Chapter 5. The authors computationally

modelled pathogenic protein mechanisms, based on the Fisher-Kolmogorov equa-

tion for population dynamics, with an anisotropic diffusion model. They also mod-

elled pathogenic and non-pathogenic protein, protein transcription and translation,

and protein misfolding (identically to my model in Chapter 5), while they had a

simpler model for clearance. Protein spread was modelled based on fast spread via

fibre tracts derived from structural connectivity, and slower spread via extracellular

diffusion. They modelled the brain using a finite element approximation to rep-

resent regions, each with its own concentration of pathogenic and non-pathogenic

protein. They ran simulations at the whole brain scale, attempting to replicate the

disease progression of amyloid-beta and tau in AD, alpha-synuclein in Parkinson’s

disease, and TDP-43 in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. However, their results were

evaluated only visually, where their ground truth consisted of histopathological lit-

erature regarding disease progression, as opposed to a quantitative method. By

contrast, I modelled additional mechanisms of spread, including functional and ef-

fective connectivity related spread and synaptic activity related spread, my ground

truth was based on an event based model of patient MRI scans (and thus my evalu-

ation was quantitative), and lastly, I modelled the brain as regions based on a brain

parcellation of functional and structural grey matter areas.

In the work of Bertsch et al. [73], the authors attempted to bridge the gap
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between the microscopic and the macroscopic scales, modelling aggregation of

monomers into polymers and fibrils, production, clearance, diffusive spread, and

toxic effects of soluble amyloid-beta 42 in AD. They use a jump process to insti-

gate the seeding event of the disease and Smoluchowski equations to model the

change in amyloid concentration over a 2D uniformly sampled grid that represents

a transversal section of the brain. The equation for the toxicity of neurons at the

macroscopic scale was derived starting from the microscopic setting. They compare

their simulation results of global concentration of amyloid fibrils against PIB-PET

(Pittsburgh Compound-B positron emission tomography) data, occipital region con-

centration of amyloid polymers against CSF (cerebrospinal fluid) measurements of

amyloid, and global atrophy against MRI data. Although their results broadly agree

with clinical evidence, their comparison is qualitative, whereas ours is quantitative,

attempting to capture the entire atrophy progression. Additionally, the authors used

a simple 2D slice of the brain as a lattice, whereas we model the brain using specific

grey matter regions, as well as functional, structural, and effective connectivity, and

we model a larger variety of spread mechanisms.



Chapter 4

Computational modelling at the

neuronal scale

The ‘molecular nexopathies’ paradigm (see Section 1.2) hypothesises that structural

features of neural circuits confer vulnerability to particular pathogenic proteins [36].

It predicts that protein mechanisms and network properties together can determine

disease effects. In this chapter, I explored the ‘molecular nexopathies’ hypothesis

with a computational modelling approach using the NEURON simulator for neural

network simulations.

Previous similar work in computational modelling of pathogenic protein mech-

anisms has not focused on an artificial neuronal scale neural network. An example is

the work of Proctor et al., which was a study of the aggregation of amyloid-beta and

tau in AD, and an evaluation of therapeutic interventions [74]. Although the work

was focused at the neuronal scale, this was at a more abstract layer, rather than an

explicit neural network with graph elements or compartments. There has also been

work that modelled pathogenic protein mechanisms focused at the brain scale, such

as the work of Raj et al. [41] and the work of Weickenmeier et al. [70]. Simulations

using NEURON and small artificial neural networks to answer questions regarding

neurodegenerative diseases have been done before by Kerr et al. [71] and Rowan

et al. [72], but they focused on questions regarding different aspects of neurode-

generative diseases. Kerr et al. [71] attempted to answer how the influence of the

basal ganglia on cortical information becomes pathological in Parkinson’s disease.
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Rowan et al. [72] performed a study of the effects of the synaptic scaling driven

progression of AD and how directed brain electrostimulation could slow down dis-

ease progression. Therefore, to my knowledge this chapter presents the first work

of computational modelling of neurobiological mechanisms of pathogenic proteins

within a compartment based small artificial neural network.

To construct my computational modelling framework, I first developed mathe-

matical models for mechanisms of protein accumulation, spread, and toxic effects.

Using the NEURON simulator software [240], I simulated an artificial neural net-

work comprised of cortical columns [241], which are a representative and frequent

target of neurodegenerative diseases (see Section 2.1.2). I then ran simulations,

systematically varying protein and network parameters in an analysis to observe

how variations affect the disease progression. I defined metrics that related these

parameter variations to the protein spread and the network damage pattern.

There are both soluble and insoluble pathogenic proteins and potentially cer-

tain diseases are caused by soluble proteins and others by insoluble proteins. Dis-

covering the mechanisms that play an important role with each of them would help

in understanding their behaviour. I hypothesised that soluble pathogenic protein

spread would be determined more by the neural network connectivity, whereas for

insoluble by the initial seed.

Although modifying certain mechanisms, such as enhancing clearance in the

case of soluble pathogenic protein, are almost certain to delay disease progression,

for most mechanisms it is not immediately clear. To that end, I assessed how mod-

ifying model parameters affected the overall network survival, in order to find po-

tential neuroprotective cases.

Spatiotemporal patterns of progression can converge among patients with the

same disease, but different seeds. Atrophy could initially present itself in differ-

ent brain regions, but eventually converge and progress similarly in two different

patients afterwards. Discovering which mechanisms are more prone to cause con-

vergence of spatiotemporal spread patterns of differently seeded cases could help in

understanding what mechanisms drive diseases whose atrophy patterns show strong
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convergence.

4.1 NEURON simulator
In order to model the neuronal scale and run simulations, I required a simulator

that models and simulates the neurobiological processes and structures present in

neural networks. Due to my lack of neuroscientific knowledge and the wide range

of already available simulators, I decided to find an already well-established one

that is appropriate for the aims of this thesis. A review and comparison of certain

simulators was written in 2007 [242]. I chose the NEURON [240] neural network

simulator, as it has been the most used software for neural network simulations for

many years. NEURON provides a powerful and flexible environment for imple-

menting biologically realistic models of electrical and chemical signaling in neu-

rons and networks of neurons. It uses the Hodgkin-Huxley equations, but greatly

refined over the years. The basic computational task is to solve numerically the

cable equation, which describes the relationship between current and voltage in a

one-dimensional cable:

∂V
∂ t

+ I(V, t) =
∂ 2V
∂x2 (4.1)

The application of cable theory to the study of electrical signaling in neurons

has a long history, which is briefly summarised by Rall [243]. Within NEURON,

dendrites, somas, and axons are represented by ‘compartments’, in a branched ar-

chitecture that is typical of most neurons.

4.1.1 Neocortical column artificial neural network

I chose to perform my analysis on an artificial neural network of neocortical

columns (see Section 2.1.2). They are the most common structure in the brain,

making them an interesting target to analyse.

There are already many available models of neurons and neuronal networks

for NEURON at ModelDB [244]. I used the network described by Neymotin, Ja-
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cobs, Fenton, and Lytton [241]. This network consisted of a number of cortical

columns NCol each consisting of 470 neurons, for a total of NNeu = 470×NCol

neurons. Although in reality they are arranged in two dimensions, in this simu-

lated network, columns were arranged in a single dimension, e.g., column 5 would

neighbour column 4 and column 6. I believe this simplification will not have a sig-

nificant impact on results due to the similar definition of the columns and the high

number of connections between columns. Each neuron i ∈ {1, ...,NNeu} belonged

to a cortical column Coli ∈ {1, ...,NCol}, to a layer Layi ∈ {2,4,5,6} (layers 2 and

3 were combined as they contain similar neurons, and layer 1 was not simulated

as it contains only axons and dendrites of deeper neurons), and had a type, which

could have been excitatory Regular Spiking (RS), excitatory Intrinsically Burst-

ing (IB), inhibitory Fast Spiking (FS), or inhibitory Low-Threshold Spiking (LTS),

Typei ∈ {RS, IB,FS,LTS}. The amount of neurons of each type within each cortical

column is shown in Figure 4.1.

Each neuron consisted of three cylindrical compartments; one represented its

dendrites ( j = 1), one represented its soma ( j = 2), and one represented its axon

( j = 3). Many neuronal properties and the neural network’s connectivity were

defined by Neymotin et al. [241]. For the purposes of this thesis, I defined the

diameter Diami, j, length Leni, j, base area Areai, j = π(Diami, j/2)2, and volume

Voli, j = Leni, j×Areai, j of each compartment. I also defined the synaptic strength

SSi, j←ī, j̄ of a synapse starting from neuron ī, compartment j̄ connecting to the

postsynaptic neuron i, compartment j. If there was no synaptic connection, then

SSi, j←ī, j̄ = 0. Neurons were randomly connected depending on their type and layer

according to the connection densities shown in Figure 4.3 for connections between

neurons of the same column, and the connection densities shown in Figure 4.5 for

connections between neurons of neighbouring columns. The authors state that the

connections densities had to be several times higher than in real neuronal networks,

claiming it was necessary sustain activity due to the small scale of the model. The

synaptic strengths SSi, j←ī, j̄ were derived from Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.6 for same

column and neighbouring column connections, respectively. In order for a neuron to
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Figure 4.1: The number of neurons of each type within a cortical column. Figure from
Neymotin et al. [241].

Figure 4.2: A visual representation of a simulated neuron and its cylindrical compart-
ment parameters.

have an action potential, the voltage potential had to exceed a threshold, which was

predefined as Vthi(t). This threshold was −40mV for regular spiking, intrinsically

bursting, and fast spiking neurons, and −47mV for low-threshold spiking neurons.

Figure 4.2 is a schematic representation of a simulated neuron. The reader can find

more information about the network in the work of Neymotin et al. [241]

Figure 4.3: Connection probabilities for intracolumnar connections. Figure from Ney-
motin et al. [241].
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Figure 4.4: Synaptic strengths for intracolumnar connections. Figure from Neymotin
et al. [241].

Figure 4.5: Connection probabilities for intercolumnar connections to adjacent col-
umn. Figure from Neymotin et al. [241].

4.2 Neuronal scale modelling
There are many different proteins present in the brain under normal conditions,

and some neurodegenerative diseases are caused by a combination of multiple

pathogenic proteins (e.g., AD is caused by amyloid-beta and tau). However, mod-

elling all of these proteins and their interactions is beyond the scope of this the-

sis, but should be considered for future work as they could be very important,

especially in diseases with multiple proteins interacting with each other, such as

amyloid-beta and tau in AD. Instead, I simply modelled an abstract non-pathogenic

(normal/healthy) protein and an abstract pathogenic (misfolded) protein.
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Figure 4.6: Synaptic strengths for intercolumnar connections to adjacent column. Fig-
ure from Neymotin et al. [241].

A concentration of non-pathogenic protein Cni, j(t) and pathogenic protein

Cpi, j(t) existed within each compartment at each timestep t. These concentrations

could easily be converted to quantities Qni, j(t) = Cni, j(t)×Voli, j and Qpi, j(t) =

Cpi, j(t)×Voli, j. Naturally, there is a limited number of protein molecules that can

physically exist within a compartment. As I had no information on the dimensions

of these pathogenic proteins, I set an arbitrary limit to them so that their sum could

not exceed one, i.e., Cni, j(t)+Cpi, j(t)≤ 1. Thus theoretically a concentration of 1

would mean that the respective compartment is physically full of protein molecules.

I modelled mechanisms of protein accumulation, spread, and toxic effects.

More specifically, production, clearance, and misfolding accounted for protein ac-

cumulation. Neuronal network diffusion, active transport, and synaptic transfer ac-

counted for protein spread. Toxic effects included a change on the voltage thresh-

olds required for an action potential at neurons, neuronal toxicity, and neuronal

death.

I chose to model mechanisms that are widely considered as crucial to the neu-

rodegenerative process, such as production, clearance, misfolding, toxic effects and

neuronal death. Additionally, I modelled a small number, but of varied types of

spread mechanisms which are commonly hypothesised to potentially be of rele-

vance: one for slow, passive diffusion, one for fast spread intracellularly and one

for electrical-activity based spread. The model equations were based on neuro-
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biological literature where possible, but due to the limitations of neurobiological

knowledge, many simple and rational assumptions had to be made.

4.2.1 Production

Protein production modelled the biological processes of transcription and transla-

tion (see Section 2.3.1). I defined non-pathogenic CnProdi, j(t), and pathogenic

CpProdi, j(t) protein production (Eq. 4.2). I assumed that protein was produced

based on predefined rates of protein concentration per unit of time (RnProd,RpProd),

which remained constant during simulations until neuronal death. While realisti-

cally this rate will vary a bit over time (which could be modelled as an extra random

noise element), it is reasonable to assume that under healthy normal conditions and

the long time scale that I am modelling, the rate is constant and instead it is the

clearance rates that “needs” to adapt in order to have equilibrium in a neuron.

CnProdi, j(t) =

RnProd, if j = 2

0, otherwise

CpProdi, j(t) =

RpProd, if j = 2

0, otherwise
(4.2)

4.2.2 Clearance

I modelled protein clearance (see Section 2.3.2) such that in a healthy individual it

would compensate for protein production in order to achieve proteostasis (see Sec-

tion 2.3.4). When protein levels were below or above ‘healthy concentration levels’

CnHealth,CpHealth, production rates remained constant, thus clearance rates had to

adaptively decrease or increase, respectively. Given clearance rates RnClear,RpClear

(typically RnClear = RnProd,RpClear = RpProd), I defined CnCleari, j(t),CpCleari, j(t)

as clearance terms (Eq. 4.3). Although my choice of a logarithmic function was ar-

bitrary, it had the property of adapting to the current timestep’s concentration levels

and it was sub-linear, which I believed to be a biologically plausible assumption.

While self-degradation is a clearance mechanism that scales linearly with the con-
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Figure 4.7: An example of the clearance mechanism for non-pathogenic protein. Pa-
rameters were set RnClear = 0.0002 and CnHealth = 0.01.

centration, other clearance systems have limited molecules which “roam around”

in the cell finding proteins to clear, thus while they will find more proteins when

concentration is increased, since these clearance molecules are occupied with clear-

ing that specific molecule for a certain period of time, it is reasonable to assume a

sublinear relationship. Figure 4.7 plots an example of this function.

CnCleari, j(t) = −RnClear log
(

1+(e−1)
Cni, j(t)

CnHealth

)
CpCleari, j(t) = −RpClear log

(
1+(e−1)

Cpi, j(t)
CpHealth

)
(4.3)

4.2.3 Misfolding

In order to derive a model for misfolding (see Section 2.3.3), I simulated a cube

volume within which I added non-pathogenic and pathogenic protein molecules

(simulated as points), and randomly initialised their positions, and movement di-

rections (based on uniform distributions), and let them diffuse in 3D space for a

predefined number of timesteps. Whenever a non-pathogenic and pathogenic pro-
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Figure 4.8: A representation of the misfolding simulations portraying two timesteps
in a 2D environment. The green circles represent non-pathogenic protein
molecules, whereas the red circles represent pathogenic protein molecules. The
grey wider circles represent the range over which pathogenic protein molecules
were able to template their fold onto non-pathogenic protein molecules. Their
directions and velocities are represented by arrows. On the right part of this fig-
ure, a non-pathogenic protein was misfolded, because it was in close proximity
to a pathogenic protein.

tein molecule came in close proximity of each other during the simulation, then the

non-pathogenic protein molecule would misfold and become pathogenic. At the

end of the simulation, I calculated the number of molecules that had transformed

to a pathogenic state. I repeated this simulation for many variations of the initial

number of non-pathogenic and pathogenic molecules. Figure 4.8 shows an exam-

ple of two steps of such a simulation. Figure 4.9 shows the simulation results and

my proposed model, which were in close agreement. Although the assumption

that non-pathogenic and pathogenic protein in close proximity always would cause

misfolding is unlikely to be true and there is an additional random element to this

process, this would not affect the resulting relationship of multiplying the two con-

centrations. Given a misfolding rate RMis, I define CnMisi, j(t),CpMisi, j(t) as the

misfolding terms (Eq. 4.4).

CnMisi, j(t) = −RMisCni, j(t)Cpi, j(t)

CpMisi, j(t) = RMisCni, j(t)Cpi, j(t) (4.4)
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Figure 4.9: Simulation results and proposed model for misfolding. Left: concentration
of non-pathogenic protein converted to pathogenic based on simulations. Right:
output of the proposed model for the concentration of non-pathogenic protein
converted. Suggested model: RMis ∗Cn ∗Cp, where RMis = 1; adjusting RMis
can negate the scaling difference.

4.2.4 Protein spread

There are many hypotheses regarding the spread of pathogenic proteins (see Sec-

tion 2.3.5). I modelled intracellular and intercellular neuronal network diffusion

based on Brownian motion, intracellular active transport, and intercellular synaptic

transfer. No extracellular spread was modelled, as the cortical column network did

not have 3D coordinates information for neuronal compartments (although it is pos-

sible to have 3D coordinates in NEURON, this specific network was only consid-

ered as a graph, which is a limitation). I modelled that both normal and pathogenic

protein can spread via the same mechanisms in the same manner. I defined fNND,

fACT, and fSYN as the probability of protein spreading with each respective mecha-

nism. These variables took non-negative values, while their sum had to be lower or

equal to one. I also defined SELi, j←ī, j̄ as the intrinsic tendency of protein to spread

selectively via intercolumnar synaptic connections.

4.2.5 Neuronal network diffusion

I modelled neuronal network diffusion as Brownian motion, which was restricted to

the cylindrical shape of compartments for intracellular spread, and to the synaptic

connections and their synaptic strengths for intercellular spread. The cumulative
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distribution function of the normal distribution Φ(x|µ,σ) modelled Brownian mo-

tion and for x = −Lenī, j̄/2,µ = 0, and a neuronal network diffusion speed σNND,

it calculated the probability of protein diffusing past the boundary of compartment

ī, j̄, thus entering neighbouring compartments. I defined Enti, j←ī, j̄ as the propor-

tion of protein managing to pass through the entrance from ī, j̄ to i, j (Eq. 4.6).

Neuronal network diffusion weights WNNDi, j←ī, j̄ modelled the intrinsic propen-

sity of protein diffusing intracellularly (note the value of 20 was chosen fairly ar-

bitrarily, but I chose a much higher value than the values given by SSi, j←ī, j̄ as I

assumed that protein would passively diffuse much more freely within neurons than

being transported to a postsynaptic neuron), and the synaptic strengths when dif-

fusing intercellularly, as well as their intrinsic tendency to spread via intercolumnar

synaptic connections (Eq. 4.5). I defined NNDi, j←ī, j̄(t) (Eq. 4.7) as the probability

of protein spreading from compartment ī, j̄ to a neighbouring compartment i, j via

neuronal network diffusion.

WNNDi, j←ī, j̄ =


20, if i = ī, and ī, j̄ neighbour of i, j

SSi, j←ī, j̄SELi, j←ī, j̄, if i 6= ī, and ī, j̄ neighbour of i, j

0, if ī, j̄ not a neighbour of i, j

(4.5)

Enti, j←ī, j̄ =
min(Areai, j,Areaī, j̄)

Areaī, j̄
(4.6)

NNDi, j←ī, j̄(t) = WNNDi, j←ī, j̄Enti, j←ī, j̄Φ
(
−Lenī, j̄/2|0,σNND

)
(4.7)

Figure 4.10 illustrates the neuronal network diffusion from an axon to a soma.

This model could diffuse protein to neighbouring compartments only over a

single timestep, and not to every geodesically nearby compartment, which is the

more biologically plausible case. I defined NNDFi, j←ī, j̄(t) as the probability of

protein diffusing from compartment ī, j̄ to compartment i, j using the following ap-

proach: choose a source compartment ī, j̄ and calculate what fraction of protein will

diffuse to its neighbour compartments based on NNDi, j←ī, j̄(t). Then, iterate the fol-

lowing: if the fraction of protein that a neighbour compartment receives is above
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Figure 4.10: An illustration of neuronal network diffusion from a soma to a neigh-
bouring axon: NNDi,3←i,2(t) = WNNDi,3←i,2

Areai,3
Areai,2

Φ(−Leni,2/2|0,σNND)

a threshold NNDthr, repeat the process for every such compartment as a source,

spreading the fraction of protein those compartments receive, until convergence to

an equilibrium. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for this process.

4.2.6 Active transport

I modelled active transport ACTi, j←ī, j̄(t) (Eq. 4.8) based on data for the axonal

transport of tau protein [47, 181]. I concluded that tau showed anterograde move-

ment 15.4% of the time, no movement 73% of the time, and retrograde movement

11.6% of the time. Due to lack of evidence for transport rates in dendrites and

somas, I adjusted these percentages for all neuronal compartments, favouring an-

terograde movement overall.
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Algorithm 1 Input: Network, NNDthr, NNDi, j←ī, j̄. Output: NNDFi, j←ī, j̄

1: for each compartment as source do
2: Initialise NNDFsource,source = 1
3: Create empty queue QueueSources (sources queue)
4: Create empty queue QueueFractions (fractions queue)
5: Append source to QueueSources
6: Append 1 to QueueFractions
7: while QueueSources is not empty do
8: CurrentSource← QueueSource(1)
9: CurrentFraction← QueueFraction(1)

10: Remove first element from QueueSources
11: Remove first element from QueueFractions
12: NNDFCurrentSource,source← NNDFCurrentSource,source−CurrentFraction
13: for i from 1 to 3NNeu do
14: ToAdd(i) = 0
15: ToAdd(CurrentSource)← NNDCurrentSource,CurrentSource

16: for each neighbour compartment of CurrentSource as destination do
17: ToAdd(destination)← NNDCurrentSource,destination

18: Temp← ∑
3NNeu
i=1 ToAdd(i)

19: for i from 1 to 3NNeu do
20: ToAdd(i) =CurrentFraction

ToAdd(i)
Temp

21: NNDFCurrentSource,source ← NNDFCurrentSource,source +
ToAdd(CurrentSource)

22: for each neighbouring compartment as destination do
23: NNDFdestination,source←NNDFdestination,source+ToAdd(destination)
24: if ToAdd(destination)≥ NNDthr then
25: Append destination to QueueSources
26: Append ToAdd(destination) to QueueFractions

ACTi, j←ī, j̄(t) =



0.8258, if i = ī, and j̄ = 1, j = 1

0.1742, if i = ī, and j̄ = 1, j = 2

0.1160, if i = ī, and j̄ = 2, j = 1

0.73, if i = ī, and j̄ = 2, j = 2

0.1540, if i = ī, and j̄ = 2, j = 3

0.1371, if i = ī, and j̄ = 3, j = 2

0.8629, if i = ī, and j̄ = 3, j = 3

0,otherwise

(4.8)
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4.2.7 Synaptic transfer

Synaptic transfer modelled the hypothesis that every action potential transferred

a large quantity of protein to postsynaptic neurons (see Section 2.3.5). I defined

SYNi, j←ī, j̄(t) (Eq. 4.9) as the probability of protein spreading via synaptic transfer

to neuronal compartment i, j whenever an action potential occurred at neuron ī.

SYNi, j←ī, j̄(t) =



1, if i = ī, j = j̄, ī no action potential

1, if i = ī, j = j̄, ī action potential, j̄ 6= 3

SSi, j←ī, j̄SELi, j←ī, j̄
∑k ∑u SSk,u←ī, j̄SELk,u←ī, j̄

, if i 6= ī, ī action potential, j̄ = 3

0, otherwise

(4.9)

4.2.8 Neuronal toxicity, toxic effects, and neuronal death

I assumed that protein accumulation gradually increased the overall toxicity level

Txci(t) (Eq. 4.10) within each neuron, where toxicity represented the cumulative

negative effects on the neuron. Toxicity was initialised with a value of zero in sim-

ulations. It then increased based on an exponential function of the mean protein

concentration within each respective neuron, as well as on the toxicity rate RTxc.

Once it reached a value of one, the corresponding neuron would die at timestep

tdeathi (Eq. 4.11). For dead neurons, only the mechanisms of misfolding, and out-

ward neuronal scale diffusion would continue functioning. Figure 4.11 displays the

exponential function that was used to update toxicity levels.

There are many hypotheses regarding the toxic effects of pathogenic proteins

on neurons (see Section 2.3.6). I modelled that the toxicity level within a neu-

ron had a direct, linear effect on the voltage threshold Vthi(t) [241] that had to be

reached in order for an action potential to occur (Eq. 4.12), which I varied whether

it was a toxic loss of function, or a toxic gain of function: as toxicity increased, the

threshold also increased, thereby reducing the respective neuron’s firing frequency

(a toxic loss of function), or, as toxicity increased, the threshold decreased, thereby

increasing the respective neuron’s firing frequency (a toxic gain of function).
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Figure 4.11: The exponential function that updated toxicity with RTxc = 1/1500.

Txci(t) =



0, if t=0

Txci(t−1)+RTxc

[
exp
(

10∑
3
j=1

Cni, j(t)+Cpi, j(t)
3

)
−1
]
, ...

... if t > 0,Txci(t−1)< 1

1, if t > 0,Txci(t−1)≥ 1

(4.10)

tdeathi = argmintTxci(t) = 1 (4.11)

Vthi(t) =


−40±10Txci(t), if t < tdeathi, ∀i ∈ {RS,IB,FS}

−47±10Txci(t), if t < tdeathi, ∀i ∈ {LTS}

+100, if t ≥ tdeathi, ∀i

(4.12)

4.2.9 Protein quantity update

Updating protein quantities for the next timestep required the summation of the

changes from the different modelled mechanisms. I defined QnAcci, j(t), and
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QpAcci, j(t) as the net change in protein quantity from accumulation (Eq. 4.13).

I defined QnNSSi, j(t), and QpNSSi, j(t) as the net change in protein quantity from

spread mechanisms (Eq. 4.14). Combining the contributions to protein quantity

change from accumulation and spread mechanisms, I updated protein quantities at

each timestep using the following equation (Eq. 4.15).

QnAcci, j(t) =
[
CnProdi, j(t)+CnCleari, j(t)+CnMisi, j(t)

]
Voli, j

QpAcci, j(t) =
[
CpProdi, j(t)+CpCleari, j(t)+CpMisi, j(t)

]
Voli, j (4.13)

QnNSSi, j(t) =
NNeu

∑
ī=1

3

∑
j̄=1

fNNDNNDFi, j←ī, j̄(t)Qnī, j̄(t)+

fACTACTi, j←ī, j̄(t)Qnī, j̄(t)+

fSYNSYNi, j←ī, j̄(t)Qnī, j̄(t)−

( fNND + fACT + fSYN)Qni, j(t)

QpNSSi, j(t) =
NNeu

∑
ī=1

3

∑
j̄=1

fNNDNNDFi, j←ī, j̄(t)Qpī, j̄(t)+

fACTACTi, j←ī, j̄(t)Qpī, j̄(t)+

fSYNSYNi, j←ī, j̄(t)Qpī, j̄(t)−

( fNND + fACT + fSYN)Qpi, j(t) (4.14)

Qni, j(t +1) = Qni, j(t)+QnAcci, j(t)+QnNSSi, j(t)

Qpi, j(t +1) = Qpi, j(t)+QpAcci, j(t)+QpNSSi, j(t) (4.15)

4.3 Simulation setup
In order to explore the effect of changing network and mechanism parameters

on protein and network behaviour, I ran simulations, systematically varying pa-

rameter values. In all simulations, the timestep interval was dt = 0.025msec,

toxicity rate was RTxc = 1/1500, probability of neuronal network diffusion was

fNND = 0.05, production and clearance rates were RnProd = RnClear = 0.0002, and

RpProd = RpClear = 0.00002, and the healthy concentration levels were CnHealth =

CpHealth= 0.01. I varied eight parameters: (1) two random instances of neural net-
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work connectivities based on the connection densities in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.5,

(2) soluble, or insoluble pathogenic protein (in the latter case there was no clearance

and negligible production of pathogenic protein, only initial seeding and misfold-

ing), (3) 17 types of protein seeds - with the first three types (‘Seed All 1’, ‘Seed

All 2’, and ‘Seed All 3’), all neurons started with Cni, j(0) = Cpi, j(0) = 0.01 in sim-

ulations with soluble pathogenic protein, and Cni, j(0) = 0.01,Cpi, j(0) = 0.0001 in

simulations with insoluble pathogenic protein, with the difference between the three

being a change in the seed of the random number generator of NEURON; for the

remaining types of seeds, I added extra pathogenic protein at the start of the simu-

lation to a single neuron of the first cortical column, varying the cortical layer and

neuronal type of the seeded neuron (e.g., ‘Seed L2RS’, ‘Seed L2IB’, etc.), (4) low

misfolding rate RMis = 0.08, or high misfolding rate RMis = 0.09, (5) no diffusion,

low diffusion speed σNND = 50, or high diffusion speed σNND = 500, (6) no active

transport fACT = 0, weak active transport fACT = 0.0001, or strong active trans-

port fACT = 0.001, (7) three settings for synaptic transfer and the toxic effect of

the pathogenic protein - no synaptic transfer fSYN = 0 with an increase of voltage

thresholds Vthi(t), low synaptic transfer fSYN = 0.154 with an increase of volt-

age thresholds, or high synaptic transfer fSYN = 0.154 with a decrease of voltage

thresholds, (8) selectivity to avoid intercolumnar connections SELi, j←ī, j̄ = 0.01, no

spread selectivity SELi, j←ī, j̄ = 1, or selectivity to spread via intercolumnar connec-

tions SELi, j←ī, j̄ = 100 (for i, ī that belonged to different cortical columns). All of

these variations required 11016 different simulation runs.

4.4 Results

In order to assess the vulnerability of specific neurons I calculated for each neuron

its Geodesic Distance to the Seed (GDS), GDSi and its ‘Synaptic Strength Gradient’

(SSG), SSGi, (Eq. 4.16), which was the difference between the sum of its presy-

naptic connection strengths and the sum of its postsynaptic connection strengths.

Neurons with a high SSG had many and/or strong presynaptic connections, but few

and/or weak postsynaptic connections (here termed ‘bottleneck’ neurons). Neurons
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have widely varying input:output relations [245]. I hypothesised that neurons with

a high SSG or a low GDS value would accumulate protein faster, and thus reach

neuronal death earlier. In Figure 4.12, every neuron is plotted as a point using their

respective SSG and GDS values against the simulation time that they reached neu-

ronal death (tdeathi multiplied with dt); I performed linear regression to capture the

relation between these two neuronal characteristics and time to neuronal death. I

will refer to SSG R2 as the ‘bottleneck’ neuron survival characteristic and to GDS

R2 as the distance to seed survival characteristic.

SSGi = ∑
∀ī\i

3

∑
j̄=1

3

∑
j=1

SSi, j←ī, j̄−∑
∀î\i

3

∑
ĵ=1

3

∑
j=1

SSî, ĵ←i, j (4.16)

I quantified the asymmetry of network toxicity over time by calculating the

corrected sample standard deviation of the toxicity of every neuron at each timestep

σTxc(t) (Eq. 4.18). In order to summarise this information over time to get the

overall asymmetry of protein accumulation for each simulation, I defined ASY as

the maximum value of σTxc(t) over time (Eq. 4.19). This maximum value typically

occurred during the first few neuronal deaths. I also compared the time it took for

all neurons to reach neuronal death (time to network breakdown - TTNB) in each

simulation. In Table 4.1, I indicate the magnitude of the effect that each parameter

had on SSG R2, GDS R2, ASY, and TTNB.

µTxc(t) =
∑i Txci(t)

NNeu
(4.17)

σTxc(t) =

√
∑i(Txci(t)−µTxc(t))2

NNeu−1
(4.18)

ASY = max
t

σTxc(t) (4.19)

In order to assess each parameter’s impact on protein spread patterns, I quan-

tified the similarity and time to convergence between the orders of neuronal deaths

for all pairs of simulations. I defined the set Gs(n),n ∈ {1, ...,NNeu}, indicating
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Figure 4.12: Synaptic strength gradient and geodesic distance to seed as metrics of
neuronal vulnerability for certain simulations. Each point indicates a neu-
ron i plotted against the simulation time of its neuronal death tdeathi× dt,
and its respective SSGi (left) or GDSi (right) value for simulations primarily
driven by passive diffusion of pathogenic protein (seed L2FS, low misfold-
ing rate, strong active transport, no synaptic transfer, and no spread selectiv-
ity). (a) SSG and (b) GDS with soluble pathogenic protein and low diffusion
speed. (c) SSG and (d) GDS with soluble pathogenic protein and high diffu-
sion speed. (e) SSG and (f) GDS with insoluble pathogenic protein and high
diffusion speed. Note that the single outlier points correspond to the seed
neurons.
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Table 4.1: Impact of simulation parameters on ‘bottleneck’ neuron survival character-
istic (SSG R2), distance to seed survival characteristic (GDS R2), asymmetry
of network toxicity (ASY) and time to network breakdown (TTNB). Num-
ber of +/- signs indicate strength of impact on the metric compared to a baseline
observation, with 0 indicating no impact (e.g., increasing the misfolding rate has
the effect of a small increase on the value of ASY). Note that +/- signs were used
instead of values as simulations with different initial conditions are not directly
comparable, thus a mean and standard deviation would not be too meaningful -
this table was primarily meant to capture consistent behaviour and the number
of +/- signs can be seen as orders of magnitude of the effect. 1 positive sign
indicates the value of the metric for insoluble protein was higher than the value
for soluble protein. 2 not applicable since initial protein seed concentrations
were different (for similar starting concentrations, network breakdown would
occur orders of magnitude later with soluble pathogenic protein). 3 The first
three seeds had higher values. 4 Layer 4 and 5 seeds had lower values, whereas
layer 6 had the highest values. 5 *,* indicates the relationships: [tendency of
pathogenic protein to avoid intercolumnar connections vs no spread selectivity],
[tendency of pathogenic protein to spread via intercolumnar connections vs no
spread selectivity].

Parameter SSG R2 GDS R2 ASY TTNB

1) Network connectivity 0 0 0 0
2) (In)soluble protein1 - - ++ ++ N/A2

3) Seed location 3 4 0 0
4) Misfolding rate 0 0 + -
5) Diffusion speed +++ +++ ++ 0
6) Active transport strength ++ + ++ - -
7) Synaptic transfer strength ++ + ++ +
8) Spread selectivity5 +++, + - -, - - +, +++ 0, 0

the set of the first n neurons to reach neuronal death in a simulation s. I calculated

the Dice coefficient (a measure of similarity between two sets) Dices,s̄(n) (Eq. 4.20)

between sets Gs(n) and Gs̄(n) for n ∈ {1, ...,NNeu}. The higher the Dice coeffi-

cient value was for two sets, the larger the number of common dead neurons was.

I defined time to convergence as the time tConvs,s̄ (Eq. 4.21), that the Dice coef-

ficient reached and continued to exceed a threshold value ConvThr = 0.8. After

convergence, since the Dice coefficient remains high, the simulations show simi-

lar spread patterns. Simulations with a low tConvs,s̄ (i.e., early convergence) had

similar spread patterns during the entire simulation.

Figure 4.13 summarises the time to convergence for all pairs of simulations. I

created the sets Hpar, par ∈ {1, ...,35}, each of which includes all simulations with
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one common parameter value indicated by the underscript par. The value of par is

indicated on the par-th row of the y-axis of Figure 4.13. For example, all simula-

tions with a ‘Low misfolding rate’ belong to set H22. I defined CONVpar1,par2 as

the mean time to convergence between all simulations in set Hpar1 against all simu-

lations in set Hpar2 (Eq. 4.22). By comparing diagonal elements, one can study the

effect of a single parameter value on time to convergence, whereas by comparing

non-diagonal elements within a row or a column, one can study how variation of a

second parameter affects time to convergence given that the first parameter remains

constant.

Dices,s̄(n) =
#{Gs(n)∩Gs̄(n)}

n
(4.20)

tConvs,s̄ = argmin
n
|Dices,s̄(n)−ConvThr| , (4.21)

s.t. Dices,s̄(m)≥ ConvThr,∀m ∈ {tConvs,s̄, ...,NNeu}

CONVpar1,par2 =
∑s∈Hpar1 ∑s̄∈Hpar2 tConvs,s̄

|Hpar1||Hpar2|
(4.22)

Figure 4.14 displays the mean firing frequencies and mean toxicity over time

for certain neuron types in a simulation where a toxic effect was expressed as an

increase of firing voltage thresholds.

4.5 Discussion

In the absence of any protein spread, neuronal deaths occurred in random order

across the network (result not shown). Across simulations, neuronal network diffu-

sion was the primary driver of the patterns of protein spread (Figure 4.13), strongly

influencing neuronal survival characteristics based on distance to seed (GDS) and

synaptic input:output relations (SSG), as well as the asymmetry of network break-

down (Figure 4.12, Table 4.1). In simulations where neuronal network diffusion

was strong and pathogenic protein was soluble, the spread pattern showed a re-

lationship primarily with the input:output (SSG) metric, whereas with insoluble

pathogenic protein, the spread pattern showed a relationship primarily with the dis-
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Figure 4.13: Heatmap of mean time to convergence between all pairs of simulation sets
Hpar. For example, a value of 0.65 indicates that convergence occurred after
65% of neurons reached neuronal death. The x-axis labels are replicated from
the y-axis labels.
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Figure 4.14: Mean toxicity and mean firing frequencies over time for layer 4 neurons
of the first cortical column, grouped by neuronal type.
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tance to seed (GDS) metric. This agrees with recent findings assigning the diffu-

sive spread of pathogenic proteins a central role in the evolution of neurodegen-

erative diseases [30, 36, 37, 40, 41, 148], and with evidence from animal models

of protein propagation [44]. “Enhanced insolubility" could reflect the presence of

non-aggregated pathogenic oligomers that mediate local cellular toxicity: a factor

that may drive rapidly evolving neurodegenerative disease pathologies such as amy-

otrophic lateral sclerosis and prion [246].

Increased misfolding rate and active transport of pathogenic protein hastened

network breakdown, consistent with an amplification of intracellular toxic effects,

as predicted empirically [44, 130, 148]. While of course in actual patients there

is no ‘higher seed’ comparatively, in-vivo animal studies and in-vitro experiments

can be done varying the seed. In my results, I found that a higher misfolding rate

hastened neurodegeneration far more than a higher initial seed concentration in the

case of insoluble pathogenic protein, in agreement with in-vivo data [145].

The asymmetry of network breakdown increased with insoluble protein, or

with increased misfolding, diffusion speed, active transport strength, synaptic trans-

fer strength, as well as when protein had the tendency to spread selectively via in-

tercolumnar connections. These mechanisms tend to focus neuronal toxicity in spe-

cific network elements, a mechanism previously proposed to underpin the strikingly

asymmetric atrophy profiles of TDP-43-opathies [36]. Inspection of Figure 4.13

suggests that the conjunction of particular protein and network factors promoted

the more rapid convergence of patterns of network breakdown, in keeping with a

‘molecular nexopathy’ mechanism [36]. Pathogenic protein solubility, higher dif-

fusion speed, stronger active transport, stronger synaptic transfer, and any spread

selectivity all consistently accelerated the convergence of protein spread patterns.

My findings further endorse an important role of local neuronal geometry

in modulating network breakdown. Whereas changing the overall network con-

nectivity had no effect, the laminar location of neurons within the simulated

cortical columns affected the impact of pathogenic protein seeding and diffu-

sion. This computational evidence supports the exquisite histopathological se-
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lectivity and regional vulnerability that characterise a range of neurodegenerative

diseases [16, 30, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, 148]. In addition, although my simulations

were not designed primarily to capture alterations in neuronal electrophysiology,

the relatively simple model parameters yielded complex neuronal activity profiles

that showed dependence on neuronal type, and time. For example, in Figure 4.14,

L4LTS neurons showed an initial increase in firing frequency under a ‘loss of func-

tion’ effect, reflecting the removal of inhibitory effects from connected neurons, and

in line with previous predictions based on biological disease models [16].

Especially pertinently, my framework can identify factors that might consti-

tute targets for therapeutic manipulation. For example, increased diffusion speed in

the context of a soluble (in contrast to an insoluble) pathogenic protein tended to

prolong overall network survival, even when I also increased the misfolding rate.

This unintuitive result can be explained, as faster diffusion would spread protein

more evenly in the network, promoting overall clearance of soluble pathogenic pro-

tein. This is a potential therapeutic mechanism that has attracted much recent in-

terest [130, 133, 173]. Similar considerations apply to synaptic transfer, which

was also protective in my simulations (Table 4.1), and has also been proposed as

a target for future interventions [72]. In Alzheimer’s disease, amyloid-beta is as-

sociated with toxic hyperexcitability [179, 247] (which, in turn, leads to even more

pathogenic protein to be released from affected neurons). The mechanism of synap-

tic transfer was protective for individual neurons with a high firing frequency, but

in combination with the hyperexcitability toxic gain effect, it was protective on

the entire network-scale (increased TTNB, Table 4.1) for both soluble and insol-

uble pathogenic protein. Alzheimer’s disease is the result of a complex interplay

between amyloid-beta and tau proteins. The neuronal loss caused by tau coupled

with the neuronal hyperexcitability caused by amyloid-beta could have the effect

of spreading tau outside zones of amyloid deposition, leading to differential tis-

sue distributions of the two proteins, in line with recent cellular and neuroimaging

data [247, 248].
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4.6 Limitations

In this chapter, I have shown that pathogenic protein and network properties drove

patterns of network breakdown in a simulated, cortical microcircuit model of neu-

rodegenerative diseases. This computational model captured certain key charac-

teristics of pathogenic protein spread that are in accord with observed features of

neurodegenerative diseases. Although the results and conclusions had no validation

and did not apply to a specific pathogenic protein or disease, the more general con-

cepts that emerged, such as soluble pathogenic protein targeting bottleneck neurons

versus insoluble pathogenic protein targeting neurons near the seed, are likely to

hold true in most, if not all, cases.

The potential of computational modelling techniques to simulate neural net-

work disintegration remains largely unexplored. Such techniques seem ideally

suited to define the ‘structural logic that governs the biological effects’ of neurode-

generative diseases [145]. My findings suggest that a small artificial neural network

under a handful of relevant parameters can generate diverse, biologically plausible

behaviour that is broadly relevant to human neurodegenerative diseases and consis-

tent with empirical data.

A major limitation of computational modelling approaches is the need to sim-

plify (sometimes radically) in order to capture a few mechanisms of pathogenic

proteins which are likely to be of general relevance. This work could be refined

in a number of ways. Some commonly assumed contributors of pathogenesis in

neurodegenerative diseases that I did not model include multiple proteins (e.g., tau,

amyloid-beta, etc.), chaperone proteins, glial cell interactions with neurons, protein

aggregates of different sizes and the recruitment of additional proteins by larger

aggregates, extracellular protein spread, endosomes, etc. Each of these processes

could be modelled in order to develop this framework into a more realistic simula-

tion of the complexity of actual neurodegenerative diseases.

The primary limitation of this work is the lack of substantial validation. Fur-

ther work is required to test the models against a range of empirical data derived

in-vitro and from animal models. The way to do this would be to create an artificial
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neural network which simulates the same network as that used by an in-vivo animal

study or by an in-vitro study, and then replicating similar starting conditions, i.e., the

initial seed of pathogenic protein being simulated at the same area that pathogenic

protein was inoculated into the animal or into the in-vitro culture. As pathogenic

protein spreads over time in the animal or in-vitro model and atrophy occurs, this

can serve as validation for the simulated spread within the artificial neural network.

However, due to the complexity of such an undertaking, another route is to link the

modelled mechanisms here to validation that uses brain imaging of disease progres-

sion. To that end, in Chapter 5, I create a framework of computational modelling at

the brain scale using magnetic resonance imaging for validation, and in Chapter 6,

I link the work presented in this chapter with the work of Chapter 5.





Chapter 5

Computational modelling at the

brain scale: application to AD

While pathogenic protein mechanisms occur at the neuronal and the molecular

scale, disease phenotypes in patients are typically observed with medical imaging

at the brain scale. Being able to use imaging as empirical data of disease progres-

sion allows my work to be validated to a degree, and therefore test which models

and model parameters best fit empirical data of disease progression, and by exten-

sion how much merit the respective modelling hypotheses have. Therefore, to link

pathogenic protein mechanisms to disease phenotypes, a computational modelling

framework at the brain scale is required.

There has been previous work that modelled pathogenic protein mechanisms

at the brain scale. An fMRI study determined disease-specific regions as epi-

centres, whose functional connectivity in health correlated with atrophy progres-

sion [37, 68], suggesting that functional connectivity plays a role in disease pro-

gression. Graph theoretical analyses revealed that hub regions and regions with

shorter functional paths to the syndrome-specific epicentre showed greater vulner-

ability. Raj et al. [41] modelled brain network mediated trans-synaptic diffusive

spread. Their predictions of regional atrophy achieved a strong correlation with

atrophy measurements of follow-up scans. Compared to their work, I model many

additional pathogenic protein mechanisms, and additionally, the data they used were

limited to four-year follow-up scans, whereas I aimed to predict disease progression
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patterns in their entirety. The recent work of Weickenmeier et al. [70] is the most

similar to this work, modelling transcription and translation, and misfolding iden-

tically, while having a different model for clearance, structural connectivity related

spread, and extracellular diffusion. The authors attempted to replicate the disease

progression of amyloid-beta and tau in AD, alpha-synuclein in Parkinson’s disease,

and TDP-43 in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, but their validation consists of only vi-

sual assessment of results, thus not quantitative. Iturria et al. [69] modelled the spa-

tiotemporal spread of amyloid-beta concentration using an epidemic spread model

and validated their methodology using amyloid-beta concentration PET imaging of

Alzheimer’s disease subjects. They modelled protein production, clearance, and

structural connectivity related spread. They discovered the anterior and posterior

cingulate as the best fitting seed regions, and found structural connectivity to be

a determinant of amyloid-beta spread in Alzheimer’s disease. Compared to these

works, I modelled additional mechanisms of spread, including functional, struc-

tural, and effective connectivity related spread, extracellular diffusion, and firing

frequency related spread. I also simulated brain regional volume and atrophy, and

my validation methodology was population based, rather than individual subject or

qualitative.

To develop the framework for this work, I first constructed models for mecha-

nisms of pathogenic protein accumulation, spread, and atrophy at the brain scale. I

represented the healthy human brain as a network of 27 grey matter brain regions,

with connections based on Euclidean distance, functional connectivity, structural

connectivity, and effective connectivity, all derived from MRI scans. After seeding

pathogenic protein into the network, I ran simulations and kept track of the timestep

when each brain region began showing abnormally low volume (or high atrophy)

for the first time. I then compared the sequence of brain regional volume losses

becoming abnormally high during the simulation to the sequence derived from an

event based model fitted to ApoE 4 positive AD patient data [64] (considered as

ground truth). This comparison allowed me to find the optimal models and model

parameters that best fitted AD ApoE 4 positive disease progression.
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Functional, structural, and effective connectivity are the common connectivi-

ties that can be derived easily from patient scan data. While similar work has used

them to model connections, in this chapter I attempt to discover which connectiv-

ities are linked to disease progression. Additionally, I briefly evaluated the merit

behind a few of my modelling hypotheses and demonstrate how my framework

could be informative for drug development. While further experiments could have

been done in this chapter, these were left for the next chapter with the combined

brain scale and neural scale model.

5.1 Brain scale modelling
Structural, functional, and diffusion-weighted MRIs from 10 healthy subjects were

used to generate a graph representation of a healthy brain network, consisting of

27 grey matter regions and related by Euclidean distance, functional connectivity,

structural connectivity, and effective connectivity (see Section 2.1.3). The scans

were from the young onset Alzheimer’s disease dataset, which included 22 healthy

controls [249] with mean age of 60.6 (standard deviation 5.6), of which I randomly

chose 10 controls. I believed that 10 subjects were enough as my work did not re-

quire subject-specific intricate details, but rather a population-average brain, where

atrophy is quantified in large brain regions. While it is possible that results could

change with more scans, I believe that it would be a small change. Similarly to

the previous chapter, I modelled an abstract non-pathogenic and pathogenic protein

concentration within each brain region, and also modelled the mechanisms of pro-

duction, clearance, misfolding, extracellular diffusion, network-mediated diffusion,

firing frequency related spread and atrophy. After initialising the network and seed-

ing pathogenic protein into it, I ran simulations, using the modelled mechanisms to

update the network state at each timestep t until the entire network atrophied (i.e.,

the brain volumes became zero).

5.1.1 Image processing

T1-weighted MR images were parcellated into 208 brain regions [92]. I

kept NReg = 27 symmetric grey matter regions (Fig. 5.3), denoted with r ∈
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{1, ...,NReg}. The 27 regions chosen were the same as the regions which were

found to be significant by the EBM. Regions were symmetrised because the EBM

also performs this operation, although this has ramifications for certain diseases

which have left-right asymmetry, as they cannot be modelled accurately enough.

Each region had associated coordinates Coorr and volume Vr(t). Subject volumes

were normalised by their total intracranial volume, then for each region Vr(0)

was set to the average regional volume of the population. I defined Dr←r̄ as the

Euclidean distance connectivity matrix among brain regions.

Resting-state functional MRIs were motion and EPI corrected and high-

pass filtered (0.01Hz). Time courses were extracted, then centred and variance-

normalised. The parcellations were affinely registered from the T1w to the fMRI

image space. I computed the per region, per subject synaptic signals based on the

methodology of Karahanoğlu, Caballero-Gaudes, Lazeyras, and Van De Ville [250]

(using what they call ‘activity inducing signals’ in their work), which were aver-

aged over subjects to get the population regional synaptic signals Sigr. I calculated

the functional connectivity matrix Fr←r̄ using the correlation coefficient between all

pairs of synaptic signals Sigr. Although typically functional connectivity is based

on BOLD signal correlations, it attempts to correlate synaptic signals, so I used

this definition instead. The per region, per subject synaptic signals were also used

to compute the synaptic activity’s power spectrum, which were averaged over sub-

jects. Using the per region power spectrums, I computed the mean frequency per

region freqr(t).

Diffusion data were corrected for motion, eddy-currents, and EPI distortion

using field maps before tensors were fitted. Tractography was then performed [251],

which was then filtered using the approach proposed by Smith, Tournier, Calamante,

and Connelly [252]. I defined Sr←r̄ as the structural connectivity matrix extracted

from the tractography and defined using the brain parcellation of the T1w images. I

varied whether Sr←r̄ was constructed before or after the filtering approach [252].

Resting-state fMRI scans were used to compute each subject’s effective con-

nectivity [253]. The population average effective connectivity Er←r̄ was calculated
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by performing Bayesian model reduction [254]. Effective connectivity estimation

can incorporate structural connectivity Sr←r̄ as prior information [255]. I varied

whether Er←r̄ was calculated based only on the rsfMRI scans, or using the rsfMRI

scans in conjunction with the structural connectivity constructed without the filter-

ing step [252], or finally using the rsfMRI scans in conjunction with the structural

connectivity constructed with the filtering step [252].

The variations in the definition of structural and effective connectivity were

used to check whether results were sensitive to them.

5.1.2 General modelling

I modelled the mechanisms of protein production, clearance, misfolding, extra-

cellular diffusion, network-mediated diffusion, firing frequency related spread,

and atrophy. Brain regions had associated non-pathogenic protein concentration

Cnr(t), pathogenic protein concentration Cpr(t), non-pathogenic protein quantity

Qnr(t) = Cnr(t) ∗Vr(t), pathogenic protein quantity Qpr(t) = Cpr(t) ∗Vr(t), atro-

phy Ar(t), and radius ρr(t) (I simplified brain regions to have a spherical shape).

Atrophy was initialised to Ar(0) = 0 and increased as a function of the regional pro-

tein concentration (Eq. 5.1), with AThr defining the protein concentration threshold

below which no additional atrophy occurs and RA controlling the atrophy rate. Once

Ar(t) = 1, then the region had fully atrophied. As atrophy increased, it linearly de-

creased volumes Vr(t) (Eq. 5.2, also requiring an updating of radii), as well as the

regional synaptic frequency freqr(t) (Eq. 5.3), as I assumed that as brain regions

atrophy, less synaptic activity would occur.

Ar(t +1) = Ar(t)+max
[
0,RA

(
e10(Cnr(t)+Cpr(t)−AThr)−1

)]
(5.1)

Vr(t) = (1−Ar(t))Vr(0) (5.2)

freqr(t) = (1−Ar(t)) freqr(0) (5.3)
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5.1.3 Production, clearance, and misfolding

I modelled production, clearance, and misfolding in a similar manner to the mod-

els presented in Section 4.2.1, Section 4.2.2, and Section 4.2.3, respectively. Given

production rates of non-pathogenic protein RnProd and pathogenic protein RpProd,

I defined CnProdr(t) and CpProdr(t) as non-pathogenic protein production and

pathogenic protein production, respectively (Eq. 5.5). I modelled clearance as

CnClearr(t) and CpClearr(t) (Eq. 5.7), with healthy protein concentration levels

CnHealth and CpHealth, and clearance rates RnClear and RpClear. Given a misfolding

rate RMis, I defined CnMisr(t) and CpMisr(t) as the misfolding terms (Eq. 5.9).

CnProdr(t) = RnProd (5.4)

CpProdr(t) = RpProd (5.5)

CnClearr(t) = −RnClear log
(

1+(e−1)
Cnr(t)

CnHealth

)
(5.6)

CpClearr(t) = −RpClear log
(

1+(e−1)
Cpr(t)

CpHealth

)
(5.7)

CnMisr(t) = −RMisCnr(t)Cpr(t) (5.8)

CpMisr(t) = RMisCnr(t)Cpr(t) (5.9)

5.1.4 Protein spread

I modelled seven mechanisms of spread. I modelled extracellular diffusion

EDr←r̄(t) (Eq. 5.11), network-mediated diffusion using functional, structural, and

effective connectivity ND|Fr←r̄(t), ND|Sr←r̄(t), and ND|Er←r̄(t) (Eq. 5.13), re-

spectively, and firing frequency related spread using functional, structural, and ef-

fective connectivity FS|Fr←r̄(t), FS|Sr←r̄(t), and FS|Er←r̄(t) (Eq. 5.14), respec-

tively, with the notation indicating the probability of protein spreading from region

r̄ to r.

Although protein can clearly only spread via fibre tracts, and functional con-

nectivity is not directly related to fibre tract connections, there has been evidence

that atrophy patterns correlate with functional networks [37], thus modelling it and
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its contribution to spread is of interest. Spread based on functional connectivity or

effective connectivity could be thought of as spread that physically occurs through

fibre tracts, but the “strength” of that spread is modulated not only by the number

of connections, but also by the electrical activity correlation between two regions

(functional connectivity) or the strength of the connections (effective connectiv-

ity). Additionally, while structural connectivity can have many false positives, this

should not have a significant impact on results if we assume that the false positives

are roughly uniformly distributed in the structural connectivity matrix.

I defined NAFr←r̄(t), NASr←r̄(t), and NAEr←r̄(t) as the normalised absolute

functional, structural, and effective connectivity matrices, respectively (Eq. 5.10).

NAFr←r̄(t) =


|Fr←r̄|

∑
NReg
k=1 ∑

NReg
k̄=1
|Fk←k̄|

, if Ar(t)< 1 and Ar̄(t)< 1

0, otherwise

NASr←r̄(t) =


|Sr←r̄|

∑
NReg
k=1 ∑

NReg
k̄=1
|Sk←k̄|

, if Ar(t)< 1 and Ar̄(t)< 1

0, otherwise

NAEr←r̄(t) =


|Er←r̄|

∑
NReg
k=1 ∑

NReg
k̄=1
|Ek←k̄|

, if Ar(t)< 1 and Ar̄(t)< 1

0, otherwise
(5.10)

5.1.5 Extracellular diffusion

Extracellular diffusion modelled Brownian motion in the extracellular space. I sim-

plified the modelling to assume that protein would spread out of the centre of a

spherical brain region based on an isotropic 3D normal distribution. Under this as-

sumption, the probability of protein spreading to a brain region was determined by

the integral of the 3D normal distribution. To simplify this further, I approximated

the calculation of the integral of the 3D normal distribution by calculating instead

the integral a 1D normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation σED

between the destination-region’s nearest point and the destination-region’s furthest

point from the source-region. An illustration of extracellular diffusion is shown in
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of extracellular diffusion. In this example protein spreads
from brain region r̄ to brain region r. Figure was created after modifica-
tion of the image downloaded from http://clipart-library.com/clip-art/brain-
transparent-image-24.htm.

Figure 5.1 (Eq. 5.11).

EDr←r̄(t) =
Φ(Dr←r̄ +ρr(t)|0,σED)−Φ(Dr←r̄−ρr(t)|0,σED)

∑
NReg
r̂=1 Φ(Dr̂←r̄ +ρr̂(t)|0,σED)−Φ(Dr̂←r̄−ρr̂(t)|0,σED)

(5.11)

5.1.6 Network-mediated diffusion

Network-mediated diffusion modelled Brownian motion intracellularly and inter-

cellularly. The probability of protein spreading out of region r̄ is given by NDout|Fr̄,
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NDout|Sr̄, and NDout|Er̄ (Eq. 5.12), and it was based on the integral of a one dimen-

sional normal distribution, with the standard deviation σND|F, σND|S, and σND|E con-

trolling the speed of diffusion, as well as a term for the relative connection strength

per unit of volume for region r̄ (note that the multiplication with the minimum vol-

ume is simply to normalise the values to a desired scale). The spread into a region r

depended on the connection strengths given by the normalised absolute functional

NAFr←r̄(t), structural NASr←r̄(t), or effective NAEr←r̄(t) connectivity matrices

(Eq. 5.13). An illustration of network-mediated diffusion is shown in Figure 5.2.

NDout|Fr̄(t) = 2Φ
(
−ρr̄(t)|0,σND|F

)
∑
r

NAFr←r̄(t)
Vr̄(0)

min
r̂

Vr̂(0)

NDout|Sr̄(t) = 2Φ
(
−ρr̄(t)|0,σND|S

)
∑
r

NASr←r̄(t)
Vr̄(0)

min
r̂

Vr̂(0)

NDout|Er̄(t) = 2Φ
(
−ρr̄(t)|0,σND|E

)
∑
r

NAEr←r̄(t)
Vr̄(0)

min
r̂

Vr̂(0) (5.12)

ND|Fr←r̄(t) =

NDout|Fr̄(t)
NAFr←r̄(t)

∑r̂ NAFr̂←r̄(t)
, if r 6= r̄

NDout|Fr̄(t)
NAFr←r̄(t)

∑r̂ NAFr̂←r̄(t)
+(1−NDout|Fr̄(t)) , if r = r̄

ND|Sr←r̄(t) =

NDout|Sr̄(t)
NASr←r̄(t)

∑r̂ NASr̂←r̄(t)
, if r 6= r̄

NDout|Sr̄(t)
NASr←r̄(t)

∑r̂ NASr̂←r̄(t)
+(1−NDout|Sr̄(t)) , if r = r̄

ND|Er←r̄(t) =

NDout|Er̄(t)
NAEr←r̄(t)

∑r̂ NAEr̂←r̄(t)
, if r 6= r̄

NDout|Er̄(t)
NAEr←r̄(t)

∑r̂ NAEr̂←r̄(t)
+(1−NDout|Er̄(t)) , if r = r̄

(5.13)

5.1.7 Firing frequency related spread

I assumed that the more frequent synaptic activity was, the more protein would

spread out of a region. The probability of protein spreading out of region r̄ was

based on the general strength of firing frequency related spread RFS|F, RFS|S, or

RFS|E, as well as on the firing frequency of the source region freqr̄(t) (normalised for

convenience). The probability of protein spreading into region r depended on the

connection strengths of the normalised absolute functional NAFr←r̄(t), structural

NASr←r̄(t), or effective NAEr←r̄(t) connectivity matrices (Eq. 5.14).
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of functional connectivity related network-mediated diffu-
sion. The integral of the normal distribution 2Φ

(
−ρr1(t)|0,σND|F

)
indicates

the probability of protein attempting to diffuse out of region r1. However,
this is also limited by the total connectivity of the region, which I calculated
using the relative connection strength per unit of volume, which in this ex-
ample is

NAFr2←r1 (t)+NAFr3←r1 (t)
Vr1 (0)

minr̂ Vr̂(0). Intuitively this implies that regions
with stronger or more connections, but equal volumes will spread more pro-
tein. Similarly, regions with similar total connectivity, but higher volume will
spread less protein. Since I use the initial volume to normalise, I am mak-
ing an assumption that connectivity is not affected from atrophy. The product
of the previous two terms is the probability of protein diffusing out of region
r1, with the relative connection strengths to r2 and r3 determining the proba-
bility of diffusion to each respective region. Figure was created after modifi-
cation of the image downloaded from http://clipart-library.com/clip-art/brain-
transparent-image-24.htm.
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FS|Fr←r̄(t) =

RFS|F
fr̄(t)

maxr̂ fr̂(0)
NAFr←r̄(t)

∑r̃ NAFr̃←r̄(t)
, if r 6= r̄

RFS|F
fr̄(t)

maxr̂ fr̂(0)
NAFr←r̄(t)

∑r̃ NAFr̃←r̄(t)
+1−RFS|F

fr̄(t)
maxr̂ fr̂(0)

, if r = r̄

FS|Sr←r̄(t) =

RFS|S
fr̄(t)

maxr̂ fr̂(0)
NASr←r̄(t)

∑r̃ NASr̃←r̄(t)
, if r 6= r̄

RFS|S
fr̄(t)

maxr̂ fr̂(0)
NASr←r̄(t)

∑r̃ NASr̃←r̄(t)
+1−RFS|S

fr̄(t)
maxr̂ fr̂(0)

, if r = r̄

FS|Er←r̄(t) =

RFS|E
fr̄(t)

maxr̂ fr̂(0)
NAEr←r̄(t)

∑r̃ NAEr̃←r̄(t)
, if r 6= r̄

RFS|E
fr̄(t)

maxr̂ fr̂(0)
NAEr←r̄(t)

∑r̃ NAEr̃←r̄(t)
+1−RFS|E

fr̄(t)
maxr̂ fr̂(0)

, if r = r̄
(5.14)

5.1.8 Protein quantity update

Updating protein quantities for the next timestep required the summation of

the changes from the different modelled mechanisms (Eq. 5.17). I defined

QnAccr(t), and QpAccr(t) as the net change in protein quantity from accumula-

tion (Eq. 5.15). The different spread models were combined into a single matrix

BSS(t) ∈ RNReg×NReg (Eq. 5.16). While the order in which the matrices were mul-

tiplied can change the values of BSS(t), this should be reflected in the parameters

of each spread model, thus the multiplication order had no genuine impact on the

models or the results. This means that with a certain multiplication order the opti-

mal parameters for the individual mechanisms will result in the matrix BSS(t) being

similar to what it would be with a different multiplication order and thus different

optimal parameters for the individual mechanisms.
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QnAccr(t) = [CnProdr(t)+CnClearr(t)+CnMisr(t)]Vr(t)

QpAccr(t) = [CpProdr(t)+CpClearr(t)+CpMisr(t)]Vr(t) (5.15)

BSS(t) = FS|F(t)×FS|S(t)×FS|E(t)× ...

×ND|F(t)×ND|S(t)×ND|E(t)×ED(t) (5.16)

Qnr(t +1) =
NReg

∑
r̄=1

BSSr←r̄(t) [Qnr̄(t)+QnAccr̄(t)]

Qpr(t +1) =
NReg

∑
r̄=1

BSSr←r̄(t) [Qpr̄(t)+QpAccr̄(t)] (5.17)

5.1.9 Simulation initialisation

In all simulations, the initial non-pathogenic protein concentration was set to

Cnr(0) = 0.01, the production rate of non-pathogenic protein was set to RnProd =

2e− 4, the clearance rate of non-pathogenic protein was set to RnClear = 2e− 4,

and the atrophy concentration threshold was set to AThr = 0.04 (i.e., no atrophy

occurred unless the protein concentration was at least 0.04, or Cnr(t)+Cpr(t) >

0.04). I varied whether pathogenic protein was soluble (RpClear = 2e− 5) or in-

soluble (RpClear = 0), whether there was pathogenic protein production (Cpr(0) =

0.01,RpProd = 2e− 5) or not (Cpr(0) = 0,RpProd = 0), and whether there was

pathogenic protein seeding of concentration CpSeed at the hippocampus, at the

parahippocampal gyrus, or at the entorhinal area (e.g., for seeding the hippocampus:

Cpr=hippocampus(0) = CpSeed).

5.1.10 Event based model fitting

In order to evaluate how accurately a specific set of models and modelling parame-

ters represented a particular neurodegenerative disease, I compared the simulation’s

atrophy prediction against the prediction of an event based model [77]. For this

work, the EBM was informed from cross-sectional data of ApoE 4 positive AD pa-

tients, MCI patients, and healthy controls. The data used was the same as in Young

et al. [77] from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database.
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The EBM assumed that brain regional volumes were probabilistically healthy or

abnormal, fitting a normal and a uniform distribution to each brain region’s volume

data, which calculated the probability of health and abnormality, respectively. Vol-

ume abnormality threshold Vthresr for a brain region was defined as the volume

value such that the probability of health was equal to the probability of abnormal-

ity for that region. The EBM computed an uncertainty matrix UMr,i, such as the

one shown in Figure 1 of Young et al. [77], which indicated the probability of re-

gion r being i-th in the order of brain regional volumes becoming abnormal (e.g.,

if UMr=hippocampus,i=1 = 0.37,UMr=hippocampus,i=2 = 0.5,UMr=hippocampus,i=3 =

0.13, then the hippocampus has 0.37 probability of showing abnormal volume be-

fore any other brain region does, 0.5 probability of showing abnormal volume after

one other brain region shows abnormal volume first, and 0.13 probability of show-

ing abnormal volume after two other brain regions show abnormal volume first).

Thus, for each simulation, I had to keep track of the exact timestep that each re-

gion’s volume became abnormal (i.e., argmint Vr(t) ≤ Vthresr). I defined OSr as

the event position that brain region r became abnormal during a simulation. I used

the following metric to determine the goodness of fit for each set of models and

model parameters and to optimise the parameter set θ (Eq. 5.19):

θ
? = argmin

θ
∑
r

log(UMr,OSr) (5.18)

θ = {RMis,RA,CpSeed,σED,σND|F,σND|S,σND|E,RFS|F,RFS|S,RFS|E} (5.19)

5.2 Results
A model of pathogenic protein without production or clearance (i.e., an insol-

uble pathogenic protein), and with seeding at the hippocampus best fitted em-

pirical data (Fig. 5.3) with parameters {R?
Mis = 0.297,R?

A = 0.00152,CpSeed? =

0.0969,σ?
ED = 0.000243,σ?

ND|F = 0, σ?
ND|S = 0.0829,σ?

ND|E = 0.00276,R?
FS|F =

0,R?
FS|S = 0,R?

FS|E = 0}. The brain region atrophy order given with the optimal

parameters had a normalised Kendall Tau distance of 0.188 with the atrophy order
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

Event Position

Parahippocampal Gyrus

Hippocampus

Amygdala

Entorhinal Area

Inferior Temporal Gyrus

Middle Temporal Gyrus

Superior Temporal Gyrus

Fusiform Gyrus

Planum Polare

Thalamus Proper

Occipital Fusiform Gyrus

Inferior Occipital Gyrus

Accumbens Area

Posterior Cingulate Gyrus

Posterior Insula

Anterior Insula

Middle Occipital Gyrus

Angular Gyrus

Frontal Operculum

Superior Frontal Gyrus Medial Segment

Precuneus

Supramarginal Gyrus

Superior Frontal Gyrus

Middle Frontal Gyrus

Superior Parietal Lobule

Planum Temporale

Temporal Pole

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the fit between the simulation with optimal parameters and
the atrophy order given by an EBM for ApoE 4 positive AD. The matrix
UM indicates in greyscale the event position uncertainty for each region. The
red crosses are based on the sequence OSr that was computed after running a
simulation using the optimal parameters θ ?.

given by the EBM. When attempting to fit with a soluble pathogenic protein and/or

a pathogenic protein with a non-zero production rate, the fit was not as good.

5.3 Discussion and limitations
The simulation with the optimal parameters predicted the early stages of atrophy

progression well, whereas later stages had higher variance from the diagonal se-

quence given by the EBM (Fig. 5.3). All other parameters being equal, simula-

tions where pathogenic protein had no production or clearance fitted the data better,

evidence that is in favour of the ‘prion-like’ spread hypothesis [30, 36]. Spread

was primarily driven by the structural connectivity, whereas functional connectivity

(σ?
ND|F = 0), extracellular diffusion (σ?

ED = 0.000243), and effective connectivity

(σ?
ND|E = 0.00276) only had small contributions. Firing frequency related spread

(R?
FS|F = 0,R?

FS|S = 0,R?
FS|E = 0) also did not contribute to the spread. This evidence

suggests protein spread is driven by structural fibre tract connectivity, and not by

synaptic activity in ApoE 4 positive AD. Previous modelling approaches have also
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had success in modelling spread using structural fibre tract connectivity [41, 69], or

with functional connectivity [37], but none have modelled both.

On the assumption that my models with the optimal parameters θ ? represent

ApoE 4 positive AD disease progression sufficiently well, then hypothetically my

framework can easily evaluate (within its limits) candidate therapies by simulating

therapies that have an effect on one or more of the models. For example, altering

the speed of extracellular diffusion had little effect on atrophy progression speed,

whereas decreasing the speed of network-mediated diffusion significantly slowed

down atrophy progression speed, thus my framework would suggest that researchers

focus on therapies that reduce network-mediated diffusion, rather than extracellular

diffusion.

In this work, many simplifying assumptions were made in order to keep the

models computationally efficient and in the interest of time, I prioritised mod-

elling many mechanisms rather than fewer mechanisms with higher accuracy. In

future work, additional mechanisms (e.g., further proteostasis related mechanisms,

amyloid-beta and tau interaction, etc.) could be modelled and their contribution to

disease progression assessed for a variety of neurodegenerative diseases, under the

hypothesis that different parameter values are linked to different diseases. Mod-

elling the entirety of the brain and without symmetrising the brain regions would

allow for more accurate modelling of diseases, especially those with asymmetric

atrophy profiles. Voxel-based modelling, rather than region-based spheres would

also increase the model’s ability to capture atrophy progression, albeit at higher

computational complexity. Extracellular diffusion was assumed to be isotropic for

simplicity, which is not biologically accurate. A more advanced model would re-

strict it to be within the skull, with more restricted spread in grey matter and less

restricted in white matter, and much less restricted in cerebrospinal fluid. This could

be implemented as a matrix which could be calculated before any simulations that

would determine the spread from each voxel to another.

Adding appropriate regularisation terms to the cost function and estimating the

structural and functional connectivities from a larger population of healthy controls
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would also be desirable. In this work, connectivity metrics were assumed to remain

constant under atrophy, which is not the case in reality [40], and is an assumption

that could be relaxed in future work. This could simply be done by reducing the

structural connectivity “strengths” from one region to another as that region atro-

phies, or another way would be to model the connections independently as, e.g.,

tubes. This would likely have the effect that white matter that has a lot of protein

spreading through it would deteriorate faster compared to less trafficked white mat-

ter. A sensitivity analysis altering parameter values around the best fit or looking at

other local optima would also enhance the validity of the results. Another limitation

is the use of the EBM for validation, as instead of training my model directly on the

data itself, I am also taking into account the assumptions made by the EBM model.

Additionally, more recent work with EBMs [256] has been able to find the atro-

phy orders of subtypes of diseases. It would be interesting to model these subtypes

with either completely different parameters for each subtype and notice what are the

similarities and differences among them, or to model them as one set of parameters

for the disease, where its subtypes occur simply based on seeding different brain

regions. Another way to fit the parameters so as to not depend on the EBM would

be to use longitudinal data as done for example by Raj et al. [41].

In Chapter 6, I link the work presented in this chapter with the work of Chap-

ter 4, changing the brain scale modelling to a certain extent, while the neuronal

scale modelling remains largely unchanged.



Chapter 6

Linking the neuronal scale with the

brain scale

In Chapter 4, I presented computational modelling of neurodegenerative diseases at

the neuronal scale, where the neurobiological mechanisms that govern pathogenic

proteins occur, but there is no viable validation methodology. On the other hand,

in Chapter 5, I presented computational modelling of neurodegenerative diseases at

the brain scale, where most patient empirical data is acquired, but the brain scale is

remote from the neurobiological processes. In this chapter, I link the two scales, so

that models of neurobiological mechanisms that occur at the neuronal scale can be

validated based on their ability to predict atrophy progression for different neurode-

generative diseases with data that is available at the brain scale.

There has not been previous similar work that has attempted to link these two

scales. In order to link them, I combined the work of the previous two chapters

by modelling a brain network where each brain region is modelled as a number

of cortical columns. At the neuronal scale, each neuron’s dendrites, soma, and

axon contained a concentration of non-pathogenic and pathogenic protein, and the

mechanisms modelled were similar to those of Chapter 4: production, clearance,

misfolding, neuronal network diffusion, active transport, neuronal frequency related

spread, a toxic effect on the firing frequencies of the neurons, neuronal toxicity, and

neuronal death. At the brain scale, I modelled symmetric grey matter brain regions

as spherical volumes, modelling atrophy, extracellular diffusion, and four types of
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spread based on functional, structural, or effective connectivity: (1) fast spread,

(2) diffusive spread, (3) brain regional frequency related fast spread, and (4) brain

regional frequency related diffusive spread.

For each simulation, I tracked brain atrophy, which was compared to the pop-

ulation average atrophy progression given by event based models [64, 77]: one for

ApoE 4 positive Alzheimer’s disease, and one for each of the three genetic vari-

ants of frontotemporal dementia related to chromosome 9 open reading frame 72,

progranulin, and the microtubule associated protein tau mutations (hereafter simply

referred to as AD, C9orf72, GRN, and MAPT, respectively). The EBMs constructed

were similar to the one I used in Chapter 5, except that the grey matter regions used

in this chapter were larger, and accounted for most of the grey matter of the brain.

The decision for the change in the modelled regions was two-fold: a) calculating

effective connectivity for many regions is memory-intensive, and based on the par-

cellation scheme used, there were 27 large grey matter regions given by default, and

b) unlike the previous chapter, I wanted to compare results among the four diseases,

thus the same regions had to be used, rather than the specific regions which were

most relevant to each specific disease.

I determined the optimal model and model parameters for each neurodegener-

ative disease, thus determining their underlying controlling mechanisms. Finding

the seed locations is of interest since they could potentially be different than the first

region to show atrophy in the EBM. I also discovered the primary mechanisms re-

sponsible for protein spread in each disease. Additionally, I performed a sensitivity

analysis to discover how much alteration of each parameter is required before the

atrophy order given with the altered parameters diverges (where divergence was as-

sumed to occur when the Kendall Tau distance was higher than 0.017, or six changes

in the atrophy order) from the atrophy order given by the simulation with the op-

timal parameters. Lastly, I showcase how such information can suggest targets for

therapeutic intervention.
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6.1 Methodology
Structural, functional, and diffusion-weighted MRI scans from 10 healthy subjects

were used to generate a graph representation of the healthy brain network, where

symmetric grey matter brain regions were the nodes of the graph. Each brain region

was represented at the neuronal scale as a number of cortical columns. I modelled

multiple pathogenic protein mechanisms. After initialising the network, and seed-

ing pathogenic protein into it, I ran simulations, using the modelled mechanisms to

update the network state at each timestep t, until the entire network atrophied.

6.1.1 Image dataset and processing

The images used and the image processing procedures used were exactly the same

as those presented in Section 5.1.1, although the brain region parcellation was

used to extract larger regions of interest for the work of this chapter. There were

NReg= 27 symmetric grey matter regions, denoted by r ∈ {1, ...,NReg}, with asso-

ciated barycentric coordinates Coorr, and volumes Vr(t). I defined Dr←r̄ as a matrix

whose elements are the Euclidean distances among brain regions. I defined Fr←r̄ as

the functional connectivity matrix, Sr←r̄ as the structural connectivity matrix, and

Er←r̄ as the effective connectivity matrix. I defined the normalised absolute func-

tional, structural, and effective connectivity matrices NAFr←r̄ =
|Fr←r̄|

∑
NReg
k=1 ∑

NReg
k̄=1
|Fk←k̄|

,

NASr←r̄ =
|Sr←r̄|

∑
NReg
k=1 ∑

NReg
k̄=1
|Sk←k̄|

, and NAEr←r̄ =
|Er←r̄|

∑
NReg
k=1 ∑

NReg
k̄=1
|Ek←k̄|

, respectively.

6.1.2 General modelling

Brain regions were represented as a number of cortical columns (between 1 and

15) NColr = d15Vr(0)/maxr Vr(0)e, with the number depending on their initial

volumes, although the biologically realistic number of cortical columns is much

higher (see Section 2.1.2). However, since the modelling of the cortical columns

is not highly accurate, but a simplification, adding more columns would have no

real impact on results, and 1 to 15 columns was a good balance between compu-

tational requirement and contrast between large and small brain regions. Corti-

cal column and neuronal characteristics remained the same as in Chapter 4, with

each region having a total of NNeur = 470×NColr neurons. Each neuron i|r ∈
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{1, ...,NNeur} belonged to a cortical column Coli|r ∈ {1, ...,NColr}, cortical col-

umn layer Layi|r ∈ {2,4,5,6}, and had a type Typei|r ∈ {RS,IB,FS,LTS}. I defined

each compartment’s diameter Diami, j=1|r = 2,Diami, j=2|r = 30,Diami, j=3|r = 1,

length Leni, j=1|r = 500,Leni, j=2|r = 30,Leni, j=3|r = 200, base area Areai, j|r =

π(Diami, j|r/2)2, and volume Voli, j|r = Leni, j|r×Areai, j|r. Each compartment con-

tained a concentration of non-pathogenic protein Cni, j|r(t) and pathogenic pro-

tein Cpi, j|r(t). These concentrations are easily convertible to and from quantities

Qni, j|r(t) =Cni, j|r(t)×Voli, j|r, Qpi, j|r(t) =Cpi, j|r(t)×Voli, j|r. Concentrations were

normalised at certain steps to ensure they were non-negative, and to ensure their sum

was never higher than one (Cni, j|r(t)+Cpi, j|r(t)≤ 1).

Each neuron had a voltage threshold Vthi|r(t) which determined whether a

neuron had an action potential or not. In Chapter 4, I simulated neuronal activity and

action potentials of neurons using the NEURON simulator. However, I did not use

NEURON for this chapter due to its high computational overhead (approximately

10 times slower computation). The only interaction between neuronal activity and

pathogenic protein mechanisms that NEURON simulated was protein spread related

to action potentials. Therefore, I had to approximate action potentials by using

NEURON to calculate the average firing frequencies of neurons of each type and

layer for different values of Vthi|r(t), and then used a simple nearest neighbour

regression to define the firing frequency of each neuron fri|r(t) (firing frequencies

were normalised so that the maximum firing frequency possible was equal to one)

as a function of Vthi|r(t), the type of neuron i, and the layer of neuron i.

I assumed that whenever protein spread from one brain region to another

through the brain network (as opposed to extracellular spread), it could only do

so from axonal compartments from the set of ‘output neurons’ Outr, and could only

spread to dendritic compartments of the set of ‘input neurons’ Inr. Layer 2 and 3

excitatory neurons are generally considered as the neurons that receive input from,

and project output to other cortical structures, as described in Section 2.1.2. There-

fore, I set Inr = {i|r,s.t. Typei|r = RS,IB,Layi|r = 2} and Outr = {i|r,s.t. Typei|r =

{RS,IB},Layi|r = 2}. I defined SSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r as the strength of a synapse starting from
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neuronal compartment ī, j̄|r, and connecting to postsynaptic neuronal compartment

i, j|r. When there was no synaptic connection, then SSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r = 0 (see Neymotin

et al. [241] for values).

6.1.3 Neuronal scale accumulation: production, clearance, and

misfolding

I modelled protein production, clearance, and misfolding exactly as I did in Chap-

ter 4. I assumed production CnProdi, j|r(t) and CpProdi, j|r(t) occurred at constant

production rates RnProd and RpProd, respectively, until neuronal death (Eq. 6.1).

Given clearance rates RnClear and RpClear, and healthy protein concentration lev-

els CnHealth and CpHealth, I defined CnCleari, j|r(t) and CpCleari, j|r(t) as clear-

ance terms (Eq. 6.2). Given a misfolding rate RMis, I defined CnMisi, j|r(t)

and CpMisi, j|r(t) as the misfolding terms (Eq. 6.3). I defined QnAcci, j|r(t) and

QpAcci, j|r(t) as the net change in protein quantity from accumulation (Eq. 6.4).

CnProdi, j|r(t) =

RnProd, if j = 2

0, otherwise

CpProdi, j|r(t) =

RpProd, if j = 2

0, otherwise
(6.1)

CnCleari, j|r(t) =−RnClear log
(

1+(e−1)
Cni, j|r(t)
CnHealth

)
CpCleari, j|r(t) =−RpClear log

(
1+(e−1)

Cpi, j|r(t)

CpHealth

)
(6.2)

CnMisi, j|r(t) =−RMisCni, j|r(t)Cpi, j|r(t)

CpMisi, j|r(t) = +RMisCni, j|r(t)Cpi, j|r(t) (6.3)

QnAcci, j|r(t) =
[
CnProdi, j|r(t)+CnCleari, j|r(t)+CnMisi, j|r(t)

]
Voli, j|r

QpAcci, j|r(t) =
[
CpProdi, j|r(t)+CpCleari, j|r(t)+CpMisi, j|r(t)

]
Voli, j|r (6.4)
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6.1.4 Neuronal scale spread: neuronal network diffusion, active

transport, and neuronal frequency related spread

I modelled three types of neuronal scale spread with minor changes compared to

their modelling presented in Chapter 4. Specifically, Algorithm 1 shown in Sec-

tion 4.2.5 was not used in order to reduce computational and memory requirements

requirements, and neuronal frequency related spread was based on the estimated

firing frequencies of neurons, rather than individual action potentials.

Neuronal network diffusion NNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) (Eq. 6.7) modelled passive slow

Brownian motion of protein, with speed σNND, and weights WNNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r

(Eq. 6.5). I defined Enti, j|r←ī, j̄|r as the probability of protein managing to pass

through the entrance from ī, j̄ to i, j (Eq. 6.6).

WNNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r =


20, if i = ī, and ī, j̄ neighbour of i, j

SSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r, if i 6= ī, and ī, j̄ neighbour of i, j

0, if ī, j̄ not a neighbour of i, j

(6.5)

Enti, j|r←ī, j̄|r =
min(Areai, j|r,Areaī, j̄|r)

Areaī, j̄|r
(6.6)

NNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) = WNNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|rEnti, j|r←ī, j̄|r

×Φ

(
−Lenī, j̄|r/2|0,1000σNND

)
(6.7)

I modelled active transport ACTi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) (Eq. 6.8) similarly to Chapter 4.
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ACTi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) =



0.8258, if i = ī, and j̄ = 1, j = 1

0.1742, if i = ī, and j̄ = 1, j = 2

0.1160, if i = ī, and j̄ = 2, j = 1

0.73, if i = ī, and j̄ = 2, j = 2

0.1540, if i = ī, and j̄ = 2, j = 3

0.1371, if i = ī, and j̄ = 3, j = 2

0.8629, if i = ī, and j̄ = 3, j = 3

0,otherwise

(6.8)

Neuronal frequency related spread NFSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) modelled protein spread

between neurons based on the firing frequency of the source neuron, and their

synaptic strengths (Eq. 6.9).

NFSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) = SSi, j|r←ī, j̄|rfrī|r(t) (6.9)

I also defined fNND, fACT, and fNFS as the intrinsic probability of protein

spreading with each respective neuronal scale spread mechanism. These parameters

could only take non-negative values, and their sum had to be lower or equal to one,

as they are probabilities and if their sum was higher than one, then it would be pos-

sible for a compartment to spread more protein in a timestep than it originally had.

Note that each of the columns of the matrices NNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t), ACTi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t),

and NFSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t) indicate what fraction of protein spreads out of ī, j̄|r to-

wards each other compartment (including itself), and thus the columns were nor-

malised at every timestep so that they summed to one. I defined QnNSSi, j|r(t)

and QpNSSi, j|r(t) as the net change in protein quantity from neuronal scale spread

mechanisms (Eq. 6.10).
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QnNSSi, j|r(t) =
NNeur

∑
ī=1

3

∑
j̄=1

fNNDNNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t)Qnī, j̄|r(t)+

fACTACTi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t)Qnī, j̄|r(t)+

fNFSNFSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t)Qnī, j̄|r(t)−

( fNND + fACT + fNFS)Qni, j|r

QpNSSi, j|r(t) =
NNeur

∑
ī=1

3

∑
j̄=1

fNNDNNDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t)Qpī, j̄|r(t)+

fACTACTi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t)Qpī, j̄|r(t)+

fNFSNFSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r(t)Qpī, j̄|r(t)−

( fNND + fACT + fNFS)Qpi, j|r (6.10)

6.1.5 Neuronal scale toxicity: toxicity levels, toxic effect, and

neuronal death

I defined Txci|r(t) (Eq. 6.11) as the toxicity level within a neuron, given a toxic-

ity rate RTxc, and a minimum concentration Cmin. Toxicity levels started at zero

Txci|r(0) = 0, and increased as a function of protein concentration. I modelled

that neuronal toxicity levels directly increased or decreased the firing frequencies

of neurons. After the toxicity level of a neuron reached a value of one, the neu-

ron would be considered dead for the remainder of the simulation. I defined the

set of dead neurons Deadr(t) = {i|r,s.t. Txci|r(t) = 1}, and the set of alive neu-

rons Aliver(t) = {i|r,s.t. Txci|r(t) < 1}. I also defined the set of alive outputs

OutAlr(t) = {i|r,s.t. i|r ∈ Outr and i|r ∈ Aliver(t)}, and the set of alive inputs

InAlr(t) = {i|r,s.t. i|r ∈ Inr and i|r ∈ Aliver(t)}. Neuronal death affected the mod-

elled mechanisms: (a) protein production and clearance could not occur at dead

neuronal compartments, (b) protein misfolding could still occur at dead neuronal

compartments, (c) protein could not spread into dead neuronal compartments via

neuronal network diffusion, neuronal frequency related spread, extracellular diffu-

sion, or any of the brain network related spread mechanisms, but could still do so
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via active transport, and (d) protein could not spread out of dead neuronal compart-

ments via neuronal frequency related spread, or any of the brain network related

spread mechanisms, but could still do so via neuronal network diffusion, active

transport, and extracellular diffusion.

Txci|r(t) = Txci|r(t−1)+

max

{
0,RTxc

[
exp

(
10∑

j

Cni, j|r(t)+Cpi, j|r(t)

3
−Cmin

)
−1

]}
(6.11)

6.1.6 Brain scale atrophy

I defined atrophy Ar(t), which is equal to the proportion of dead neurons of the

respective brain region’s cortical columns (Eq. 6.12). Atrophy had a reverse rela-

tionship with regional volume Vr(t) (Eq. 6.13), and regional radius ρr(t) (Eq. 6.14).

Ar(t) =
|Deadr(t)|

NNeur
(6.12)

Vr(t) = (1−Ar(t))Vr(0) (6.13)

ρr(t) = (1−Ar(t))ρr(0) (6.14)

6.1.7 Brain scale spread: extracellular diffusion, fast network

spread, diffusive network spread, fast frequency related

spread, and diffusive frequency related spread

I modelled thirteen types of brain scale spread mechanisms (explained below), using

information from the Euclidean distances, as well as the functional connectivity,

structural connectivity, and effective connectivity to study whether such information

plays a role in neurodegenerative disease progression. This information was used

to model combinations of fast spread through network connections, slow diffusive

spread through network connections and via the extracellular space, and spread

related to brain regional neuronal activity.
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Functional and structural connectivity have been modelled before in similar

work and found to be predictive of neurodegeneration progression, but never in

conjunction. Along with effective connectivity, they are the three connectivity met-

rics that can be fairly easily calculated for individual subjects. I chose to model

fast, slow diffusive, and electrical activity based spread as they are three vastly dif-

ferent, but also basic and simple mechanisms of spread. Additionally, extracellular

diffusion is commonly thought of as a potential mechanism of spread.

Extracellular diffusion EDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) (Eq. 6.16) was modelled similarly to

Chapter 5, and it modelled Brownian motion in the extracellular space. I simpli-

fied the modelling by assuming that protein spread out of a brain region was based

on an isotropic 3D normal distribution, with mean equal to the source region’s co-

ordinates Coorr, and standard deviation equal to the extracellular diffusion speed

σED. Under this assumption, the probability of protein spreading to a brain region

was determined by the integral of that normal distribution. To simplify this further,

I calculated the integral of a 1D normal distribution instead (with zero mean) be-

tween the destination region’s closest and furthest point from the source region. An

illustration of extracellular diffusion is shown in Figure 5.1.

Intr←r̄(t) = Φ(Dr←r̄ +ρr(t)|0,σED)−

Φ(Dr←r̄−ρr(t)|0,σED) (6.15)

EDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) =



Voli, j|r
∑k∈Aliver(t) ∑

3
l=1 Volk,l|r

fED
Intr←r̄(t)

∑
NReg
m=1 Intm←m̄(t)

, ...

... if i|r ∈ InAlr(t)

0, otherwise

(6.16)

I also modelled four types of brain network spread: fast (FW), diffusive (DW),

fast frequency related (FF), and diffusive frequency related (DF). Each of the four

types of spread was used in conjunction with each of the three network connectivity

matrices Fr←r̄, Sr←r̄, or Er←r̄, for a total of twelve brain network spread mecha-

nisms. All of these mechanisms spread protein out of axons of alive output neurons
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OutAlr(t), and into dendrites of alive input neurons InAlr(t), where CAi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)

indicates whether there was a connection from ī, j̄|r̄ to i, j|r at timestep t (Eq. 6.17).

CAi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) =


1, if i|r ∈ InAlr(t) and ī|r̄ ∈ OutAlr̄(t) and ...

... r 6= r̄ and j = 1 and j̄ = 3

0, otherwise

(6.17)

Fast spread was a simple linear model of the absolute values of the respective

connectivity matrices, representing direct and quick spread between brain regions,

unaffected by synaptic activity or distance. Diffusive spread was the same as fast

spread, but also took into account distance between brain regions, assuming that

protein could spread faster to closer regions. This intracellular diffusion was mod-

elled as Brownian motion by using the cumulative distribution function of the 1D

normal distribution Φ(x|µ,σ) with µ = 0, σ = σID and x =−Dr←r̄/2, which is the

half of the distance between two regions, assuming that any protein that spread past

the half of the distance between them, would continue and actually reach the des-

tination brain region. Fast frequency related and diffusive frequency related spread

were similar to fast spread, and diffusive spread, respectively, but the quantity of

protein that spread out of each output neuron axon was also determined by its firing

frequency, under the assumption that the amount of protein molecules spreading out

of a neuron depended on its electrical activity.

I defined fED, fFW|F, fFW|S, fFW|E, fDW|F, fDW|S, fDW|E, fFF|F, fFF|S, fFF|E,

fDF|F, fDF|S, and fDF|E as the intrinsic probability of protein spreading with each

respective mechanism. These took non-negative values, and their sum was re-

stricted to be less than or equal to one. The probability of protein spreading

from ī, j̄|r̄ to i, j|r with each of these mechanisms is given by EDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)

(Eq. 6.16) for extracellular diffusion; by FW|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t), FW|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t),

and FW|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) (Eq. 6.18) for fast spread related to functional, structural,

and effective connectivity, respectively; by DW|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t), DW|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t),

and DW|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) (Eq. 6.19) for diffusive spread; by FF|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t),
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FF|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t), and FF|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) (Eq. 6.20) for fast frequency related spread;

and by DF|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t), DF|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t), and DF|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) (Eq. 6.21) for

diffusive frequency related spread. Equations are shown below for functional con-

nectivity related spread only; those based on structural or effective connectivity

were similarly defined. Fig 6.1 is an illustration of these twelve brain scale spread

mechanisms. Note that Fig 6.1 describes the spread between cortical columns of

different brain regions. Cortical columns within the same brain region are highly

interconnected as well, as described in Chapter 4.

FW|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) = fFW|F
NAFr←r̄

|Inr|
(6.18)

DW|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) = fDW|F
NAFr←r̄

|Inr|
2 [Φ(−Dr←r̄/2|0,σID)] (6.19)

FF|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) = fFF|Ffrī|r̄(t)
NAFr←r̄

|Inr|
(6.20)

DF|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) = fDF|Ffrī|r̄(t)
NAFr←r̄

|Inr|
2 [Φ(−Dr←r̄/2|0,σID)] (6.21)

6.1.8 Neuronal and brain scale interaction

I defined BSSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) (Eq. 6.22) as the overall probability of protein spreading

via brain scale spread mechanisms from ī, j̄|r̄ to i, j|r.

BSSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) = EDi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+CAi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)×

[FW|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+FW|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+FW|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+

DW|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+DW|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+DW|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+

FF|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+FF|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+FF|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+

DF|Fi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+DF|Si, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)+DF|Ei, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)] (6.22)

I defined QnBSSaddi, j|r(t) and QpBSSaddi, j|r(t) (Eq. 6.23) as the protein

quantity that spread via brain scale spread mechanisms into i, j|r. I similarly de-

fined QnBSSremi, j|r(t) and QpBSSremi, j|r(t) (Eq. 6.24) for the protein quantity
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of the brain scale network based spread mechanisms. This
figure demonstrates how protein would spread from the axon of neuron ī|r̄ to
the dendrites of neuron i|r. The equation at the top is the quantity of non-
pathogenic protein that would spread via diffusive frequency-related functional
connectivity based spread (Eq. 6.21 along with the quantity of normal protein
Qnī, j̄=3|r̄(t)). Top left - black: The connectivity term CAi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t) determines
whether the output neuron ī|r̄ is a cortical column output neuron and is alive and
the input neuron i|r is a cortical column input neuron and is also alive, and thus
whether a connection exists between them or not. Top right - blue: Given a spe-
cific output neuron, the amount of protein that will spread depends on the pro-
tein quantity currently available at the axon of the output neuron Qnī, j̄=3|r̄(t),
which, for frequency-related spread mechanisms only, is further modulated by
the firing frequency of that neuron frī|r̄(t) (which are normalised between 0 and
1), with more protein spreading with a higher firing frequency. Bottom left
- green: The term fDF|F is the intrinsic probability of protein spreading via a
specific mechanism (in this case diffusive frequency-related functional connec-
tivity based spread), with NAFr←r̄ being the weight given from the functional
connectivity data. Bottom right - red: In the case of diffusive-based spread
mechanisms, protein spreads to r only if it diffuses past the midpoint Dr←r̄/2,
where the term 2Φ(−Dr←r̄/2|0,σID) gives the probability of that event occur-
ring. Finally, the protein that arrives at r is spread into all alive neurons equally,
by dividing by Inr, which means that as neurons die, less protein spreads to that
region, thus accounting to a degree for axonal loss. Note that all terms take val-
ues between 0 and 1 (except for Qnī, j̄=3|r̄(t)), thus only reducing the quantity
that spreads.
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that spread out of i, j|r. Lastly, I defined QnBSSi, j|r(t) and QpBSSi, j|r(t) (Eq. 6.25)

as the net change in protein quantity from brain scale spread mechanisms.

QnBSSaddi, j|r(t) =
NNeur

∑
ī=1

3

∑
j̄=1

NReg

∑
r̄=1

BSSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)Qnī, j̄|r̄(t)

QpBSSaddi, j|r(t) =
NNeur

∑
ī=1

3

∑
j̄=1

NReg

∑
r̄=1

BSSi, j|r←ī, j̄|r̄(t)Qpī, j̄|r̄(t) (6.23)

QnBSSremi, j|r(t) =
NNeur

∑
ī=1

3

∑
j̄=1

NReg

∑
r̄=1

BSSī, j̄|r̄←i, j|r(t)Qni, j|r(t)

QpBSSremi, j|r(t) =
NNeur

∑
ī=1

3

∑
j̄=1

NReg

∑
r̄=1

BSSī, j̄|r̄←i, j|r(t)Qpi, j|r(t) (6.24)

QnBSSi, j|r(t) = QnBSSaddi, j|r(t)−QnBSSremi, j|r(t)

QpBSSi, j|r(t) = QpBSSaddi, j|r(t)−QpBSSremi, j|r(t) (6.25)

Combining the contributions to protein quantity change from accumulation

(Eq. 6.4), neuronal based spread (Eq. 6.10), and brain scale spread (Eq. 6.25), I

updated protein quantities at each timestep using the following equation (Eq. 6.26).

Qni, j|r(t +1) = Qni, j|r(t)+QnACCi, j|r(t)+QnNSSi, j|r(t)+QnBSSi, j|r(t)

Qpi, j|r(t +1) = Qpi, j|r(t)+QpACCi, j|r(t)+QpNSSi, j|r(t)+QpBSSi, j|r(t) (6.26)

6.1.9 Event based modelling

I used EBMs similarly to Chapter 5 with data for each of the four neurodegener-

ative diseases of this chapter in order to evaluate the atrophy predictive power of

the models. I defined UM|disr,o, as the probability of region r being o-th in the

order of brain regional volumes becoming abnormal based on cross-sectional MR

data. More specifically, the EBMs were constructed using the data used by Young et

al. [256], which included 1369 AD subjects from Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimag-

ing Initiative (ADNI) and 63 C9orf72, 76 GRN, and 33 MAPT subjects from GE-
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Netic Frontotemporal dementia Initiative (GENFI). Thus, for each simulation with

parameter set θ , I kept track of the exact timestep that each region’s volume became

abnormal (i.e., Tatrr(θ) = argmint Vr(t) ≤ Vthresr). I defined SOr(θ) as the event

order position that brain region r became abnormal during a simulation. Thus, the

cost function was defined as (Eq. 6.27):

C|dis(θ) = −
NReg

∑
r=1

log
(

UM|disr,SOr(θ)

)
(6.27)

6.2 Results
In all simulations, the initial non-pathogenic protein concentration was set to

Cni, j|r(0) = 0.01, the production rate of non-pathogenic protein was set to RnProd =

2e−4, and the clearance rate of non-pathogenic protein was set to RnClear = 2e−4.

Pathogenic protein was assumed to be insoluble (RpClear = 0), and without produc-

tion (Cpi, j|r(0) = 0, RpProd = 0). The minimum concentration for toxicity was set

to Cmin = 0.011.

6.2.1 Neurodegenerative disease parameter optimisation

The parameter set θ included (Eq. 6.28):

θ = {SeedLoc,FReffect,CpSeed, fED,σED, fFW|F, fFW|S, fFW|E, fDW|F, fDW|S, ...

fDW|E, fFF|F, fFF|S, fFF|E, fDF|F, fDF|S, fDF|E,σID,RMis,σNND, fNND, fACT, ...

fNFS,RTxc}, (6.28)

where SeedLoc determined which brain region had a pathogenic protein seed

CpSeed, such that Cpi, j|r=SeedLoc(0)=CpSeed, ∀i, j, and FReffect refers to whether

the toxic effect on the firing frequencies was positive or negative.

I computed the optimal set of models and model parameters for ApoE 4 pos-

itive AD, θ AD, for C9orf72 FTD, θC9or f 72, for GRN FTD, θ GRN , and for MAPT

FTD, θ MAPT , by minimising the cost function with each respective uncertainty ma-
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trix using (Eq. 6.29):

θ
dis = argmin

θ

C|dis(θ) (6.29)

The best two algorithms (TOMLAB/MULTIMIN and TOMLAB/LGO) based

on Figure 2.14 (see Section 2.4.1) are part of a commercial software. I instead chose

to download and try the PSWARM and MCS algorithms, which performed well in

the tests. In addition, since my code was written in MATLAB, I used MATLAB’s

own generalised pattern search, particle swarm, and simulated annealing functions

(patternsearch, particleswarm, simulannealbnd), as they were easy to include in my

implementation. MATLAB’s particle swarm software consistently optimised and

converged faster than the other four algorithms, although it is impossible to know

if it converged to the global optimum, or if another algorithm would overtake it and

perform better in the long-run. Additionally, certain parameters had to be sampled

in a different manner, as suggested in Section 2.4.2. More specifically, CpSeed,

fED, RMis, fNND, fACT, fNFS, and RTxc were sampled in a logarithmic space, as the

order of magnitude that is appropriate for these parameter values is not known in

advance, e.g., viable values for RMis could be in the 0.0001 to 0.001 range, in the

0.1 to 1 range, etc. The convergence rate can be seen in Figure 6.2 (note that this

figure does not contain all of the optimisation runs I performed; I also ran another

similar set, for ≈180 days, but unfortunately only saved the final best fits).

The log likelihood of the fits were -497 for AD, -81 for C9orf72, -1979 for

GRN, and -83 for MAPT. Note that the maximum log likelihood possible, given

by the EBM was -38.6007 for AD, -41.9721 for C9orf72, -32.8946 for GRN, and

-50.2392 for MAPT. The Kendall Tau distance was 0.34 for AD, 0.13 for C9orf72,

0.26 for GRN, and 0.23 for MAPT.

The optimal parameters are shown in the left part of Figure 6.3. I visualised

atrophy in the brain from sagittal and transverse planes in Figure 6.4 at certain

timesteps of the simulations that ran with the optimal parameters for each disease.

Figure 6.5 displays the confusion matrices calculated by the event based model
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Figure 6.2: Convergence rate of optimisation. Figure displays the maximum log-
likelihood found from the optimisation after a certain number of simulations
(function evaluations) have occurred. We ran the optimisation with 24 different
random initialisations for each disease (each line representing one of them).
The thicker black line represents the mean value of the 24 optimisation runs.
The optimisation was ran for approximately 35 days. Note that the number of
simulations in each case varies, as simulations can run from anywhere between
a few timesteps and 1,000,000 timesteps, depending on the chosen parameters.
Top left: AD, top right: C9orf72, bottom left: GRN, bottom right: MAPT.
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for each of the four neurodegenerative diseases, with the atrophy order from the

simulations with the optimal parameters overlaid.

6.2.2 Contribution of protein spread mechanisms

Delineating the degree of protein spread from each spread mechanism in each neu-

rodegenerative disease is of interest. I first performed an analysis to determine

whether a simple model where Euclidean distances (suggesting extracellular dif-

fusion), functional connectivity, structural connectivity, or effective connectivity

from a predetermined seed region could predict atrophy progression. In AD, de-

creasing structural connectivity strength from the amygdala best fitted EBM atro-

phy progression (log likelihood -3913, Kendall Tau distance 0.39). In C9orf72,

decreasing functional connectivity strength from the supratemporal best fitted EBM

atrophy progression (log likelihood -1398, Kendall Tau distance 0.24). In GRN,

there were no good fits, but the best one was with decreasing functional connec-

tivity strength from the medial parietal (log likelihood -6634, Kendall Tau distance

0.39). In MAPT, the best fit was with increasing Euclidean distance from the tem-

poral pole (log likelihood -92, Kendall Tau distance 0.23). Figure 6.6 displays the

confusion matrices calculated by the event based model for each of the four neu-

rodegenerative diseases, with the atrophy order from the respective aforementioned

connectivity measurements.

Figure 6.7 shows the percentage of protein that spread with each mechanism

in the simulations with the optimal parameters for each respective disease.

Figure 6.8 atrophy over time (timesteps) during simulations with the optimal

parameters.

6.2.3 Sensitivity analysis via divergence from atrophy pattern

I performed a sensitivity analysis, displayed in Figure 6.3, by starting with the op-

timal set of parameters values θ dis for each disease as the baseline values, and then

increased or decreased one parameter’s value at a time until a change occurred in the

atrophy order of brain regions SOr(θ
dis±θ offset). This procedure determined what

the minimally required change in a parameter was in order to produce changes in the
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Figure 6.3: Optimal parameters, sensitivity analysis and TTNB analysis for each pa-
rameter and each disease. Left: optimal parameters for each disease. Middle:
sensitivity analysis indicating the minimum parameter change required for di-
vergence from the atrophy pattern of the simulation with optimal parameters,
where divergence required a minimum of six changes in the atrophy order. Each
parameter consists of a darker bar and a lighter bar. At the left edge of the dark
bar is the value that parameter had to decrease to in order to cause divergence,
and similarly for the right edge of the lighter bar for increasing the parameter
value. The baseline values (θ dis) are in-between the dark and light bar. Gen-
erally speaking, parameters with large bars signify that the atrophy pattern was
not sensitive to this parameter. Right: associated change in TTNB from the
sensitivity analysis, e.g., decreasing RMis from ≈ 0.08 to ≈ 0.03 in GRN re-
sulted in almost tripling TTNB, delaying disease progression. Blue: AD, red:
C9orf72, yellow: GRN, purple: MAPT.
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Figure 6.4: Visualisation of brain atrophy progression for each disease from sagittal,
coronal, and transverse planes from the simulations with optimal param-
eters: (a) simulation for AD with parameters θ AD after (1) 6, (2) 10, (3) 19,
and (4) 22 regions showed abnormal atrophy, (b) simulation for C9orf72 with
parameters θC9or f 72 after (1) 4, (2) 12, (3) 18, and (4) 22 regions showed ab-
normal atrophy, (c) simulation for GRN with parameters θ GRN after (1) 3, (2)
6, (3) 13, and (4) 20 regions showed abnormal atrophy, and (d) simulation
for MAPT with parameters θ MAPT after (1) 10, (2) 15, (3) 18, and (4) 23 re-
gions showed abnormal atrophy. The color indicates atrophy Ar(t). These fig-
ures were created with the BrainNet Viewer (Xia, Wang, and He [257], 2013,
http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/).
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of atrophy prediction from simulations against population av-
erage atrophy progression given by the EBM. Greyscale indicates the atro-
phy order position probability for each brain region given by each disease’s
respective EBM’s uncertainty matrix UM|disr,o. The red Xs are based on the
atrophy order SOr(θ

dis) that was computed after running simulations using the
optimal parameters θ dis. Top left: AD, top right: C9orf72, bottom left: GRN,
bottom right: MAPT.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of atrophy prediction from simple models against population
average atrophy progression given by the EBM. Greyscale indicates the or-
der position probability for each brain region given by each disease’s respective
EBM’s uncertainty matrix UM|disr,o. The red Xs are based on the atrophy or-
der determined by the increasing or decreasing order of functional connectivity,
structural connectivity, effective connectivity, or Euclidean distances. Top left:
AD with order determined by decreasing structural connectivity strength from
the amygdala, top right: C9orf72 with order determined by decreasing func-
tional connectivity strength from the supratemporal, bottom left: GRN with or-
der determined by decreasing functional connectivity strength from the medial
parietal, bottom right: MAPT with order determined by increasing Euclidean
distance from the temporal pole.

atrophy order, and we repeated this step until there were at least six changes in the

atrophy order of brain regions. Additionally, it determined how long the network

survived before atrophy spread in the entire brain, which was defined by timesteps

to network breakdown (TTNB). Figure 6.9 is a different sensitivity analysis, which

for multiple simulations of higher log-likelihood displays the related parameters

(note that this figure does not contain all of the optimisation runs I performed; I also

ran another similar set, for ≈180 days, but only saved the final best fits).
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Figure 6.7: Percentage of protein spread via each modelled mechanism during simu-
lations with the optimal parameters. Blue: AD, red: C9orf72, yellow: GRN,
purple: MAPT.

Figure 6.8: Atrophy over time during simulations with the optimal parameters. Top
left: AD, top right: C9orf72, bottom left: GRN, bottom right: MAPT.
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Figure 6.9: Various parameter regimes and their related log-likelihood. Each point
corresponds to a parameter value on the y-axis, and to a simulation whose log-
likelihood is given by the x-axis. Blue: AD, red: C9orf72, yellow: GRN,
purple: MAPT.
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6.3 Discussion

The optimisation procedure discovered optimal parameters that best fitted popula-

tion average atrophy progression in AD, C9orf72, GRN, and MAPT, as seen in the

left part of Figure 6.3. The most likely seed regions were: hippocampus in AD, tha-

lamus proper in C9orf72, middle cingulate in GRN, and supratemporal in MAPT.

Neurofibrillary tangles first present themselves in the entorhinal cortex in AD. Al-

though the entorhinal cortex was not specifically parcellated, the closest simulated

region was the medial temporal lobe, which showed atrophy early on, and empir-

ically, the hippocampus is the next region to manifest neurofibrillary tangles (see

Section 2.2.2). Atrophy in AD is more prominent on the hippocampus, mesial tem-

poral, lateral temporoparietal, posterior cingulate and the precuneus bilaterally (see

Section 2.2.2). There is no general consensus on the seed location of the FTD sub-

types, but their general atrophy patterns have been observed to include: symmetric

thalamus and cerebellum atrophy in patients with C9orf72 mutations, asymmetric

frontal, temporal, and parietal lobe atrophy in patients with GRN mutations, and

anterior and medial temporal lobe atrophy in patients with MAPT mutations (see

Section 2.2.3). As can be seen in Figure 6.4, my results of atrophy progression

qualitatively agree with qualitative literature based on radiologist and neuroscien-

tific opinion (although this work cannot capture left-right brain asymmetry, as I

symmetrised the brain for my analysis), except for a few outlier errors shown in

Figure 6.5 for AD, C9orf72, and GRN. When comparing these results to the result

of Figure 5.3, it appears on first sight that the fit has worsened, however the brain

regions used in both cases were different, thus the fits can’t be directly compared; I

used larger brain regions in this chapter in order to capture most of the brain grey

matter and to be able to compare between the four diseases.

Additionally, in the simulations with the optimal parameters, there was a long

incubation time with each disease before atrophy started becoming noticeable (Fig-

ure 6.8, except for GRN, perhaps because it had the worst fit), in agreement with

previous results [69, 70]. The first region to show atrophy in each disease did so af-

ter 60% to 77% of the total timesteps that were required before all regions showed
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atrophy.

From Figure 6.6, one can note how well simple models fitted atrophy progres-

sion. AD best fitted (although the fit is poor) with structural connectivity, C9orf72

best fitted with functional connectivity, GRN best fitted (although the fit is poor)

with functional connectivity, and MAPT best fitted with Euclidean distance. By

comparison, Figure 6.7 shows that with my more complex model, protein spread:

primarily via extracellular diffusion, and to a lesser extent via fast structural connec-

tivity related connections in AD; primarily via fast and diffusive functional, effec-

tive, and structural connectivity related spread, and secondarily via fast frequency-

related spread in C9orf72; primarily via extracellular diffusion, but also a significant

portion spread via both structural connectivity and effective connectivity related

connections in GRN; via fast structural and effective connectivity related connec-

tions in MAPT. Interestingly, the models of frequency related spread had little im-

pact, and indeed, when I reran the simulations with the related parameter values set

to zero, there was no significant change on atrophy progression. This implies that

either I did not model the underlying neurobiological mechanisms sufficiently accu-

rately, or that protein does not spread using these mechanisms. Overall, these results

point to three mechanisms of protein spread, with their importance varying widely

among diseases: (a) “Euclidean distance based spread" with extracellular diffusion,

(b) bidirectional, fibre tract connection based spread, and (c) unidirectional synaptic

connection based spread (which is what effective connectivity attempts to model).

It has been shown in-vitro that the ‘misfolding rate’ (or templating effective-

ness) and the toxicity of pathogenic proteins varies a lot [145]. The products of

the misfolding rates and toxicity rates of my optimal parameters were higher in

AD and MAPT than C9orf72 and GRN. This coincided with an increase of neu-

ronal frequencies toxic effect and lower neuronal frequency related spread in AD

and MAPT, whereas the opposites were true for C9orf72 and GRN. Interestingly,

AD and MAPT are associated with tau protein, whereas C9orf72 and GRN with

TDP-43 protein (see Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.2).
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6.3.1 Atrophy order and TTNB sensitivity to parameter value

change

As is expected, increasing the protein seed concentration CpSeed, the misfolding

rate RMis, or the toxicity rate RTxc hastened disease progression (Figure 6.3). No-

ticeably, AD required a large change in these parameters to cause a substantial

change in the atrophy order, and in some cases in the TTNB. The opposite case

was true for C9orf72, where the atrophy order and TTNB were sensitive to smaller

changes in these parameters. GRN was sensitive to changes in the misfolding rate,

but not the initial seed or the toxicity rate. MAPT was the most sensitive to changes

in these parameters. I hypothesise that the reason AD and GRN were less sensitive

to these parameters is because AD and GRN had a stronger extracellular diffu-

sion element, versus a more directed spread via structural or effective connectivity.

Based on the results of this and of previous chapters, I have noticed that when

spread is directed by certain criteria (such as fibre tracts), protein gathers in vulner-

able ‘bottleneck’ elements (e.g., brain regions or neurons). These elements become

a lot more vulnerable when directed spread is coupled with a higher misfolding

rate, toxicity rate, or protein seed. On the other hand, in the case of undirected

spread (such as extracellular diffusion), the ability of neurons to transmit or receive

protein is equal for all neurons, thus there is no intrinsic vulnerability and vulner-

ability is determined by proximity to the seed region only. This result presents

the counter-intuitive notion that in certain diseases a therapy that limits the spread

mechanism can be more effective than a therapy that reduces the ‘misfolding rate’

or the ‘toxicity rate’ of pathogenic proteins. From Figure 6.9, we can see how differ-

ent parameters fit the EBM, and how much variation is possible before changing the

log-likelihood of the fit. From this figure, it seems that the best fits of the related op-

timisation runs (the figure does not show all of the optimisation runs we performed),

are the only ones. More specifically, in AD, no other set of parameters that is non-

local to the best fit was found; in C9orf72, increasing fast functional connectivity

spread, decreasing fast effective connectivity spread, decreasing the misfolding rate,

and increasing the neuronal frequency spread provide a different “good” fit that is
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non-local to the best fit we found; in GRN there was another non-local fit but the

best fit was poor anyway; and in MAPT there were no other non-local “good” fits.

Generally, increasing the strength of most spread mechanisms hastened dis-

ease progression, at varying degrees, with active transport hastening it the most,

relatively speaking. In all diseases, their atrophy orders were most sensitive to

changes in the parameter values of their respective primary brain scale spread mech-

anisms (extracellular diffusion in AD, fast structural connectivity related spread in

C9orf72, extracellular diffusion in GRN, and fast structural and effective connec-

tivity related spread in MAPT), as well as to changes with all of the neuronal scale

spread mechanisms. In AD and GRN, despite extracellular diffusion being the pri-

mary spread mechanism, changes to its parameter values did not have a significant

effect on TTNB, which further supports my earlier hypothesis stating that increased

misfolding rate, toxicity rate, or protein seed has less of an effect when coupled

with undirected spread. Typically, TTNB was most sensitive to changes with the

parameters related to the neuronal scale spread mechanisms.

One notable exception where increasing the strength of the spread mecha-

nism delayed disease progression (by approximately 10%) instead was neuronal

frequency related spread, especially in the cases where the toxic effect was an in-

crease of firing frequencies in neurons. This result agrees with the result of Chap-

ter 4, and the reasoning behind it is that this combination of mechanisms will spread

protein more evenly among neurons, as neurons with higher protein concentrations

will spread more protein out of them, whereas neurons with lower protein con-

centrations will not spread as much protein. This promotes overall clearance and

reduces overall toxicity.

6.4 Conclusions and future work

I presented one of the first contributions that combined neuronal and brain scale

modelling of neurodegenerative diseases, and the first one to use a compartment-

based computational modelling approach, which is commonly used for modelling

neurons (e.g., using the simulator NEURON [241]), making it easy to combine
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the current approach with other work in that field. Optimal parameters that fitted

atrophy progression of four neurodegenerative diseases were found, highlighting

differences between them with regards to: their seed regions, their primary spread

mechanisms, potential therapeutic targets, and the consistency of their atrophy pat-

terns to changes.

However, this work is still preliminary. A Bayesian model selection framework

would better determine which modelled mechanisms play a role which ones do not.

Performing a sensitivity analysis around a number of locally optimal fits would help

determine which mechanisms are consistently required. Additionally, the sugges-

tions made regarding potential therapeutic targets are more demonstrative of how

such a framework could produce them, although electrical-activity based spread

of protein does indeed have potential to be neuroprotective under certain circum-

stances, and other studies have also reached the same conclusion.

As with all modelling approaches, this work could be improved with better

modelling. I used cortical columns and similar connectivity patterns for all brain

regions, but this could be improved with scaled down versions of the specific neural

network that constitutes each brain region, as well as more biologically accurate

modelling of the connectivity among different brain regions, rather than simply as-

suming all the excitatory neurons of layer II and III are inputs and outputs. This

also would address the issue that currently the neuronal scale has less of an effect

on results as it is the same in all regions, with the only differentiating element being

the number of columns, although modelling the neuronal scale mechanisms the-

oretically increases the biological accuracy of the overall model compared to the

previous chapter’s model. This work can also be extended to perform individual

patient atrophy prediction, by either learning and predicting directly on longitudi-

nal data, or by combining the current framework as a prior on the parameters and

learning the patient-specific adjusted parameters, at which point comparisons could

be made with similar work [41, 177] which has focused on individual patient prog-

nosis only, and not population-average. Positron emission tomography of protein

concentration could be used to instantiate the brain regional protein concentration,
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and also as (extra) validation [69]. Better informed values for parameters, and bet-

ter modelling can be derived by combining this work with other neurodegenerative

disease modelling work. For example, I did not model multiple proteins, such as tau

and amyloid-beta in Alzheimer’s disease, chaperones, multiple clearance pathways,

spread that occurs only after neuronal death, aggregates of different sizes which are

subject to different mechanisms, etc.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis presented work on computationally modelling the accumulation, spread,

and toxic effects of pathogenic proteins on neurons and the brain in neurodegen-

erative diseases. I used a different approach compared to similar work, modelled

additional and more complex neurobiological mechanisms, and linked the neuronal

scale, where these neurobiological mechanisms exist, with the brain scale, where

patient data that is used for validation is acquired.

In Chapter 4, an analysis of various neurobiological mechanisms of accumu-

lation and spread was performed at the neuronal scale in a network of cortical

columns. The modelled mechanisms captured key characteristics of pathogenic

proteins, and observations were made regarding the effects of modifying the mod-

els on the atrophy patterns, with special interest given to how much alteration of

parameter values was required before atrophy progression diverged from a specific

pattern. Certain concepts emerged as significant, such as that soluble pathogenic

protein spread is determined by the network’s global connectivity and targets ‘bot-

tleneck’ neurons, whereas the spread of insoluble pathogenic protein is determined

more so by the network’s local connectivity near the seed and targets nearby neu-

rons. While far from solid evidence for specific diseases, these concepts can raise

questions when observing disease phenotypes: are diseases where atrophy spreads

locally and are heterogeneous more likely to have insoluble pathogenic proteins,

whereas homogeneous diseases have more soluble pathogenic proteins? Finally, an

analysis was performed to determine which mechanisms provided appealing can-
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didates for progression-delaying therapies, consistently finding that strengthening

mechanisms that spread protein more evenly among neurons to be notable candi-

dates.

In Chapter 5, I attempted to learn which mechanisms govern the pathogenic

proteins responsible for ApoE 4 positive AD. I computationally modelled mech-

anisms of accumulation, spread (including effective connectivity related spread,

which had not been investigated by any previous similar work), and toxic effects

at the brain scale, modelling a number of grey matter brain regions as nodes in a

network. At the brain scale, I was able to use an event based model of popula-

tion average disease progression as “ground truth”, whereas related work has used

only individual patient data. Optimal model parameters were found, with evidence

consistently pointing to pathogenic protein being insoluble, rather than soluble, in

agreement with the ‘prion-like’ hypothesis. Spread was primarily driven by struc-

tural connectivity (i.e., fibre tract connections), and to a lesser extent by extracellu-

lar diffusion and effective connectivity. Firing frequency related spread mechanisms

did not spread any protein. These results are broadly in agreement with previous

related work [41, 69]. They were not in agreement with the work of Zhou et al. [37],

as functional connectivity was not found to be predictive, potentially because I mod-

elled effective connectivity. A reduction of the strength of structural connectivity

related spread was found to delay disease progression, and thus is suggested as a

candidate target for therapy.

In Chapter 6, I combined and extended my previous two chapters, linking neu-

robiological mechanisms that occur at the neuronal scale with patient data that is

acquired at the brain scale, thus enabling validation of those mechanisms. I mod-

elled the neuronal scale mechanisms in the same manner as I did in Chapter 4, and

modified and added additional mechanisms of spread at the brain scale. I used an

event based model for ApoE 4 positive AD, and C9orf72, GRN, and MAPT mu-

tations related frontotemporal dementias. Thus, in this work, I was able to find

optimal model parameters for each of these four diseases, and I then performed

a comparative study. The mechanisms of spread varied considerably among the
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four diseases, as well as which mechanisms presented themselves as more allur-

ing targets for therapeutic intervention. Seed regions for each disease were also

determined through the optimisation procedure. As with the results presented in

Chapter 5, the spread was found to be primarily driven by extracellular diffusion,

structural connectivity related connections, and effective connectivity related con-

nections, and not by functional connectivity or by firing frequency related spread

mechanisms. Decreasing the strength of each mechanism of spread was found to

delay disease progression, with the exception of neuronal frequency related spread,

where strengthening it would delay disease progression. This result agrees with the

previous results presented in Chapter 4.

In this thesis, I set out to gain a better understanding of pathogenic protein

mechanisms in order to: (a) study the ‘molecular nexopathies’ paradigm, (b) pre-

dict pathogenic protein behaviour and by extension brain atrophy, (c) suggest poten-

tial therapeutic targets, (d) suggest which hypotheses regarding these mechanisms

should be prioritised in future in-vivo and in-vitro research. Indeed, the results

with AD and the three genetic FTD subtypes found that their respective pathogenic

proteins were governed by very different mechanisms (represented by my model

parameter values). In addition, their spread patterns heavily depended on the net-

work’s structural and effective connectivity, as well as “Euclidean distances”, and

the role each of these played varied highly among the four diseases, for example,

AD spread via extracellular diffusion and via fast structural connectivity related

connections, whereas C9orf72 spread via fast structural connectivity related con-

nections and via slower effective connectivity related connections. These results

suggest that further research is prioritised towards testing whether AD spreads via

extracellular diffusion and rapidly via fibre tracts, whereas in C9orf72 the focus

should be on its respective mechanisms. Furthermore, by delineating the optimal

model parameters, their behaviour could be predicted, and by extension atrophy.

This enabled atrophy prognosis (although not at an individual patient basis yet), as

well as elucidated the seed region in each disease, information that might be helpful

in developing biomarkers for earlier diagnosis. Additionally, being able to predict
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protein behaviour also meant that hypothetical therapeutic interventions could be

simulated to study which ones could delay disease progression, and thus sugges-

tions of potential therapeutic targets were made, in particular enhancing electrical-

activity based spread of protein. Lastly, certain mechanisms, such as electrical-

activity based spread at the brain scale, were found to not contribute significantly to

the disease process, whereas others were more important, such as extracellular dif-

fusion or spread based on structural connectivity. Thus, prioritising further studies

on the mechanisms that were stronger contributors is preferable.

7.1 Future work

The work of this thesis could be extended in a number of ways. While computa-

tional modelling has a lot of potential within the topic of neurodegenerative dis-

eases, the major limitation for such work is the lack of neurobiological knowledge

to inform the construction of the computational models, such as production rates of

the soluble, non-pathogenic protein variants. A collaborative effort between neu-

robiologists and computational modellers could provide quicker results for both,

where neurobiological results inform and refine the computational model, and com-

putational modelling results can inform neurobiological research regarding which

hypotheses hold more promise and warrant further, real-world studies. For example,

a potential in-vivo or in-vitro study might be interested in observing how modifi-

cation of different spread mechanisms might influence disease progression. From

my results, it was found that strengthening a mechanism of action potential related

spread would delay disease progression. This result can be used to give priority to

testing this particular spread mechanism first, either in-vivo or in-vitro, as in-vivo

and in-vitro studies are expensive and time consuming, so any proof that assists in

prioritisation is beneficial.

However, there is already a lot of information in the literature that could be

used to enhance the current model, which wasn’t used in this thesis, as simplifica-

tions had to be made due to time restrictions and to build a model more gradually.

More accurate representations of each brain region’s neural network, and the con-
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nections among them could improve the face validity of the results. Additionally,

there has been a lot of related work in the systems biology (see Chapter 3) field,

modelling the single neuron scale in detail, which could be integrated with the cur-

rent approach. As more neurobiological knowledge is gathered, certain parameters

of the models will no longer be parameters, but become known values, allowing

for faster optimisation and less likelihood of overfitting, which in turn enables one

to model additional neurobiological mechanisms. Additionally, multiple proteins

(such as tau and amyloid-beta in AD) could be modelled, and PET protein tracer

imaging data can be used to initialise protein concentrations in brain regions.

Most similar work has concerned itself with atrophy or protein concentration

prediction of individual patients. Future work that would integrate individual pa-

tient prognosis would enable comparison of the predictive power among various

approaches in the literature, if using the same datasets. One way to integrate individ-

ual patient prediction with the current work would be to use the population average

model as a sort of “prior", and patient specific model parameters would be able to

slightly modify the modelled mechanisms within a ‘hierarchical model’ framework.

Within the context of providing therapy suggestions, there might be individual pa-

tient differences, whereby some patients would benefit more from a drug altering

one pathogenic protein mechanism, whereas other patients might benefit more from

a drug altering a different mechanism. These nuances are lost with the population-

based framework used in this work, but with an individual patient framework ther-

apy suggestions could become more personalised. Additionally, PET protein tracer

imaging could be used within this context either on its own, or in conjunction with

MRI atrophy quantification. Naturally, the optimal parameters found in each case

would be different, but most likely the ones found when using PET and MRI data in

conjunction would be most accurate. Lastly, within the individual-subject context,

if the modelled mechanisms reach a point where they represent disease progression

accurately enough, it would be possible given patient-specific data to run the sim-

ulation in reverse and “predict” the seed region, the results of which could be of

interest for earlier diagnosis research.
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Finally, the complexity of the overall model of my work meant that optimisa-

tion was very slow. Additionally, there is no guarantee that the optima that I found

were the global optima and due to the nature of the optimisation function and my

model, even if I had found a global optimum, there is no guarantee that it is the only

one as there could multiple sets of parameters that give the optimal result. This

could mean that with (much) faster optimisation my modelled mechanisms could

fit the data of the EBM even better than in the results. Thus, where appropriate,

simplifications to the model, especially of the neural network would help to address

this issue. A more fundamental way to reduce the computational complexity in a

more significant way would be to modify the models so that the cost function be-

comes smooth, differentiable, and, most importantly, convex, as this would allow

the use of better optimisation techniques, and convergence would be much faster,

although to what degree this is feasible is questionable. This would also open up the

possibility, especially within the context of individual patient prediction, of using

more advanced machine learning techniques for model selection, and techniques

that reduce the likelihood of overfitting to the training or the test data, e.g., through

comparing training performance with validation and test performance, cross valida-

tion, bootstrapping, boosting, etc.

Unfortunately, I personally will not be continuing work on this topic, however

I wish the best of luck to anyone who does and hope this thesis helped them in their

endeavour.
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